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CONFIDENTIAL
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FOREWORD

This report was prepared for the United States Air Force by the
Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory, Inc., Buffalo, New York, in partial ful-
fillment of Contract AF33(615)-3294. It contains material extracted from
SV- 5P (Pilot)-Preliminary Trim Aerodynamics -(Aero. -Aual(AA- 1)-First
Revision (title unclassified), Unpublished data from Martin-Baltimore. This
data is CONFIDENTIAL (Group 4).

The flight test program reported herein was performed by the Flight
Research Department of Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory under sponsorship
of the Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory, Directorate of Laboratories,
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio. This in-flight simulation and
evaluation of SV-5P handling characteristics was requested by the SV-5P
Project Office at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio. Mr. Richard
Sickeler and Squadron Leader William Smith were project engineers for the
Flight Dynamics Laboratory.

This report is also being published as Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory
Report No. BM-2238-F-3.

The success of this flight test program is the result of the efforts of a
number of members of the Martin Company in Baltimore and the Cornell
Flight Research Department. Martin personnel provided wind tunnel data, 4e

information on flight conditions, gains, and control characteristics of the
SV- 5P. This information was the basis of the in-flight simulation. The
CAL Program Manager of the T-33 projects is Mr. Robert Kidder. Mr.
B. Dolbin of Cornell was responsible for the development and application of
the in-flight simulation techniques. Mrs. V. Close was responsible for the
IBM 7044 computation programs. Mr. James Meeker aided in some of the
original analytic work associated with the in-flight simulation, and also acted
as safety pilot and in-flight test conductor during the calibration and evalua-
tion phases of the flight test program. Mr. N. Infanti and R. Harper also
acted as safety pilots and in-flight test conductors during various phases of
the flight test program. Mr. R. Huber was responsible for modifications,
calibration, and maintenance of the T-33 variable stability system. The
Cornell evaluation pilot was W. Hall and the Martin evaluaticn pilot was
D. McCracken. Mr. B.A. Peterson of NASA-Edwards and Capt. J.R. Gentry
of USAF-Edwards were evaluation pilots for two flights each.

This manuscript was released June 1967 for publication as an AFFDL
Technical Report.

This technical report has been reviewed and is approved.

Chief, Control Criteria Branch
Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory
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ABSTRACT

The results of an in-flight simulation program to investigate longi- -

tudinal and lateral-directional handling qualities of the Martin SV-5P (Pilot)
lifting body are presented and discussed. The in-flight simulation was a
pmint stability simulation at five flight conditions: (1) Re-entry Glide, (2)
Boost A, (3) Burnout, (4) Boost B, and (5) Landing Approach. The in-flight
simulation was primarily a lateral -directional investigation, the longitudinal
characteristics simulated at each flight condition remained fixed. Nine
lateral-directional configurations were investigated for each flight condition
for a total of 45 different configurations. The nine lateral-directional con-
figurations at each flight condition were obtained by varying the SV-5P rudder
to aileron interconnect ratio and the yaw and roll damping feedback gains.
The USAF/CAL variable stability T-33 airplane was used as an in-flight
simulator. A CAL and a Martin pilot each evaluated 50 configurations. A
NASA and a USAF pilot each evaluated 6 configurations. All the configura-
tions were evaluated in straight and level flight. In addition, the landing
approach configurations were evaluated during descent at a simulated maxi-
mum L/D of the SV-5P. The handling qualities simulated were evaluated
by the pilots based on the mission requirements and tasks at each flight con-
dition of the SV-5P. Pilot comments were recorded on each configuration,
"and the pilots rated the configurations using a new pilot rating scale. The
pilot comments and ratings were analyzed and interpreted in the light of the
simulated characteristics and their handling qualities. The longitudinal
characteristics simulated were considered acceptable except for the objection
of some pilots to the large stick force per g during Boost A and B and
Burnout. The greatest effect on lateral-directional handling qualities at any
flight condition resulted from a change in rudder to aileron interconnect
ratio. Too small a value of rudder to aileron interconnect increased the
adverse yaw, reduced aileron roll power, and made rudder coordination
difficult. Too large a value resulted in an acceleration-ordered. p response
and a lack of roll damping. In general, increasing the roll and yaw damping
improved the aileron response by reducing adverse yaw and improving the
roll response.

In addition to security requirements which must be met, this abstract
is subject to special export controls and each transmittal to foreign govern-
ments or foreign nationals may be made only with prior approval of the AF
Flight Dynamics Laboratory (FDCC), Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio, 45433.
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

(U) At the request of the Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory,
an in-flight simulation and handling qualities investigation of the Martin-
USAF SV-5P(Pilot) lifting body was performed by the Flight Research
Department of Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory (CAL). The simulation was
a point stability simulation performed in the USAFICAL variable stability
T-33 airplane. The program planning began in July 1966, and the flight
testing was completed in February 1967.

(U) In July 1966, a meeting was held at Martin Company in Baltimore,
Maryland at which the SV-5P simulation program was discussed among
Martin, Flight Dynamics Laboratory, and CAL personnel. It was decided
that a point stability simulation at a fixed altitude and airspeed was feasible
in the variable stability T-33. It was decided that to the extent possible,
SV-5P descents would be simulated by extending the T-33 drag petals at the
completion of the level flight simulation, and descending and performing a
simulated flare at altitude. Figure I shows a diagram of the. simulated
descent.

(C) At the July meeting, Martin Company personnel selected five
basic flight conditions that were of particular interest to them from the
standpoint of in-flight simulation and handling qualities investigation. These
five basic flight conditions represented conditions along the SV-5P flight
trajectory and can be described as a Re-entry.Glide (RG), Boost A (BA),
Burnout (BO), Boost B (BB), and a Landing Approach (LA). The feedback
gains (*,0K, andKor), and the rudder to aileron interconnect ratios ( A, )
were also specified for these basic flight conditions. The flight conditions
of the SV-5P vehicle as specified are shown in Table I. In order to investi-
gate the effect of both increased and decreased damping gains, two additional
sets of damping gains (4, and Kg ) were specified for each of the basic flight
conditions. To investigate the effect of both an increase and decrease in
rudder to aileron interconnect ( xAeA ), two additional A' values were
specified for each set of damping gains. The combinations of gains specified
are shown in Table IH. The result was a specification of 9 different sets of
gains for each flight condition. Thus, a total of 45 configurations was
specified for simulation.

(U) The decision was made that the simulation wasito be primarily
lateral-directional and not longitudinal. At any rate, the longitudinal
characteristics simulated were to remain fixed at each of the five flight
conditions. A subsequent investigation of the SV-SP longitudinal character-
istics at the basic flight conditions indicated that certain of the SV-5P
longitudinal characteristics, such as stick force gradients (A. /w, ), varied
greatly between flight conditions. Since the handling qualities investigations
could be influenced significantly by such longitudinal characteristics, the
decision was made to simulate certain of the important longitudinal

C D1
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as well as the lateral-directional parameters of the SV-5P. The longitudinal
parameters simulated are discussed in Section 4. 2. The simulated longitudinal
parameters varied only with flight conditions.

(U) The important longitudinal and lateral-directional mode char-
acteristics of all 45 configurations were simulated as specified in Section IV.
All 45 configurations were evaluated in level flight by both a Martin and a
CAL evaluation pilot. In addition, both pilots evaluated the Landing Approach
(LA) configurations during descent at maximum L/D. Six of the 45 confi-
gurations were also evaluated by a NASA and an AF pilot.

(U) During the evaluation program, the evaluation pilots were not
informed of the configuration characteristics simulated in flight except for
the flight condition of the SV-5P associated with the configuration such as
Re-entry Glide (RG), or Bobst A (BA), etc. The pilot was supplied with a
Mission and Task card to aid in the evaluation of the configurations at a given
flight condition. The p'lots commented on and rated each configuration
evaluated. The pilot comments were recorded on a vwire recorder in flight
and were based on a Pilot Card supplied to the evaluation pilot. The pilot
numerical rating was based on a new rating scale presented and discussed
in Reference 1.

(C) The in-flight calibration part of the program was performed
through a series of 29 flights (Flights 728 through 756). The calibration
flight period extended from September 30 through December 28, 1966 and
was conducted at Buffalo, New York. The evaluation part of the program
was transferred to MCAS in Yuma, Arizona on January 3, 1967 because of
weather. A total of 106 configurations was evaluated by all of the evaluation
pilots during 39 flights (Flight 759 through 797). This flight period extended
from January 6 to February 3, 1967. In general, on each flight three con-
figurations were simulated and evaluated in the T-33 in level flight at 23, 000
feet and 250 kt indicated airspeed. In addition, the Landing Approach (LA)
configurations were also evaluated during the descent from 23, 000 feet.
This descent was performed at a simulated L/D of 4.7 at 250 kt IAS in the
T-33. The final part of the descent consisted of a pilot-initiated flare at
2000 to 3000 feet pressure altitude.

(C) It should be emphasized that the simulation performed and the
evaluation program as conducted are based on preliminary information of the
SV-5P vehicle as supplied to Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory in July 1966.
Since the SV-5P has undergone additional design and analysis, the modal
characteristics and handling qualities results presented may not be directly
applicable. Since the damping feedback gains (eKýande,) and the rudder to
aileron interconnect ratios ( fEf ) were varied systematically from the
nominal values (Table II), a variety of lateral-directional response char-
acteristics and aileron control characteristics were simulated and evaluated.
These results should prove useful in understanding what lateral-directional
characteristics are acceptable and objectionable in the SV-5P lifting body
when these characteristics are interpreted in the light of the SV-5P mission
and task requirements. The results should also be useful as a further under-
standing of the lateral-directional handling qualities of lifting bodies in general.

2
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SECTION II

POINT STABILITY EQUATIONS OF MOTION FOR SV-SP

2.1 GENERAL DISCUSSION

(C) Before the pertinent longitudinal and lateral-directional charac-
teristics of the SV-5P could be adequately simulated in the variable stability
T-33, it was first necessary to settle on a set of adequate longitudinal and
lateral-directional equations of motion that would describe the SV-SP dynamic
motions for the flight conditions under investigation. From a knowledge of the
initial conditions of the SV-5P for each of the five flight conditions under
investigation, and the SV-5P feedback gains (, . /r# K and A-.4 ), it was
then possible to determine the dimensional stability derivatives required in
the equations of motion using wind tunnel data on the static nondimensional
derivatives of the SV-5P vehicle. The static nondimenuional derivatives were
of course determined for the angle of attack, Mach number, and c. g. location
appropriate to the flight condition. The dimensional derivatives were deter-
mined using the nondimensional derivatives, and the appropriate weight and
moments of inertia of the SV-5P vehicle.

"(U) From a knowledge of the dimensional derivatives and the equa-
tions of motion, the longitudinal and lateral-directional response character-
istics of the SV-SP were next determined. The essential SV-SP modal
characteristics to be simulated in the T-33 were next determined based on
these response characteristics.

2.2 LONGITUDINAL EQUATIONS

2.2. 1 Longitudinal Equations of Motion of Vehicle

(U) The two-degree-of-freedom longitudinal short-period equations
of motion of the basic unaugmented SV-5P vehicle can be written as

0C0

ti.

,• ,• - ('•-,•)(3)

(C) Equation 3 is not an independent equation of motion, but it
relates the normal acceleration of the vehicle in g's to the variables in
Equations 1 and 2. Equations 1 and 2 are small perturbation equations of

3
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motion from trimmed, unaccelerated flight with initial pitch angle (e9.)
angle of attack (v,) , and flight path angle x() - ,*) which are not nec-

essarily small. Equations I and 2 are two-degree-of-freedom point stability
equations of motion that are only approximately valid for the SV-5P in accel-
erated climbing or descending flight. Equation 2 contains no pitch damping
term (Mb) for the unaugmented SV-5P lifting body. No information was
available on the inherent damping derivatives of the SV-5P vehicle, hence
it has been assumed that the inherent pitch, roll, and yaw damping of the
SV-5P are negligibly small, and all the damping of the vehicle results from
the stability augmentation system.,

(U) In terms of Laplace transforms, Equations 1, 2,. and 3 assume
the following form:

S-k1, M(Sv ÷ sZ'.(s)- [(0 ) -S l se (PsZ) (5)

"".Afe (s) - 2 L(

2. 2. 2 Longitudinal SAS and Control System Equations

(C) An examination of the longitudinal stability augmentation system
(SAS) and control system as it existed in July of 1966 indicated that the
elevator control motion of the SV-5P could be adequately described for simu-
lation purposes by an equation of the following form:

#3s 10(s) s) ) ()7)

where

washout filter 3 3(
transfer function fy- (8)

ere M S) (S)ds\S
___- d,, .. ,,)

e ., ((4/4w) (10)
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(C) Equation 8 is the transfer function Of a pitch rate washout filter
with a corner at 1/3 of a radian per second. The effect of this washout filter
is to essentially eliminate the augmented pitch damping feedback gain and all
the augmented pitch damping at low frequencies and in steady-state pitch
maneuvers. Equation 9 assumes the damping gain is a constant that does not
vary with frequency. In view of the high elevator servo frequencies anticipated
for the SV-5P compared to the longitudinal short-period frequency, this assump-
tion is reasonable. The anticipated elevator servo frequency is app-roximately
10 cps, the short-period frequency is of the order of l/Z to 1/4 cpsr (see
Table VII ). Equation 10 assumes that the elevator response to stick force
inputs can be represented by an equivalent second-order system with an
undamped frequency (&•F), and damping ratio (•. This equivalent
second-order system is composed of the elevator to elevator stick displace-
ment transfer function, 4 (s)/lds (S) , and the transfer function of the
elevator stick to force inputs, d.1. (S)/Frs (S) . The frequency of

the de ($))/Id's (r) transfer function is primarily determined by the elevator

servo frequency (approximately 10 cps). The SV-5P stick dynamics are deter-
mined by the inertia of a pivoted stick and a simple spring. The spring constant
in terms of pounds per inch of stick movement at the pilot's grip (F /41s) is
shown in Table IV. Also shown in Table IV is the approximate stick frequency
and damping as measured on a test stand at Martin. Thus, the equivalent

frequency of the de' (s)./4gr (s) transfer function will be somewhat below
.6 to 8 cps.

2.2.3 Longitudinal Equations with SAS and Washout Filter

(C) Substituting Equation 9 in Equation 7, and Equation 7 in Equa-
tions 4 and 5 results in the following longitudinal equations of motion:

A4, (5) (S)#SYj (s) -\ me. (s) Fs)

where

M04 -MAKX

Multiplying Equations 11 and 12 by (ftJIS) results int following equations:

5
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1 see ig, (et O. Z'Jj S- 0C r. ) - 5 e*ir.J0cs)i

V. ye

-~~~~3M~~~~~st CS)() 3'f3M )I6~~-4s

FsS (13)

(14)

(C) From the above equations, it is possible to derive the transfer

functions to control surface inputs, a(s) Id.'6), Ors)/I.e(s) , and i, (5)/41r (S).

The last transfer function is obtained using Equation 6. These transfer func-
tions are quite complex and each contains a fourth-order denominator. If
the following assumptions are made, considerable simplification is possible.

The last statement follows from the fact that Z, = Zo. Kj and Aj -Md Kr .

Based on these assumptions, the transfer functions assume the following form:

0(s) Cos40, -. sX 8 ,0& 9 S c•,)
77) "5NA,'.8s+c (15)

i(S) = (,;S)(ASteo) (16)
T53) "J(353 '#,s4 Pas PC)

• .~A (4,,, >,,,,, S3<,.,, o,,>
-y(S) ) ,..AS* j (17)
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. whe re

A -(• -M -Af co, .)

M""- e"• os'C.

A,, 14k

A 44 reii~ -4A)e es aý* ,h, - •

-8 a, - . $ ' -Co. s•e-o,

-A(AZý Z 27Af,4 ) cas r,

2. 2.4 Effect of Washout Filter on Longitudinal Response

(C) For a step elevator input [vf ($)a eelS , it is possible to
evaluate both the initial value at time r- 0" , and the final values at time ri.
for the variables oL , e andpy and their derivatives. The initial values
other than zero or infinity are indicated in Table V. As noted in Table V.
these initial values are also valid for the SV-SP without the washout filter
whose transfer function is ,J/(;vJ) . The transfer functions of the airplane
without the washout filter can be easily determined from Equations 11 and 12
by settingJ5/0*,$s) equal to one. The final or steady-state values, both with
and without the washout filter, are also shown in Table V. It is interesting

7
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to note that some differences do exist in the steady-state values with and
without the washout filter. The effect of the washout filter is to eliminate

the Z, M1 term in the aenominator and thus increase all the steady-state

variables by the ratio (Z,, M; - Afx cos ~o.)/1. osie . For the flight conditions

to be simulated for SV-5P, the effects of the pitch washout filter on steady-state
responses were estimated. For the Boost A (BA), Boost B (BB), and Burnout
(BO) flight conditions, the effects were insignificant, less than 3 percent.
For the Re-entry Glide (RG) and Landing Approach (LA) flight conditions, the

washout filter increased steady-state values by approximately 10 and 30
percent respectively.

(C) A check of actual time histories of the pitch responses to a step
elevator input (de) with and without the washout filter confirmed these effects.
The initial pitch response was the same, the shape of the response curve was
similar, and the steady-state response was altered as previously indicated.

2. 3 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL EQUATIONS

2.3.1 Lateral-Directional Equations of Motion of Vehicle

(U) The lateral-directional equations of motion of the basic unaug-
mented SV-SP vehicle can be written as:

V.
"" ( (18)

-,A f N =(19)

-L' 1 Zd' 4C , (20)

(C) These equations are small perturbation equations about SV-5P
body axes. They assumed initially trimmed, unaccelerated flight with initial
pitch angle 69.) , and angle of attack ('o•) , which are not necessarily small.
It is evident, from the equations, that all the unaugmented rotary derivatives
are assumed to be zero. Essentially, all the damping is therefore assumed
to come from the stability augmentation system. In comparing these equations
to the more conventional small-perturbation equations of motion with the air-
plane trimmed in level flight, it should be remembered that -;=r and i-,o
about body axes.

8
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(U) In terms of Laplace transforms, the lateral-directional equations
of motion of the unaugmented SV-SP can be written as follows:

-x- )s 001s) '901 0)s -#" -1d.eL (S)

- (5) 5 001) 4' • 4cs), /. ',.(s) (22)

2. 3.2 Lateral-Directional SAS and Control System Equations

(C) The lateral- directional SAS and control system of the SV-SP
determine the aileron and rudder control motions of the SV-5P vehicle.
This system can be adequately described by the following two equations:

.( ra 4 ) 1 ,(s)1' #.,(s) (24)

dr . (s5) 74(s) F4 5 F (25)•Cs) "TT#" •",t',(s) F (j) 5 +'~ Fus p~)(•

whe re

washout filter 3$
transfer function (26)

~ (27)

- ( (28)

d vs) (29)

f~ (') d•l () F., rs)

A -) (-@)X (30)
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4(s) J *) S,,.e 1(s)
~(S) ser(S) Fapo(5)

(31)

(C) Equation 26 is the transfer function of the yaw rate washout
filter and is the same as the pitch rate washout filter. The effect of this
filter is to eliminate essentially all the augmented yaw rate feedback gain
and all the augmented yaw damping at low frequencies and in steady-state
maneuvers. Equations 27, 28, and 29 assume the roll and yaw damping gains
and the interconnect ratios are constant and not frequency dependent at any
given settings. In view of the high aileron servo frequencies anticipated for
the aileron servo (approximately 10 cps), and the small time constant assumed
for the rudder servo (. 05 sec) the assumptions are reasonable. The validity
of these assumptions is further substantiated by the values of Dutch roll fre-
quency and roll mode time constants to be simulated (see Tables XV through XIX).

(C) Equation 30 assumes that the aileron response-to-stick-force
inputs can be represented by an equivalent second-order system with an
undamped frequency 'um and damping ratio ;,,,. This equivalent second-
order system is composed of the aileron-to-aileron stick transfer function,
or.(5)/144,(5$), and the transfer function of the aileron stick or stick feel

system to force inputs, d'2s (S)/F 4 5 (5)•. The frequency of the d' (S$1/4s(5)

transfer function is primarily determined by the aileron servo frequency.
The SV-5P aileron stick dynamics are determined by the inertia of a pivoted
"stick and a simple spring. The approximate values of aileron stick dynamics,
as measured on a test stand at Martin, are 5. 5 to 7 cps, as shown in Table IV.
The equivalent frequency of the 4('S)•/F (s) transfer function will be some-
what lower.

(C) Equation 31 assumes that the rudder response to rudder pedal
force inputs can be represented by an equivalent first-order system with a
time constant (?',C) • During the present simulation, the rudder system of
the SV-SP was not sufficiently defined for a more adequate representation.
This equivalent first-order time constant is composed of the sum of the
equivalent time constant of the rudder-to-rudder pedal transfer function,

4(s))/dp($), and the rudder pedal to rudder force transfer function,

(S) (s /p(S). The time constant of X,.(s)/4, (s) is of the order of

.05 seconds. The SV-5P rudder pedal dynamics are indicated in Table IV.
The rudder pedal time constant is of the order of . 01 to . 02 seconds. The
total equivalent time constant r', is approximately . 06 to . 07 seconds.

10
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2.3.3 Lateral-Directional Equations with SAS and Washout Filter

(C) Substituting Equations 26, 27, 28 and 29 into Equations 24 and 25will give the aileron and rudder inputs to the SV-SP, due to the SAS and the
control system of the SV-5P vehicle. Next, substituting Equations 24 and 25
into the lateral-directional equations will give the lateral-directional equations
of motion of the $V-SP in body axes. With this substitution, Equations 21, 22,
and 23 become:

(#-• //s) , .o, .;Lf )Y's [C.S go ro) -S(sin Pors'

d (s)
[(6 X6fY es 99.. (s) ,..cFg (

whe Cot F4 ' S (7S (32)
- (-N (s)

,~- ZK 1,P (.S), 45 (33

11
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(C) Multiplying Equations 32, 33, and 34 through by (j¼ .3 s) results
in the following lateral-directional equations of motion:

(fp - 4s • o) (Cos 3acoY. j. ( -s a m ,(.d' 1 (s)

(-5,',, 64,0 s i17),,s X. &," ) (C, 0 s)
5s) ) 4. 161

(05W/,s),N( ) sL5 ,[1 (() - F?5)r5)

( (5) '54 S) (36)

(t 0,3S) 4'•,4(s) - 31-, S" (S) , s S)C -•,;) 1 -5)

6. X4 S 5 ,, (5) (37)(5(37) .

(C) It is possible to derive transfer functions of the 4, /P, and 16
responses due to control inputs X,, and r;. . If this is done using Equations 35,
36, and 37, then the transfer functions with washout filter dynamics will be
obtained. Similar transfer functions, excluding washout filter dynamics, can
be obtained from Equations 32, 33, and 34 by letting 35/f,35 equal one. One
of the essential effects of the washout filter is to raise the order of the res-
ponse from fourth to fifth order, thus the characteristic equation has five
roots, rather than four. The order of the numerator of the transfer functions
is also raised by one. The total effect of the washout filter is the introduction
of an additional zero and an additional pole to each of the transfer functions

P which do not cancel one another.

(C) An evaluation of initial and final values of these transfer func-
tions following a step control input (d/, and o),) leads to some interesting
results. The initial values of the responses are unaffected by the washout
filter. This result is not unexpected, in light of the washout filter transfer
function and the similar results obtained longitudinally. Assuming the system
to be stable, the final or steady-state results are different with and without
washout filter. The initial and final values for aileron inputs (W,) are shown
in Table VI. It is evident, from the table, that the steady-state values with
washout filter can be obtained from the steady-state values without washout
filter by setting j'• and L 4 equal to zero.

12
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(C) An examination of steady-state values of the responses, such
as OssandAsss,using derivatives for some of the SV-SP configurations to
be simulated, indicated considerable differences with and without the washout
filter. An examination of actual time histories with and without the washout
filter also indicated considerable differences in the response, including the
character of the response with time. The washout filter made some stable
responses unstable, and in some cases reversed the sign of the responses
with the passage of time.

(C) It became clearly evident that the simulation of washout filter
dynamics was essential, and the effect of the washout filter was to make the
lateral-directional free response of the SV-SP fifth order, rather than fourth
order.

A%
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SECTION III

SV-5P CONFIGURATIONS TO BE SIMULATED

3.1 FORMULATION OF SIMULATION AND EVALUATION PROGRAM

(C) As previously stated, the simulation was to be primarily a
lateral-directional simulation. For each flight condition, the longitudinal
characteristics were to remain fixed and the lateral-directional character-
istics were to be varied by changes in the feedback gains (K& and K1")
and the rudder to aileron interconnect ratio ( K'R ). At each flight con-
dition, the simulated open-loop characteristics were to be varied with three
different sets of /' and K'• , one set above and one below the nominal. For
each set of SAS gains, three interconnect ratios were also to be investigated,
one above and one below the nominal. The 45 configuration designations and
the gains associated with each are shown in Table II. The "-I" configuration
gains (such as RG-1, BA-I, etc.) are the nominal gains specified for the
basic flight conditions in Table I. Examination of Table II indicates that
only 15 different open-loop configurations were specified by the 15 sets of
SAS feedback gains (K$j and ryý ). The remainder of the configurations are
obtained with different rudder to aileron interconnect ratios ( &C )A

(U) It was concluded that all of these configurations would be
evaluated by two pilots, one from Martin and one from CAL, and an unspeci-
fied but limited number of configurations would also be evaluated by an Air
Force and a NASA pilot.

(U) Any proper simulation of the SV-5P response characteristics
to control inputs involves a knowledge of both the statics and dynamics of the
SV-5 control system and their relationship to the dynamic characteristics
of the vehicle. The simulation of dynamic characteristics and its limitations
will be discussed later. The static characteristics of the SV-5P control
system for each of the basic flight conditions are presented in Table InI.

3.2 LONGITUDINAL AND LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
DERIVATIVES

(U) In order to determine the proper basis for a simulation of
longitudinal and lateral-directional mode characteristics for the SV-5P, it
was first necessary to determine these characteristics. Based on the flight
conditions of Table I, and the vehicle gross weight, c.g. position, velocity,
and moments of inertia appropriate to those flight conditions, it was possible
to compute the dimensional static derivatives of the SV-5P using wind tunnel
data supplied by the Martin Co. (Reference 2). The longitudinal static
derivatives computed in this way were Afc , 4 or ,a and 4 . The
lateral-directional static derivatives computed from wind tunnel data were Yg,yS yo. N' and/.'

14
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(C) From a knowledge of the longitudinal feedback gain (k- in
Table I) and the lateral-directional feedback gains (A'andKA0 in Table II),
it was possible to compute the rotary derivatives of the SV-SP vehicle for
all the configurations. The rotary derivatives computed in this way were. M, N;, W" and

(C) From a knowledge of the rudder to aileron cross-feed ratios
(kRA Is in Table I1), it was also possible to compute the augmented aileron
control derivatives ( 1; and L•. ).

(U) These dimensional derivatives are defined in the List of
Symbols and the method of computing the rotary derivatives, and the aug-
mented control derivatives are defined in Sections Z.Z and Z.3. All the
derivatives were derived in SV-5P body axes with the Z-axis in the plane of
symmetry, its origin at the c.g., and parallel to waterline zero of the vehicle.
The y -axis is perpendicular to the plane of symmetry, and the )-axis is in
the plane of symmetry and perpendicular to the %-axis.

3.3 LONGITUDINAL MODE CHARACTERISTICS

(U) Using the computed longitudinal stability derivatives, and the
longitudinal short period equations of motion, Equations 13 and. 14, certain
important longitudinal mode characteristics were determined. These com-
putations were made for each of the five basic flight conditions and then
modified somewhat based on discussions with Martin personnel. The results
are tabulated in Table VII.

(C) From Table VII, it is evident that significant differences in the
longitudinal parameters exist between flight conditions, especially in steady-
state stick force per g (F., /7, ). It would be difficult to simulate such low
short period frequencies, of the order of 1. 6 rad/sec, with any accuracy.
The simulation would be very sensitive to small changes in gain settings or
small variations in the basic T-33 airplane characteristics with gross weight,
c.g. position, and airspeed. In addition, the low ,F)/• 's of the SV-5P
cannot be simulated since the T-33 would need to fly very near or below stall
speed. The "ý/4 near stall speed of the T-33 is of the order of 6 or 7.
Obviously, it is also not possible to simulate the angle of attack changes and
pitch angie changes of the SV-5P with control inputs.,

(U) As demonstrated in References 3 and 4, the initial pitch acceler-
ation response of an airplane to step control inputs is an important parameter
in longitudinal handling qualities and it can be simulated by simulating a control
anticipation parameter (CAP) and the steady-state stick force per g (Fs/nit).
In terms of the parameters of Table VII, it is shown in Reference 3 that

CAR (38)

- . 77 ,,('. /),

-ON DN A(39)
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(C) It is obvious from Equations 38 and 39 that it is possible to simulate
the maximum initial pitch acceleration response of the SV-5P to control force

inputs (A, ) and the steady-state maneuver forces (F,//T,) by simulating
(nf //c )s, and (CA, /In ),$. Since the minimum 7 /,v),, that can be

simulated in the T-33 are higher than the (nt/a),, of the SV-5P, then it is
also necessary to simulate a higher •44 to keep , the same.

(C) Equations 38 and 39 are reasonably valid only if the longitudinal
control system and feel system frequencies are high compared to the airplane
short period frequency (of the order of 10 to 1 or higher). This is evidently
true for the longitudinal control system of the SV-5P based on the character-
istics in Table IV.

(C) A reasonable simulation of the SV-5P longitudinal short period
characteristics within the limitations of the T-33 can therefore be performed
by simulating CAP 1641/n,'// ), ], ) ,J , (',/n,),, , and /s, • It is
also desirable that the attenuating effect of the T-33 control system on the
initial pitch response be kept to a minimum.

(C) Since the longitudinal parameters vary significantly with flight
condition, especially frs /n7 , it was felt essential that the appropriate
longitudinal parameters be simulated along with the lateral-directional
parameters at each flight condition of the SV-5P. The evaluation pilot ratings
and comments on a configuration may be influenced as much or more by the
longitudinal characteristics as by the lateral-directional characteristics.
This is particularly true when some poor longitudinal characteristic detracts
from the lateral-directional evaluation.

3.4 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL MODE CHARACTERISTICS

(C) Using the computed lateral-directional stability derivatives,
and the lateral-directional equations of motion adequate for the SV-5P
(Equations 35, 36 and 37), it is possible to compute SV-5P mode character-
istics and response characteristics in SV-5P body axes. As stated in
Section 2.3, the washout filter makes the lateral -directional responses
fifth order, and adds an additional pole and zero to the airplane transfer
functions. Although the initial responses to control inputs are essentially
the same with and without washout filter, the steady-state response, or the
response with the passage of time, can be considerably different (see Table
VI). Actual studies of SV-5P time histories also confirmed the significant
effects of the washout filter on the lateral-directional dynamic characteristics.

(C) Based on these preliminary investigations, it was determined
that the essential aspects of the SV-SP fifth-order response characteristics
to both ds and 4, inputs must be simulated. Therefore the actual SV-5P
fifth-order responses to step inputs of X, and 4p were determined from
an IBM 7044 computer program using Equations 35, 36 and 37. The responses
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were computed for one inch of stick and pedal travel (,• = 1.0 in.,

4# = 1. 0 in.). The control transfer functions were written in terms of

displacements ; (s)/cs ($) and X(s)/1,(s) . Also for reasons of simplicity,

and in order to obtain a set of SV-5P responses with a set of consistent inputs,

feel system and.control system dynamics were neglected. The Laplace

transforms of the input transfer functions thus become for step inputs

d" $s) d°

c~~(S)(d)

Step inputs of one inch were assumed for 4, and f., and (./,, ),, and

(4 /4p~gg ere obtained from Table MI. SV-SP response characteristics,
(d* re* r 4 9, and ;~ for all 45 late ral-directiotlal configurations wereobtained,/and formed the basis for developing a sinmlation technique for the

variable stability T-33 simulating the SV-5P. The simulation of the SV-5P

dynamic feel characteristics to force inputs (i5, and /AP)is discussed later.
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SECTION IV

SIMULATION OF SV-5P CONFIGURATIONS
IN T-33 AIRPLANE

4.1 FLIGHT CONDITIONS OF THE T-33 FOR SIMULATION

(C) Based on some preliminary investigations of T-33 gain require-
ments to simulate the SV-SP mode characteristics, both longitudinal and
lateral-directional, it was concluded that a satisfactory simulation was
possible with the T-33 airplane flying at Z3, 000 feet pressure altitude and
250 knots IAS. Adequate normal acceleration increments for maneuvering
are possible in the T-33 at this flight condition. From 23, 000 feet it is
possible to perform spiral descents and flares at L/D = 4.7 for the Landing
Approach (LA) configurations simulated. In addition, for the flight condition
selected, a considerable amount of calibration data and basic T-33 airplane
data exist from previous in-flight simulation programs.

(U) Except for the simulation of LA configurations during descent,
all the configurations, including LA configurations, were simulated in
straight and level flight. This made the simulation and calibration procedure
simpler, since the required T-33 gains for simulating any configuration were
only a function of the changes in T-33 dimensional stability derivatives with
changes in gross weight as fuel is consumed.

(C) The LA configurations were also simulated and evaluated
during descent from 23, 000 feet at an L/D = 4.70 and the same constant
indicated airspeed, 250 knots (see Figure 1). With the T-33 wing-tip drag
petals out to simulate an L/D of 4.7, the basic T-33 stability derivatives
are altered. Thus, changes in gains required to simulate LA configurations
during descent were determined from descent calibration data obtained in
the vicinity of 12, 000 feet. The gains and L/D simtulated during the descent
were verified only in the vicinity of 12, 000 feet pr3ssure altitude.

4.2 LONGITUDINAL PARAMETERS SIMULATED

(C) On the basis of the SV-5P longitudinal characteristics discussed
in Section 3.3 and listed in Table VII, a reasonable longitudinal simulation of
the SV-5P would involve a simulation of the elevator spring rate (f,, ld/s),
the steady-state maneuver forces ( Fr5 /n1, ), the initial pitch response
parameter (CAP = w.,/(h,,, the damping ratio (c,,), and the proper
relationship between the airplane and elevator stick dynamic characteristics.

(U) The 77/• of the T-33 at 250 knots LAS and 23, 000 feet altitude
was estimated as 21.7 with an average fuel remaining of 350 gallons. Based
on this nj1/ and the SV-5P CAP values, the frequencies required in the T-33
to simulate SV-5P CAP values are shown in Table VIII. Table VIII indicates
the longitudinal short period parameters of the variable stability T-33
simulating the SV-5P.

18
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(C) From Table IV and Table VII, it is evident that SV-5P elevator
stick frequencies are larger than SV-5P short period frequencies by at least
a factor of 10. From the results of Reference 3, it is evident that the SV-5P
feel system attenuating effects on the initial pitch response will be small.
To simulate a similar relationship in the T-33. it is necessary that T-33 feel
system frequencies be of the order of 10 cps based on the short period fre-
quencies of Table VIII. To simulate a feel system frequency of 10 cps in the
T-33 requires that force commands from the stick be fed directly to a 10 cps
elevator servo. If elevator stick position commands are used in the T-33,
a feel system frequency of only 2. 5 cps is possible with the spring rate of
4. 5 lb/in. that is to be simulated.

(U) The calibration phase of the flight program was undertaken using
force commands to the elevator servo, but because of noise and structural
feedback problems in the force command mode, position commands were
used during the actual evaluation phase of the flight test program. Thus, the
proper relationship between airplane and feel system frequencies were not
simulated during the actual evaluation phase.

4.3 SIMULATION OF LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS

(C) The importance of the washout filter on the lateral-directional
response characteristics has been discussed in some detail in Section 2. 3.
It was concluded on the basis of some preliminary investigations that the
essential aspects of the fifth-order response that resulted from the washout
filter must be simulated in the T-33 airplane. In addition, since the SV-SP
angles of attack cannot be matched in the T-33, the question naturally arises
as to what axis system is to be used as the basis for matching SV-5P and
T-33 responses. The T-33 angle of attack at 23, 000 feet and 250 knots
indicated airspeed is approximately 1. 0 degree; the SV- 5P angles of attack
are shown in Table I.

(U) Although neither a stability nor body axis match is satisfactory,
a stability axis match, in which the motions of the aircraft are matched about
the initial flight direction, would be more realistic in terms of the motion of
the aircraft with respect to its physical environment. The pilot motion cues,
especially about the yaw axis, would not be reproduced. The stability axis
simulation has been used with reasonably satisfactory results in other simu-
lation programs and was selected for this simulation. Stability axis system
as used here is a body fixed axis system with its origin at the c.g. and with
the X -axis pointing in the direction of the initial airplane velocity with zero

* sideslip. The a -axis is perpendicular to the plane of symmetry, and the
•.-axis is in the plane of symmetry and perpendicular to the X -axis.

(C) Several techniques were investigated for simulation of SV-5P
fifth-order lateral-directional responses resulting from the washout filter.
One approach investigated was to include a washout filter in the T-33 airplane
to have the same characteristics about stability axes as the SV-5P washout
filter about stability axes. The roll and yaw equation stability derivatives
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were next matched about stability axes. The side force derivatives could
not be matched since the T-33 has no independent and variable side force
control. A second approach also incorporated the washout filter in the T-33,
but matched certain lateral-directional parameters about stability axes
rather than stability derivatives. The roll rate-to-aileron stick input
transfer function (P/SAs ) was matched completely. The other parameters
matched were 1/1,61 in the Dutch roll, r/ 4 , L•, , , , and

Matches of Nq and Lý in place of and fly. . were also investi-
gated. The goodness of the matches was determined by comparing SV-5P
and T-33 responses about stability axes to d•, and 4eP step inputs. Both of

0 the above methods showed some promise as a simulation procedure, but
would require additional exploration. One important complication was that
washout filter dynamics in the T-33 would have to be varied with the SV-SP
flight condition being simulated since the SV-5P angle of atack varies with
flight condition.

(C) A third simulation technique investigated was to match'SV-SP
fifth-order responses with washout filter, to a set of fourth-order lateral-
directional equations. Tiie fourth-order lateral-directional equations of an
airplane in straight and level flight about body axes used in the match took
the following form:

d (42)
!ep

(U) The problem was one of matching the fifth-order responses of the
SV-5P determined from Equations 35, 36, and 37 to the fourth-order lateral-
directional equations of motion by determining the stability derivatives in the
fourth-order equations. The best matched stability derivatives were deter-
mined by least-square-fitting each of the equations of motion to the SV-5P
fifth-order responses to step a and dg inputs. Once the least-squares-
fit values of the fourth-order derivatives had been determined, these
derivatives were used in Equations 40, 41 and 42 to compute fourth-order
responses for the same d' and 4 ep inputs. By comparing these responses
to the SV-5P fifth-order responses, the goodness of the fourth-order fit inbody axes could be determined.

(C) The comparison of fifth- and fourth-order responses for the
SV-SP about body axes was reasonably good. The method is reasonably
straightforward and easy to apply using an existing IBM 7044 least-squares-
fit program. Since the lateral-directional simulation techniques and computer
programs available for the T-33 are based on lateral-directional fourth-
order responses, they could be applied directly to the present program to
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simulate the responses of the SV-5P with washout filter dynamics included.
These "equivalent" fourth-order responses and the pseudo derivatives
associated with them were the basis for the T-3! simulation of the lateral-
directional characteristics of the SV-5P.

(U) Once the "equivalent" fourth-order stability derivatives of
the SV-5P had been determined, it was necessary to transform these SV-5P
stability derivatives in SV-5P body axes to a set of stability derivatives in
T-33 body axes. If these derivatives can be simulated in the T-33, then the
responses about stability axes in the T-33 will be identical to the SV-5P
fourth-order responses in SV-5P stability axes.

(U) As stated previously, it is not possible to match stability
derivative for stability derivative in the T-33, since the T-33 has no
independent way of matching side force derivatives. By selecting a limited
number of lateral-directional mode characteristics considered to be the most
important to match, it is possible to determine a set of T-33 derivatives
that will give the desired match.

(U) Several lateral-directional mode characteristic matching criteria
were tried. The criterion which gave the best match of overall lateral-
directional responses, especially the # and J response to c5 inputs, is
as follows:

1. The p/A. transfer function was matched completely, both
numerator and denominator. Thus, L.e% , • w-, ,

,d , and 5Y of the SV-5P fourth-order responses ere matched.

2. The magnitude of 10 /15 1 at the Dutch roll, roll, and spiral
roots were also matched.

3. The control derivatives N'' , 1.4 -andN' were also matched.

(U) The T-33 stability derivatives required to perform this match
were determined from an IBM 7044 program. The essential aspects of the
method are discussed in Reference 5. Once these derivatives had been
determined for the T-33, they were used in conjunction with the T-33 lateral-
directional equations of motion (Equations 40. 41, and 42) to determine the
responses to df's and 4,. step inputs using a digital computer program.
These T-33 responses in T-33 body axes were compared to SV-5P fourth-
order responses in T-33 body axes to check the accuracy of the simulation.

(U) The accuracy of the simulation that resulted by following the
steps indicated above is shown in Figure 2 for the RG-I configuration. All
the responses are compared in T-33 body axes. If the SV-5P responses and
the simulated responses are identical in T-33 body axes, then the comparison
of responses of SV-5P and T-33 in stability axes will also be identical. Since
the angle of attack of the T-33 in simulating the SV-5P in level flight at
23, 000 feet and 250 knots (IAS) is only 1.0 degree, the responses in Figure 2
are very nearly the SV-5P and T-33 responses in stability axes. These
conclusions are self evident if the x-stability axes are made to coincide for
the SV-5P and the T-33 as indicated below.
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X BODY AXIS OF SV-6P

$V-6 • X BODY AXIS OF T-33

T-33 V X STABILITY AXES OF
SV-6P AND T-31

(U) It is evident from Figure 2 that the SV-5P least-squares-fit
fourth-order response is a reasonably good match of the SV-5P fifth-order
response with washout filter dynamics included. The fourth-order match
is based on the fifth-order responses up to 10 seconds. A match for this
length of time was considered adequate. The T-33 fourth-order simulation
of the SV-SP fourth-order response is based on the mode matching criteria
previously discussed. The T-33 and SV-5P fourth-order matches are not
exact primarily since the T-33 cannot simulate the SV-SP fourth-order side
force equation.

(U) Similar comparisons are made in Figures 3 through 6 for the
other basic configurations (BA-i, BO-l, BB-i, and LA-i). It can be con-
cluded from these comparisons that tlie simulation and matching technique
was a reasonably good one, especially for the SV-5P response characteristics
to eAs control inputs.

(C) The T-33 "equivalent" fourth-order lateral-directional mode
characteristics in simulating the SV-5P are listed in Table IX for all the
SV-5P configurations. The denominator mode characteristics are, of
course, the same for those configurations where the only differences are
the rudder to aileron interconnect (/KeA ), which affects 00 4ýo and (*,,/hjf
Thus, there are only 15 different sets of denominator mode characteristics
to be simulated, with three different interconnect ratios for each set of mode
characteristics to obtain the 45 lateral-directional configurations of the
SV-5P. It is interesting to note that some of the configurations require
negative spiral mode time constants to simulate SV-5P fifth-order responses
with washout filter dynamics included.

(U) Once the T-33 lateral-directional stability derivatives required
to simulate the SV-5P configurations have been determined, it is next neces-
sary to compute the variable stability system gains required to give these
derivatives. This is done using an IBM gain setting program for the T-33
presented in Reference 5. These gains take the form of nose gains and knob
settings in the rear, safety pilot cockpit of the T-33. The nose gains and knob
settings required are based on T-33 calibration curves determined for the
T-33 flight condition. The nose gains and knob settings required to perform
the simulation are determined by an IBM 7044 computer program. Since the
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lateral-directional T-33 stability derivatives are a strong function of fuel
remaining, the program determines the knob settings required to simulate a
configuration for every 25 gallon change in fuel remaining. The knob setting
changes are made by the safety pilot as the configuration is being evaluated
by the evaluation pilot.

4.4 IN-FLIGHT CALIBRATION OF SIMULATED PARAMETERS

4.4. 1 Calibration of Longitudinal Parameters

(U) Once the longitudinal gain settings required to simulate the
SV-5P were determined analytically, it was necessary to check out these
gain settings by performing in-flight calibrations.

(U) The gain settings used to simulate longitudinal short period
frequency ( *usp ) and damping ratio ( ,'s, ) were d*,/a and d,/d . The
longitudinal stick spring rate was simulated directly through the ,F/4's
gain. The F,,/n, was simulated by adjusting the gf,/s,, gain of the T-33.

(U) The in-flight calibration was conducted at the simulation flight
condition of 23, 000 feet and 250 knots IAS. Records of the pitch response to
several automatic elevator doublets and steps were taken at various fuel
remaining conditions with the computed longitudinal gains required to perform
the simulation set in the airplane. In addition, the pitch response to manual
elevator stick steps ( J4 s ) of various sizes were also recorded. The con-
trol inputs and the airplane responses were recorded in flight on an oscillo-
graph. Short period frequency ( wsp ), and damping ratio ( •. ) were
measured from automatic doublet inputs for ?', - 0. 5 and automatic step
inputs for '. > 0. 5. The parameter 77,/c was measured from the automatic
step inputs. The manual step inputs were used to determine,',/,, andF./4,

(C) On the basis of this calibration data, adjustments to the longitu-
dinal gains were made to properly simulate ,,'/(,=/ar) , tip, 6,/,%,
and f,, l/s for the five basic flight conditions shown in Table VIII. The
longitudinal parameters simulated vary as a function of fuel remaining in
the T-33 for a fixed set of gain settings. It was decided that these variations
were not sufficient to warrant the complexity of changing longitudinal gains
as a function of fuel remaining.

(U) The actual longitudinal parameters measured during the evalu-
ation phase of the program are shown in Tables X through XIV.

4.4.2 Calibration of Lateral-Directional Parameters

(U) Lateral-directional gain settings required for simulation were
determined analytically as previously discussed as a function of the gross
weight or fuel remaining in the T-33. The lateral-directional characteristics
of the T-33 vary significantly with fuel remaining.
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(C) The gains used to simulate the roots of the characteristic equation
(denuminator terms) were dr/r , dr4/l4 , 414 , 41/P , '4/1 'Ir/,
4/4 , and 41p . The gains used to simulate the proper response to

aileron stick control inputs were '-/4s and dr/;, . The gains adjusted to
simulate rudder pedal inputs were 4/4, and cQ/4r . Adjustments in only
4/4, and dr/4 were necessary when the interconnect ratio of the
SV-5P KrA alone was changed. The spring rates of the rudder and ailerons
were simulated directly through the gains F,/'4I. and Fs/Ic

(U) The computed lateral-directional gains required to simulate
the 45 lateral-directional configurations were checked out by performing
in-flight calibrations. The in-flight calibrations were conducted at the
simulation flight condition of 23, 000 feet and 250 knots JAS.

(U) The responses of the airplane to automatic rudd-tr doublet inputs
were recorded at various fuel remainings for each of the con4 igurations in
Table IX. From the /3, -p and 0 oscillograph traces it waa possible to
identify W ,jX and 101/1J3 for each of the 15 different cases to be
simulated.

(C) From the computed 1.1/4, and ,/4 gains a combined
simultaneous automatic d. and 4. step input required in the T-33 was deter-
mined to simulate SV-5P response to pilot d'4s inputs for the 15 configurations
with nominal interconnect ratios (Table IX). The p ,4/ , and r traces ob-
tained in flight were compared to the analytic fourth-order responses desired
to simulate d.s inputs (for example, see Figures 2 through 6). By perturbing
or adjusting the relative amount of 4. and dr in the simultaneous automatic
input, it was also possible to change the response to 4 inputs to simulate
a change in interconnect ratio ( KRA ) of the SV-5P. In a similar manner,
from the computed 4//d. and crl/4 gains a combined automatic 4r and
4 step input was determined and used in the T-33 to simulate SV-5P
response to a 4,p input. The p, /5 , and r traces obtained were again
compared to the fourth-order responses desired to simulate cf*p inputs
(for example, see Figures Z through 6). By perturbing or adjusting Crf and
Sof the automatic .p input, it was also possible to determine the effect
of 4r/4#p and /d.lr gain changes on the response to d4,p inputs.

(C) From a set of simulated 4,$ and ep step automatic responses
as described above, it was possible to check and obtain the gains required
to simulate a set of three configurations whose only difference was inter-
connect ratio. For example, the simulation of responses to 4, and 4,p inputs
could be checkedand the required gains determined for configurations RG-1,

!% RG-2, and RG-3 or configurations BO-4, BO-5, and BO-6.
(U) When the experimental responses to automatic steps checked the

responses desired for e,$ and crgp inputs reasonably well by visual inspec-
tion, the required 4/df , g /i , ;./4&. , and 4/4'1, gain settings
for simulation were determined. When this was not the case, it was necessary
to interpolate the gain settings to obtain the desired responsefrom the set
of experimental responses. Whe"e possible, the interpolated gains were
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* determined by simple inspection of the response curves. In other cases, the

"gains were determined by.a least-squares fit of the experimental responses
to the desired responses.

(U) Changes in gain settings determined as indicatedabove, were
checked out on other calibration flights. When possible, gain setting changes
required as a function of fuel remaining were also checked out in flight.
Time limitations in general precluded additional checking at other fuel
remaining conditions. In such cases, the gain changes with fuel remaining,
based on the calibration flight data,were determined analyticaly.

(U) Manual aileron stick and rudder pedal step inputs were also
taken during the calibration flights to check the desired spring rates
(i•/•s ) and ( F~e//49, ). Adjustments in the spring rate gains were made
as required to simulate the SV-5P spring rates. The responses resulting
from manual dfs and d'e. inputs were also used to verify that the simulated
responses to cockpit inputs were in fact the same as the automatic step
inputs indicated that they should be.

(C) The landing approach configurations (LA-I through: LA-9) were
also evaluated during a spiral descent from 23, 000 feet at IZ0 knots 1AS. During
these spiral descents, it was thought appropriate to simulate the L/D of the
LA configurations. Wind tunnel data supplied by Martin indicated that an
L/D of 4. 7 was attainable for the LA configurations, and this L/D also
corresponded very nearly to the (L/D) nx of the SV-SP vehicle at Mach

. numbers less than approximately 0. 5. To simulate this L/D at 250 knots lAS
it was necessary to extend the drag petals of the wing-tip tanks of the T-33.

(C) Calibration of the airplane with the petals extended was con-
ducted during stabilized descents at 250 knots IAS with idle power (65%0 rpm).
These calibrations were performed with various petal deflection angles.
The rate of descent and LID simulated as the airplane passed through 12,000
feet were determined. This calibration data indicated that a petal deflection
angle of 36" would simulate an L/D of 4.7 with idle power at IZ, 000 feet.

(U) Th3 basic T-33 lateral-directional characteristics also varied
with the petals extended. The change in T-33 Dutch roll frequency and
damping with the petals extended 36" was determined from rudder doublet
inputs in the vicinity of 12, 000 feet. Based on this calibration data, appro-
priate changes were determined in the o/,r and 4frfA gains to keep the
Dutch roll frequency and damping of the LA configurations the same during
the descent as they were in level flight at 23, 000 feet with the petals retracted.

* No attempt was made to adjust the gain settings of LA configurations as a
function of altitude during the descent.

(U) Based on the computed analytic gains, and the calibration flight
data, a set of lateral-directional gains required as a function of fuel remain-
ing was determined for each of the 45 lateral-directional configurations to be
simulated. Appropriate gain changes for the Landing Approach configurations
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during the descent were also determined. The longitudinal and lateral-directional variable stability gains, in the'form of knob settings, were usedby the safety pilot in the rear cockpit to set up the simulated SV-5P con-
figurations flown by the evaluation pilot in the front seat of the T-33 airplane.
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SECTION V

IN-FLIGHT INVESTIGATION OF SV-5P
HANDLING QUALITIES

5.1 MISSION AND TASKS

(U) E; -h of the SV-5P configurations simulated was evaluated by
each of the pilots based on his interpretation of the mission and task require-
ments of the configuration. Each of the evaluation pilots was briefed on
the mission and task requirements for each of the five flight conditions of
the SV-5P that were simulated (Re-entry Glide, Boost A, Burnout, Boost B,
and Landing Approach), and provided with a mission and task card to aid
him in his evaluation of the configurations. The mission and task require-
ments shown on the mission and task cards are presented in Figure 7. The
evaluation pilot was asked to perform the tasks shuwa and any others he
thought appropriate to the mission. Although the evaluation pilot was aware
of the flight condition simulated, and the mission and task requirements, he
was not told the longitudinal or lateral-directional characteristics of the
configurations he flew.

5.2 PILOT COMMENTS AND PILOT RATING SCALE

(U) Based on the mission and task requirements, the pilot was
asked to comment and rate each configuration simulated. As an aid in
providing comments, the evaluation pilot was provided with a pilot comment
card shown as Figure 8. The pilot was asked to comment on the specific
items on the card, but was also free to make any additional comments
he thought appropriate. The landing approach comments in Figure 8
apply only to the LA configurations evaluated during the spiral descent
and the flare. The pilot comments for each configuration evaluated were
recorded on a wire recorder. These comments were later typed, analyzed,
and related to the stability characteristics simulated. Similarities and
differences of the comments of the various evaluation pilots were also
investigated.

(U) As part of the pilot comments, the evaluation pilot was asked
to give an overall rating to the configuration in the form of adjectives and a
numerical rating based on the mission requirements. The pilot rating scale
used is that shown as Figure 9. The basis for the new scale is described in
some detail in Reference 1. As explained in Reference 1, the present scale
attempts to overcome some of the difficulties experienced with previous
scales devised by NASA and CAL. The present scale is clearly mission
oriented, that is, it is to be used in rating the airplane or configuration in
its performance of a specific mission. In addition, the scale is arranged
so that the pilot can make a series of sequential decisions in arriving at a
rating. He must first decide whether the airplane is controllable or
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? uncontrollable for the mission. If controllable, the next decision is whetherthe airplane is acceptable or unacceptable. I acceptablu, the next decision

S~is whether it is satisfactory or unsatisfactory. Three degrees of satisfactory,

three of unsatisfactory, and three of unacceptable provide for further refine-
ment of the decision. The new scale also provides a better word description
of the various categories to aid the evaluation pilot in arriving at a rating.

(U) The present simulation program is the first CAL handling
qualities program in which the new rating scale was used.

5.3 TRACKING TASK - BOOST CONFIGURATIONS

(C) During boost, the SV-5P is expected to follow a programmed
angle of attack to attain the proper trajectory. It was therefore thought
advisable to include a tracking task in the evaluation of the boost configura-
tions, Boost A and Boost B.

(C) As stated previously, the T-33 cannot simulate the angles of
attack, and the angle of attack changes of the SV-5P. A realistic simulation
of angle of attack tracking is therefore not possible in the T-33. A pitch
angle tracking task in which the rate of change of pitch angle to be tracked
is comparable to the rate of change of the angle of attack of the SV-5P during
boost is possible in the T-33 simulation. Pitch angle tracking was evaluated
in lieu of angle of attack tracking for the boost configurations evaluated.

(C) The pitch angle tracking task simulated in the T-33 is not
intended to duplicate the angle of attack tracking requirements during boost
of the SV-5, but merely to present to the pilot an angle tracking task which
is probably equally as demanding in terms of the rate of change of angles
with time. The pitch angle to be tracked is plotted as Figure 10. Also shown
in the figure is the tracking error (s0) displayed on an all-attitude indicator
by means of a cross-pointer. The pitch tracking task was a compensatory
one in which the pilot was asked to minimize the displayed tracking error,
.9 W @e -& . Also shown on the attitude indicator was the actual pitch angle

change of the airplane (9) which occurred from the beginning of the tracking
task. Before the pitch angle tracking task was turned on by the safety pilot,
the evaluation pilot was able to null the tracking display angles so that the
gyro, airplane, and cross-pointer coincided. The pitch angle tracking error
displayed was magnified when compared to the actual pitch angle displayed.
One inch of tracking error on the attitude indicator represents 5 degrees of
pitch angle error. One inch of movement of the gyro horizon represents
about 20 degrees of airplane pitch attitude change. This magnification of
tracking error was considered reasonable by the evaluation pilot.

5.4 EVALUATIONS WITH RANDOM NOISE

J (U) The evaluation pilot was asked to evaluate and comment on the
configurations simulated in the presence of natural turbulence, especially
the Landing Approach coudigurations simulated during descent.
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(U) Each configuration simulated was also evaluated with ransumu
noise signal inputs to all three controls (elevator, aileron, and rudder). A
reasonable level of random noise to each control for each of the five SV-5P
flight conditions under investigation was selected by the CAL evaluation
pilot during the preliminary calibration phase of the program. By "reasonable
level" is meant that the evaluation pilot thought that the magnitude of the
random noise disturbances of the airplane was what might be expected in
normal atmospheric turbulence with the airplane. These random noise levels
remained the same for other SV-5P configurations simulated at the same
flight conditions such as Re-entry Glide (RG), etc. It is not intended to
imply that random noise inputs to the controls are in fact an accurate simulation
of the airplane response or sensitivity to atmospheric turbulence, but only an
approximation of the airplane's sensitivity to random disturbances.

(U) Figure 11 is an approximate amplitude versus frequency plot
of the filtered signal of the random noise generator.

(U) Figure 12 is the instrument display panel as it appeared to the
evaluation pilot in the front cockpit during his evaluation of the configurations.

5.5 IDENTIFICATION OF CONFIGURATIONS EVALUATED*

(U) Each configuration simulated, usually three per flight, was
first assessed and commented upon by the evaluation pilot. At the end of
each evaluation, a series of in-flight calibration records, both longitudinal
and lateral-directional, was taken. From these records, the stability
characteristics and stability parameters actually simulated and evaluated by
the pilot were determined. In some cases the simulated stability charac-
teristics differed significantly from those desired.

(U) The safety pilot was supplied with a flight record card which
indicated the kinds of control inputs to be used in obtaining longitudinal and
lateral-directional airplane responses used for identification. This flight
record card is shown as Figure 13.

5.5.1 Longitudinal Identification Records

(U) With the longitudinal gain settings set in to simulate the longi-
tudinal characteristics desired for the configuration, and the characteristics
evaluated by the pilot, the airplane was trimmed in straight and level flight
both longitudinally and lateral-directionally before each record was taken.

(U) The longitudinal responses to an au imatic de doublet and an
automatic d step were recorded. For damping ratios (*,',,) less than 0. 5,
longitudinal short period frequency was usually measured from these records
using the "transient peak ratio method." For configurations with !,, Z 0. 5,
frequency and damping were determined from the response to automatic step
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inputs using the "time ratio method. ' Both methods are discussed in some
detail in Reference 6. The step input data was also used to determine the
steady-state n,/o simulated.

(U) The longitudinal responses to manual st'p inputs of various
magnitudes were also recorded. This data was used to determine the steady-
state stick force gradients ( F6/n• ) and spring rates ( Id,/,j1 ).

(C) Pitch angle tracking was included as a task for the boost con-
figurations simulated (BA and BB configurations). Oscillograph records were
taken of the evaluation pilot's tracking performance during his one minute of
tracking. Included in these records were the pitch tracking angle (e. ), and
the pilot pitch tracking error (de).

(U) A summary of the longitudinal parameters measured and
simulated during the evaluation flights is shown in Tables X through XIV
for each of the five flight conditions. The average values and the standard
deviations of the simulated parameters are shown in the tables. The desired
values are also shown for purposes of comparison. The deviations reflect
not only the accuracy of the simulation, but also measurement inaccuracies,
especially "isp and •, for the highly damped cases. Some of the deviations
in longitudinal parameters simulated are also attributable to the variation
in the basic T-33 airplane stability derivatives with changes in fuel remaining.
As explained in Section 4. 2, the longitudinal gains were not varied as a
function of fuel remaining.

(U) As indicated by Tables X through XIV, the longitudinal simu-
lations for a given flight condition remained reasonably constant. There is
no indication in the pilot comment data and the pilot rating data that the pilot
assessment of the longitudinal characteristics of a configuration was in any
way affected by the deviation shown.

5.5. 2 Lateral-Directional Identification Records

(U) With the proper lateral-directional gain settings set in the
airplane to perform the lateral-directional simulation of a configuration as
evaluated by the pilot, the airplane was trimmed longitudinally and lateral-
directionally before each calibration record was taken.

(U) Records of the lateral-directional responses to automatic ,rS
doublets v ere analyzed for Dutch roll undamped frequency (W"d), damping
ratio ( )e and the magnitude of roll to sideslip (#/#1,6) in the Dutch roll
mode. he Dutch roll frequencies and damping ratios were determined by
the "transient peak ratio" method applicable for ? - 0. 5. In some cases,
j,//14 1 could not be measured directly from the envelope of the I& and A
traces following a rudder doublet input. In such cases, the value of i#/AId
could be approximated reasonably well from I pir i or (1/',, )I p/Al These
alternate methods were also used as a check on the #•//I 1measured directly.
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(U) Records were taken of a combined and simultaneous automatic
step input of d, and 4- in the T-33. The amounts of ',& and 4 used in the
T-33 were those required to simulate the lateral-directional responses of the
SV-5P to a given ,A$ input. These responses were compared'to dS, step
responses desired for each of the SV -5P configurations simulated. In a
similar manner, records were taken of a combined automatic step input
of 4r and or^ necessary to simulate dep inputs of a given magnitude. These
responses were also compared to the desired responses to 4, step inputs
for each of the configurations simulated.

(U) Attempts were made to determine the roll mode time constants
(7r? ) simulated for each of the lateral-directional configurations using the p
response to the simulated As step input. This wa not possible since the
roll and Dutch roll modes were highly coupled for the configurations simulated
(see Table IX). The degree to which 1e was simulated for the configurations
can only be judged qualitatively from a comparison of the measured and desired
simulation of the initial P response to d, inputs, and the accuracy to which
w, and ?,e were simulated. These responses are shown in the Appendix.

(U) No method exists that will easily identify the spiral mode time
constant (2,) from the lateral-directional records. The simulated V 's
can only be judged in an approximate qualitative seose by comparing the
lateral-directional response tendencies as time increases following a
simulated d'.s step input.

(U) The lateral-directional responses to manual cS stick and d'p
pedal steps were also recorded for each of the simulated configurations.
From these records the spring rates of the stick and rudder pedals
(F4 s/ý4s and F p /srq ) could be easily identified. -

(U) The simulated configuration responses, such as p, /3, and r, to
manual d' inputs should agree with the simulated automatic rs step
responses. They should agree provided that the 4r and 4,'p inputs as a
function of time are the same for automatic and manual inputs, and control
system attenuating effects are the same in both cases. The simulated 44%
and d4,p automatic inputs are good approximations of step inputs since they
are put in as electrical steps and drive relatively fast aileron and rudder
servos in the T-33 directly and bypass the feel system of the T-33. The
manual "As and drq steps are inputs of the evaluation pilot and include
the T-33 feel system dynamics (see Table IV). Itis evident from the table
that the T-33 aileron and rudder feel system is only an approximation of
the feel system characteristics of the SV-SP. In addition, the manual 4,a
inputs of the pilot are not a good approximation of a step as is true of the
automatic inputs. The evaluation pilot steps are more like ramp inputs
with some variation in the steady-state values of e and dep•

(U) Because of all the factors discussed above, it is very difficult
to compare directly the lateral-directional responses obtained from both
manual and automatic ds and 4,. inputs.
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(U) Those lateral-directional mode characteristics that could be

easily measured from the airplane response characteristics are tabulated and
compared to the desired parameters in Tables XV through XIX. Also shown
in the tables are the pilot ratings associated with each of the configurations
simulated.

(U) The in-flight measured response characteristics (p and/4) to
simulated automatic S., steps and e. steps of one inch are shown on
Figures A-I through A-45 in the Appendix. Also shown on these figures are
the desired p and / responses for these same inputs. A comparison of
simulated and desired mode characteristics is also shown in the small table
above each figure.

(U) The degree to which "AR was simulated can be judged qualitatively
from the initial p response to a .. input. The degree to which the total
response to automatic e and 4.W step inputs was simulated can be judged
by a comparison of the measured and desired response curves for each
evaluation flight. It is evident from the curves that in some cases the
responses to automatic d, and ,ep steps were reasonably well simulated;
in other cases the comparison was poor. The reasons for the poor simulation
of some configurations is not clearly understood. In some cases, this may
represent a poor simulation of lateral-directional characteristics with
changes in fuel remaining, in the T-33. It was also discovered early in the
calibration phase of the program that the response characteristica to
automatic d* and dep inputs were very sensitive to very small changes in
the ro and f4. gains. It was therefore difficult to determine ,r and or,
gains to simulate d4' and '4g, inputs with precision.

(U) As explained previously, the automatic olh and *, step
responses do not "truly" represent the response characteristics to manual
inputs as experienced by the pilot. The manual inputs contain the attenuating
effects of the feel system of the T-33 airplane, and these feel system
characteristics do not match those of the SV-5P. In addition, the required
manual input gains (41,r and 4/do. ) were determined based on comparison
of the responses to automatic input and the desired response characteristics,
and calibration curves of the variable stability T-33 control system.

(U) An analysis of the actual simulated response characteristics
based on manual ds and d,'. inputs would be highly desirable. Such an
analysis would require the use of more sophisticated identification techniques
such as analog matching or the Equations-of-Motion Method. This SV-SP
in-flight simulation program was a highly complex one, and the limited time
and funds available precluded any further data analysis.
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SECTION VI

ANALYSIS OF PILOT COMMENTS AND PILOT RATING DATA

6. 1 BASIS OF COMMENTS AND RATINGS OF VARIOUS
EVALUATION PILOTS

(U) The in-flight evaluation phase of the program was conducted at
Yuma, Arizona during January and February 1967. A total of 39 evaluation
flights was flown during this period. Eighteen evaluation flights were flown
by a CAL evaluation pilot, and seventeen by a Martin evaluation pilot. Two
flights each were flown by a NASA and USAF pilot. Two CAL pilots acted
as rear-seat safety pilots and in-flight test conductors for the entire evalua-
tion phase of the program.

(C) In general, three configurations were simulated and evaluated
per flight. On those flights where Landing Approach (LA) configurations
were evaluated, the LA configurations were flown as the last configuration
of the flight. The LA configurations were then evaluated in level flight at
23, 000 ft and 250 kt IAS and during the descent at the same indicated airspeed
with idle power and L/D = 4.7. All 45 configurations were evaluated by both
the CAL and Martin pilots. In addition, each pilot evaluated 5 of these con-
figurations a second time as repeats. Unfortunately, both the NASA and USAF
pilots evaluated only 6 configurations each. They each evaluated the same
configurations, and their evaluations acted primarily as checks on CAL and
Martin evaluation's for these same configurations.

(U) All 4 evaluation pilots participated in a ground simulation of
the SV-5P just prior to the flight test program. In the ground simulation
program, the pilots did point stability evaluations of the SV-SP, as well as
evaluations "flying" complete SV-5P trajectories. The ground simulation
was based on more recent design information than that available when the
in-flight simulation program was planned in July 1966. No attempt is made
to compare this in-flight simulation program and its handling qualities results
to the ground simulator program. In their comments during the in-flight simu-
lation of the SV-5P, the pilots occasionally referred to the similarities to or
differences from the ground simulation.

(U) All the pilots are test pilots with considerable fighter flight time
and some experience in ground or in-flight simulation. The CAL pilot has
participated in previous ground and in-flight simulation programs for handling
qualities research in the variable stability T-33 airplane. The same is true
of the NASA pilot. This is the first experience for the Martin and USAF pilots
in an in-flight simulation program using the T-33 airplane. Both the NASA
and USAF pilots have actual flight experience in flying lifting-body test vehicles
during glide and landing.
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(U) All evaluation pilots were briefed on the operation of the variable
stability T-33 airplane from the standpoint of the evaluation pilot. The mission
and task cards for each SV-5P flight condition simulated were discussed with
each of the evaluation pilots. The pilot comment card and the new pilot rating
scale were also discussed at the beginning of each pilot's participation in the
program. The CAL evaluation pilot often acted as co-pilot during the pre-
liminary calibration flights and also participated in several practice evaluations
during this phase of the program. The CAL pilot's learning and adjustment
time was therefore less. The USAF pilot flew only two flights, and this was
his first experience in an evaluation program with the variable stability T-33.
The USAF pilot would therefore be most affected of all the pilots by a lack of
familiarity with in-flight handling qualities investigation procedures with the
T-33 airplane.

(U) The CAL pilot had very recent experience in the evaluation of
handling qualities, both from the standpoint of the evaluation pilot and th..
engineering analyst engaged in handling qualities research. Based on this
experience, he was also aware of the importance of pilot comments as an
aspect of handling qualities research. The CAL pilot's comments on three
configurations simulated during each flight ran to approximately 45 minutes,
15 minutes per configuration. He described, at some length, the character-
istics of each configuration from the pilot's point of view based on the pilot
comment card. In general, he refrained from guessing at the numerical
values of the stability parameters simulated and attempted to describe the
characteristics in purely technical terms. Having "sensed" the bad and
good features of the configuration, he attempted to fly the configuration
using piloting techniques he thought most appropriate. His overall rating
of the configuration was based on all these observations in the light of his
interpretation of the mission and task requirements of the configuration.

(U) The Martin pilot's most recent experience was in the SV-5P
ground simulator. He interpreted the simulation more as an aid in design
of the SV-5P, rather than a program of handling qualities investigation
and research. His comments on three configurations per flight ran to
approximately 15 minutes, five minutes per configuration. He often used
rating numbers in place of words to characterize particular features of the
configuration. Thus, he might characterize the pitch response as an A2. 0
and the roll control as an A4. 0 and the stick force per g as an A6. 0. He
stated that the word descriptions associated with these rating numbers in
the pilot rating scale then applied to the feature given a number rating. The
overall longitudinal characteristics were usually given a separate number
rating from the lateral-directional characteristics. The Martin pilot stated
that his overall numerical rating of a configuration could never be better than
the poorest rating given to any particular aspect of the configuration. Although
the CAL pilot commented on all the features of a configuration, he assigned
only one pilot rating number to a configuration, based on the overall behavior
of the vehicle, and the ability of the pilot to accomplish the mission. The
pilot rating scale has been used in this manner in all handling qualities
research conducted at CAL.
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(U) The NASA and USAF pilots were only exposed to two evaluation
flights each, and they were therefore somewhat handicapped by learning and
adjustment problems associated with any handling qualities research program.
On the basis of their brief exposure, it is difficult to assess their particular
evaluation techniques.

(U) Individual verbatim comments of each evaluation pilot for each
of the configurations flown and evaluated are not presented in this report.
These comments are presented in Reference 7 which may be examined for
specific details. Summaries of the pilot comments on each configuration
simulated are presented in the Appendix. Comparisons of the comments of
different pilots on each configuration simulated are also made in the Appendix,
and the comments are related to the mode characteristics and the control
response characteristics obtained from in-flight oscillograph records.

(U) The reader should refer to the Appendix for detailed summaries
of the comments and response characteristics of each configuration simulated.
Presented here is a summary of longitudinal and lateral-directional comments
for each of the five flight conditions of the SV-SP simulated and an analysis
of how these pilot comments and ratings are related to the mode and response
characteristics simulated.

6.2 SUMMARY OF PILOT COMMENTS ON RE-ENTRY GLIDE

CONFIGURATIONS

6.2. 1 Comments on Longitudinal Characteristics

(U) A tabulation and summary of the longitudinal stability parameters
simulated is presented in Table X. It is evident from the results that the
longitudinal simulation was reasonably good for all the RG configurations
simulated.

(C) The comments on longitudinal characteristics were consistent
for any given pilot and also among pilots. The RG configurations presented
no trim problems. All the pilots felt that longitudinal trim was easy and
trim rate adequate. Remarks on pitch response to elevator stick ranged
from satisfactory to optimum. Comments on attitude control and 17 control
were all favorable. The pilots liked the longitudinal spring ratio ( /Ie., ),
and the steady-state stick force gradients ( Fsltvj. The effects of random
noise on the good longitudinal handling qualities *as slight and of no great
-significance.

(C) In viewing the longitudinal parameters in Table X and the
results of Reference 4, the good longitudinal comments are not surprising.
The short period damping is good, the stick force gradient pf 10 to 11 pounds
per g is considered satisfactory, and the CAP parameter and the initial
pitch acceleration parameter, /o'/I)(FJ-s/IV) , fall in the satis-
factory range based on pilot ratings and comments. The relationship of
feel system frequency to short period frequency (approximately Z. 5 to 1)
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in the T-33 simulation is not the same as that of the SV-SP (approximately
12 to 1). The attenuating effects of the feel system on the initial pitch

* response in the T-33 simulation would be larger than would be the case for
the full-scale vehicle. Obviously the initial pitch acceleration response

* with feel system dynamics included as simulated is too low, but the results
of Reference 4 indicate qualitatively that a proper match would not have
significantly affected the results.

6.2.2 Comments on Lateral-Directional Characteristics

(C) The best RG configuration tested was RG-3. The pilot comments
and ratings of this configuration as flown by the CAL and Martin pilot were
quite consistent. The SV-SP damping and cross-feed gains are K,4 = . 3,
K = . 75, and KeA = . 4. The roll rate and roll damping were considered
adequate, and the adverse yaw due to ailerons was thought to be small. The
precise bank angle control combined with the good directional damping made
holding heading and changing heading easy to accomplish. Both aileron and
rudder forces and gradients, and feel characteristics were satisfactory to
the pilots. Although coordination with the rudder was thought helpful and
useful, it was not really required for turn coordination. There were no
significant effects of random noise on the handling qualities, and control
harmony was compatible about all three axes: The overall numerical rating
of the RG-3 configuration was an Al. 0 to an A2. 0.

(C) It is evident from the data in the Appendix that the mode charac-
teristics and response characteristics to control inputs were reasonably well
matched for configuration RG-3. The level of p response to aileron inputs
simulated is 30 to 40 percent too high, but the shape of the p responses are
very similar to that intended for the configuration. The adverse yaw for a
given p response is actually less than what was intended for the configuration.
Based on the e response one would expect configuration RG-l to be rated
better than configuration RG-3, since the roll response of RG-l is less
acceleration-ordered, but such was not the case. For configuration RG-l,
there was some objection to the lower level ofyo response from •* and
the larger level of adverse yaw.

(C) The pilot comments, especially those of an adverse nature, can
be summarized for the remaining RG configurations simulated. The single
parameter that the pilot was most sensitive to and caused the greatest
variation in pilot rating was the interconnect ratio ( K'A ). In general, as
the interconnect ratio was reduced from nominal value ( ,4, = . 325), the
degree of adverse yaw or sideslip increased, and the increased sideslip
resulted in a reduced roll rate for the same aileron input. In some cases,
the result was nearly roll rate reversal. The roll rate and adverse yaw could
be improved by proper rudder coordination of the pilot, but with large adverse
aileron yaw this was often a "tricky" coordination task, and more acceptable
to the CAL evaluation pilot than the Martin pilot. As the value of *K'.
increased, the adverse yaw was reduced, and the roll rate increased. The
need for little or no rudder coordination in turns made these configurations
much more acceptable to the pilot. The pilot did not object even though the
p response was slightly acceleration-ordered, that is, p did not approach

a steady-state value but continuously increased with time.
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S(C) As the damping gains decreased from the nominal values
(Kd .t3 and K• =. 75) the adverse yaw due to 4 s increased smnewhat,

the roll rate was reduced. Also, the p response became more oscil-
latory. All of these factors tended to make the configurations with reduced
damping gains less acceptable to the pilot.

(C) It is difficult to judge the effect of increased damping gains
(K -. 4 and - .85) since the response for these configurations (RG-7,
RG-8, and RG-9) were in general poorly matched. The poor match is
especially evident in the p and /3 response for d 5s inputs. The greater
adverse yaw simulated is probably a strong contributor to the poor p
response simulated. The poor match for these configurations is probably
associated with the poorer matching criteria in obtaining the T-33 fourth-
order simulation of SV- 5P. The fourth-order T-33 gains for configurations
RG-7, RG-8, and RG-9 were based on a match of "a of the

SV-SP instead of a match of the magnitude of I S/4 I in the roll and spiral
modes. Is//$ I in the roll and spiral modes were better matching criteria
and were used for all other configurations simulated.

(C) The sideslip available from the rudder and the resulting roll
due to sideslip made the rudder a reasonably powerful sideslip and roll
control device. A configuration with significant adverse yaw and resulting
poor roll could be improved by eliminating the sideslip and improving the
roll with adequate coordination. When the sideslip and roll control of rudder
was quite significant, (Conf. RG-7), pilot complaints were directed at the
sensitive rudder and the light rudder pedal force gradients. A configuration
with low aileron roll and with considerable adverse yaw, coupled with a very
sensitive rudder for sideslip and roll control, was especially objectionable
to the pilots (Configurations RG-8 and RG-9).

6.3 SUMMARY OF PILOT COMMENTS ON BOOST A

CONFIGURATIONS

6.3. 1 Comments on Longitudinal Characteristics

(U) The simulated longitudinal characteristics for the BA config-
urations are listed in Table XI. It is evident that the desired longitudinal
characteristics were reasonably well simulated for the BA configurations.

(C) One of the dominant longitudinal characteristics of the BA
configurations was the relatively high Fs /v7 (29.4 lb/g). All pilots
commented on this longitudinal characteristic. All pilots except the CAL
pilot objccted to the relatively high fs /nJ. and this characteristic adversely
colored their longitudinal evaluation of the BA configurations. The CAL.
pilot found he could fly the BA configurations satisfactorily with the trim
button using the maximum longitudinal trim rate available in the T-33,
do'F6 /dt = 0. 6 inches/sec. Using longitudinal trim as a primary longi-

tudinal control technique eliminated the objections to the high longitudinal
stick forces.
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(C) Because of the high all pilots except the CAL pilot

commented fairly consistently that the pitch response was slow and it
required larger than desired stick forces. The same objectionable stick
forces made control of attitude and r? more difficult for the other pilots.
In general all pilots reported good performance in the longitudinal pitch
tracking task, but the other pilots again objected to the increased difficulties
imposed by the high stick forces. Random noise generally did increase
somewhat the longitudinal control problem for all pilots.

(C) Using longitudinal trim as a primary longitudinal control, the
CAL pilot found the maximum trim rate satisfactory. Using the maximum
longitudinal trim rate for trim, the Martin and AF pilots felt that the trim
rate should be increased.

(C) Some of the adverse comments associated with slow pitch
response to stick forces is also attributable to the slow feel system frequency
relative to short period frequency simulation in the T-33 (3 to 1). In the
SV-5P the estimated ratio of these frequencies is 12 to 1, and therefore the
initial pitch response characteristics should be better than those simulated.

6.3.2 Comments on Lateral-Directional Characteristics

(C) The roll mode time constants of the BA configurations are
reasonably large, and the configurations also have an unstable spiral mode
(see Table XVI). These characteristics, combined with the other aero-
dynamic characteristics of the BA configurations, tend to make the roll
response to ';s inputs acceleration-ordered. The roll rate response for a
given input in general i icreases with time. The pilot objections are there-
fore in general directed first at this characteristic by complaining of low roll
damping. When the acceleration-ordered response is also accompanied by
a significant amount of adverse yaw, rudder coordination only aggravates
the acceleration-ordered roll response. Opposite aileron to arrest the roll
then requires opposite rudder to control the sideslip, and the resulting roll
and sideslip control is in general difficult.

(U) An examination of the measured and desired mode character-
istics (Table XVI) indicates that in general these characteristics were
reasonably well matched. Also, an examination of the initial p response
in the Appendix indicates a reasonable match of the roll mode time constant
S( z-, ). Differences do exist, however, and they will be discussed as
required.

(C) Configuration BA-7 was flown by all pilots with only 1. 5 rating
unit differences between the best and poorest ratings. The configuration
was acceptable and satisfactory with an average rating between A3 and A3. 5.
The primary complaint is concerned with the "light" or "low" roll damping.
There was also comment about the "fair amount" of sideslip, especially by
the CAL pilot. He found rudder coordinations somewhat difficult because
of the sensitivity of the rudder in producing both sideslip and roll. It is
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interesting to note that the p response of the rudder as simulated for the
CAL pilot is high after approximately two seconds. Both the Martin and

* NASA pilots recommend flying aileron alone and accepting the adverse yaw
that results.

(C) It is interesting to note that the adverse yaw as simulated was
too high. A better simulation of the/A response due to &'s would have made
the configuration even more acceptable to all the pilots even though the
response to gs inputs is slightly acceleration-ordered.

(C) The response characteristics of Configuration BA-9 as simu-
lated, especially the p and/A responses to #s , were very similar to the
responses for Configuration BA-7. The p response is slightly more acceler-
ation-ordered. The pilot comments and ratings were similar for the two
configurations. Had the proper adverse aileron yaw been simulated for
Configuration BA-9, the pilot comments and ratings of the lateral-directional
characteristico would have improved.

(C) The two poorest rated configurations are Configurations BA-4
and BA-6. An examination of the actual response characteristics simulated
explains the basis of the pilot complaints. The pronounced acceleration
bank angle response is objectionable and the adverse yaw as simulated
is also objectionable. Rudder coordination only aggravates the acceleration-
ordered -o response, because of the acceleration-ordered," response of the
rudder as simulated. One must be careful to relate the comments and ratings
to the actual simulated response characteristics and not the desired character-
istics. It is recommended by the CAL pilot that a reasonably satisfactory
bank angle control is possible for these configurations only by reducing aileron
gain and using only enough rudder coordination to keep the sideslip within
tolerable limits.

(C) The comments about the other configurations simulated follow
a similar pattern. In general, decreasing the interconnect ratio ( KA', ) will
improve the ) response by making it less acceleration ordered. But this
occurs only at the expense of increased adverse yaw. Coordination in the
rudder to reduce sideslip will again give an acceleration-ordered & response,
especially if the , response of the rudder is acceleration-oedered. Increas-
ing A' CA will reduce sideslip but make the ;0 response to SAr. more acceler-
ation-ordered.

(C) The best BA configurations tested were those with the highest
damrping feedback gains (Configurations BA-7, BA-8, and BA-9).
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6.4 SUMMARY OF PILOT COMMENTS ON BURNOUT
CONFIGURATIONS

6.4.1 Comments on Longitudinal Characteristics

(U) The simulated longitudinal characteristics for the BO config-
urations are shown in Table XII. It is evident from the table that in general
the desired longitudinal characteristics were reasonably well simulated.

(C) The most dominant longitudinal characteristic was the very
high stick force gradient, F., /n? = 86. Z lb/g. With an elevator stick
spring rate ( Icr/do ) of 4.44 lb/in, and a stick travel limited to approxi-
mately *6 inches, the maneuver 9 available to the pilot in the simulation was
of the order of *1/3 9 . Obviously the longitudinal maneuverability to the
pilot was limited. In the SV-5P vehicle, this limited maneuverability is
associated with the low dynamic pressure (%) at burnout and not the inability
to change angle of attack. In the T-33 simulation, the very high 4s /r was
simulated by limiting the angle of attack available as a function of stick
force by making the di/Frs gain in the T-33 small. Angle of attack was not
matched in the simulation of any of the configurations.

(C) Obviously the initial pitch acceleration response to stick force
inputs, i'p /(n,4) (4•/i )j, is low and the steady-state maneuver forces
are high because 6f the high FE.3 /b. of the BO configurations. The low pitch
response and the excessive maneuver forces were a continual complaint of
the Martin, AF, and NASA evaluation pilots. The pilot ratings of BO
configurations were never better than A4. 5 for these pilots primarily because
of the high longitudinal FA$// 4Y. The CAL pilot had similar complaints and
ratings for BO configurations on Flights 759 and 761.

(C) After Flight 761, the CAL pilot learned to fly BA, BB, and BO
configurations satisfactorily through the longitudinal trim button. The excessive
stick forces required to maneuver were no longer present, and any degradation
of the configurations because of high F,,/i,, disappeared. Although the
longitudinal maneuverability of BO configurations was limited to approximately
1/3 g , the CAL evaluation pilot felt this was sufficient in his interpretation
of mission requirments of the SV- 5P at burnout. Flying Configuration BO-l
using trim control improved the rating from A5. 0 to A3. 0. The best rating
of a BO configuration was the CAL pilot's rating of AZ. 0 for Configurations
BO-l and BO-7. Thus, these configurations were interpreted to have both
good longitudinal and lateral-directional characteristics by the CAL evalua-
tion pilot.

(C) The initial response characteristics of the SV-5P as determined
by the simulated parameters CAP =wsa /7)/t lo) or 4. /6g _ 1 " /')Ins/,,,

r are attenuated by the T-33 feel system to a larger extent than is the case for
the SV-5P. The reason has already been presented in Section 6.3.1. The
SV-5P should, therefore, be somewhat more responsive in initial pitch than
the T-33 simulation-indicates.
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6.4.2 Comments on Lateral-Directional Characteristics

(C) The BO configurations with the best lateral-directional response
characteristics are Configurations BO-3, BO-6, and BO-4. The CAL pilot
ratings for these configurations varied from AZ. 0 to AZ. 5. The Martin pilot
ratings varied from A4. 5 to A5. 0. The primary reason for the poorer
rating of the Martin pilot is his objection to the longitudinal response charac-
teristics with the high FPr/n . The CAL pilot eliminated this objection by
flying the configurations wit? the longitudinal trim button. All of these
configurations have the highest damping gains (K'i and K0 ) and the maximum
interconnect ratio (K/ ). Both of these gains results in well damped p
responses with a reasonably low roll mode time constant and little adverse
aileron yaw. Both the Martin and CAL pilots commented on the need for
little or no rudder coordination, and the precise bank angle and heading
control possible. Both pilots liked the aileron and rudder control forces and
feel system characteristics. Good positive control was also possible in the
presence of random noise disturbances.

(C) It is interesting to note that when little rudder coordination was
required, the pilots found the light rudder control force gradient of 34. 4 lb/in.
quite satisfactory. The Martin pilot commented several times on Configura-
tions BO-3, BO-6, and BO-9 that he liked the pedal force gradient he 41d, ,and
preferred this gradient with essentially zero breakout force to a gradient of
28 lb/in. and a *8 lb breakout force which was used in the ground simulator.
Both pilots found the response to rudder pedal inputs on these config rations
quite satisfactory. Both pil'•ts commented on the lack of control harron
that is, the longitudinal forces were high compared to the forces of the aileron
and rudder.

(C) Configurations BO-2, BO-5, and BO-8, with the lowest inter-
connect ratio, resulted in greater adverse yaw and lower roll rates for a
given aileron control input. The adverse yaw required greater attention to
rudder coordination to obtain an acceptable level of roll response and bank
angle control. These effects were especially evident for Configuration BO-8.
For these reasons, the pilot ratings were poorer in general for the lowest
interconnect ratios. As is true for all the BO configurations, the Martin
pilot ratings are poorer in general and heavily weighted by the high longitu-
dinal rrs/lP,

(C) In examining the response characteristics, comments, and
ratings of Configurations BO-I, BO-4, and B0-7, it is possible to examine
the effect of changes only in damping feedback gains (•'• and Ary ). Decreasing
these gains from the nominal in going from Configurations BO-I to B0-4
improved the lcvel of the p response from aileron and rudder inputs, and in
general made the response characteristics more oscillatory. These effects
are also evident from the increase in I /4I J response and the decrease in
Dutch roll damping. Both pilots felt that the improved roll made the
lateral-directional response to d,# inputs'VI~isfactory with little adverse yaw
and no strong need for rudder coordination. In increasing the damping gains
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i tent for riddr r coordir-At n. r n f (,onf':,,rvtion coul, be flown nicrly with
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Sro~ll res•ponse ior a ziven or, or f iput.t dtue to the increaseid roll damping.

6.5 k;LX,¶.lMARY OF I'ILOT CONMMENTS ON BOOST 13
CONFIGU RATION/S

6.5. 1 Comment- on lnýniitudini l Characteriqtic 9

(C) The simnilated longitudinal characteristics of the tM4 configura-
tions a i- tabllated in Table XIII. It is evident, from the flight test results,

that the desired longitudinal short-period characteristics were reasonably
well simulated. The simulated longitudinal parameters differ in no important

respects from the lo..gitudinal parameters simulated for the BA configurations.
The simulated short-period frequency is somewhat lower in order to simulate
a smaller initial pitch response parameter (CAP), as defined by c.Ji/'n•/ ').

The reduhction in CAP from 2. II to 1. 53 is not expected to change the longi-
tudinal handling qualities significantly, based on the results of Reference 3.
As explained in Section 6. 2. 1, the simulated feel system dynamics in the
T-33 further attenuate the abruptness of the initial pitch response.

(C) It is not surprising that the overall assessment and comments of
the pilots on the BB configurations are similar to those of the BA configurations.
The CAL pilot again found the relatively high Fs/ n 1  of approximately 32 lb/g
unobjectionable when he flew the configurations using the longitudinal trim
button as a primary longitudinal control. The poor lateral-directional char-
acteristics of many of the BB configurations made assessment of the longi-
tudinal characteristics difficult.

6.5.2 Comments on Lateral-Directional Characteristics

(C) Of all configurations simulated for the various flight condi-
tions, the configurations for the BB flight condition generally had the
poorest lateral-directional characteristics from the standpo~nt of handling
qualities. The poor handling qualities were generally associated with
the poor roll response, both in magnitude and shape, and the high adverse
yaw. These factors were not independent, that is, the poor roll response
was often associated with the high adverse yaw. Some of the configurations
with especially high adverse yaw led to reversal in the p response with only
• inputs. These configurations were especially unacceptable to the pilots.
Configurations with high adverse yaw and poor roll could be improved by
proper rudder coordination to reduce the adverse yaw and increase the roll,
but such a technique was often not too successful. The increased rell result-
ing from the elimination of adverse yaw sometimes made the roll response
acceleration-ordered. This was especially true when the roll response of the
rudder was acceleration-ordered.
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(C) Although the niode characteristics, such as j, ?d . and !#/A 1d
were Renerally reasonably well moatched, the response to control inputs
(d•, and dJ,, ) were often poorly matched. This was especially true of
response to lf inputs. Often. the simutlated p response was strongly
accel'rAtion--rdr red, and the desired p response from the V.ud'dder was not.
The re•sr,•nqrF to cont rtol in puts were' gene rally matched the p rrest for
th, I B rh ions, he pilot comments and ratings are applicable to the
siniulaire characteristics and not the desired characteristics, and one must
be careful to mnterpret the comments and ratings in this manner.

(C) Some of the poorest 1B configurations were those with the lowest
interconnect ratio (K, ) , Configurations BB-Z, BB-5, and BB-8. All of
these configurations display a high degree of adverse yaw and roll reversal in
the p response to d7A . For all of these configurations, the degree of roll
reversal in the po response simulated was more severe than that desired, but
the adverse yaw was similated reasonably well. Both pilots found Configur-
ation P0-5 uncontrollable and rated it a 10. The pronounced adverse yaw and roll
rate reversal made the airplane very difficult to fly. Continuous concentration
was required to simply hold the wings level. The airplane could not be trimr.med
for hands-off flight. Configurations BB-Z and BB-8 had much the same char-
acteristics. Attempting to obtain adequate roll control with the aileron was
a very difficult problem because of the roll reversal tendency and-the high
adverse yaw. Rudder coordination was very difficult because 3f the light
rudder forces and the acceleratibn-orde red roll of the rudder. Al pilots
found lateral-directional trim difficult, requiring a delicate balance between
rudder and ailerons. Because of the high roll obtainable from the rudder,
both the NASA and CAL pilots found that the best procedure was to use the
rudder as the primary roll control device, with small aileron stick inputs for
coordination. Using this procedure, the configurations were flyable with
considerable pilot effort. Neither the Martin nor AF pilot resorted to this
roll technique and found the configurations nearly impossible to deal with;
consequently their ratings are significantly poorer.

(C) Configurations BB-3, BB-6, and BB-9 were generally found the
most acceptable to the pilots. Pilot ratings for these configurations vary from
A5.0 to A6.0. The CAL pilot rating of U8.0 for Configuration BB-6 is not
considered, since the adverse yaw rate is much higher and the roll. rate sig-
nificantly poorer than the desired values. These configurations did not exhibit
the roll raite reversal tendencies of Configurations BB-Z, BB-5, and BB-8.
The p response tended to be acceleration-ordered and this factor was accen-
tuated by the high roll mode time constant, 1. 18 to 1. 39 sec. The adverse
yaw due to ailerons was still considered excessive with rudder coordination
to reduce sideslip, the acceleration-ordered p response of the rudder made
the total airplane p response even more acceleration-ordered. In addition,
the p L, sponsc of the rudder exhibited an initial delay of approximately 1 sec.
This delay, coupled with the pronounced acceleration-ordered roll response,
made proper rudder coordination and roll control a difficult task. Rudder
control and roll control were therefore considered to be sensitive with the
low rudder pedal gradient. The effects of random noise were accentuated,
and the airplane was difficult to trim lateral-directionally.
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()The' 'r'pn't f, i-ýplt7 f-r( f~rtns1-,B-4
Ind MI;-7 7how no roll rrv,-rsal tondonn ; or , . roll re -

, ho phlots' prim :rV COr ;liint; | o ;o'r ¶.,nh", i ,t;jr:itiOnls w,-re? the

I " 1lvv ,'t iileron rodll 1 -c ( andi thu hui- ,,, ' -- cf .tlvcr:,e yaw. Yoor
( ;:,I:'ratl )s in5BI- k an71 1 -4, c o lt o11)n1 s 1 ,eqcro ,i r,'rt-rl r ilso at the lowv Dutch
rc'll ,i -e n ,: and its )atc m r~L. Thc .tccr-, r,t;m-,,r'icr:'d p r,'sponce of

tl,- riiddc r and I ight ru(d'ier forces macJ coor'iimatvcfl .,nd precise bank angle
c,-nt rcl diiffi cult. Fl, inc rr,;sing roll rat- of the' r,;r:ic!r rrcic ir,-d opposile
aifloron inpjcts which, in turn, required oppoq ite rudrior pedal inputs. C on-
* s,'mentlv, there was .sone complaint, especiaim"II by the CAL pilot, of tenden-

cies of a roll PI. Accurate control of heading- and heading changes were not
attainable, and lateral- directional trim was alw,vays, difficult. Pilot ratings for
these confiizurations varied from A6.0 to u9. 0.

6.6 SU¶MARY OF PII.OT COMMENTS ON LANDING APPROACH

CONFIGURATIONS

6.6. 1 Comments on Longitudinal CharacteriFtics

(C) The longitudinal parameters simulated for the LA configurations
are tabulated in Table XIV. Obviously, the longitudinal parameters were
simulated reasonably well for all the LA configurations. It is also evident,
from the values of ws, ), , /% , and ./('i/a) , that the longitudinal
short-period dynamics as simulated should be quite acceptable from the
standpoint of handling qualities.

(C) The ovcrall comments on longitudinal characteristics were best
for the LA flight condition. There was virtual unanimity among all the pilots
on the good longitudinal characteristics. There were no difficulties exper-
ienced with trim and the trim rate was adequate. Pitch response was con-
sidered excellent. Pitch attitude control and n control weru smooth and
precise. All elevator stick feel system characteristics were considered
to be satisfactory. The effects of random noise and natural turbulence in
the longitudinal handling qualities were considered to be minimal. These
comments apply equally as well during the descent. Longitudinal control
during the flare at the end of the descent was considered to be smooth, easy,
and positive.

(C) There were occasional comments by the Martin, NASA, and
USAF pilots that the descent simulation was not realistic from the standpoint
of a lifting body. The descent L/D of 4. 7 simulated was considered to be

too high and probably unrealistic. It was felt that descents would be made
at higher speed than 250 kt 1AS and lower L/D's than 4. 7. Both of these
factors would increase the rate of descent over that simulated.
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6.6. 2 Comments on Lateral-Directional Characteristics

(C) Of all the SV-SP configurations simulated, it is also true that
the late ral-directional characteristics of the Landing Approach configurations
were generally the most well received.

(C) One of the most recurring and frequent comments on-many of the
LA configiirations was the objectionable abruptness of the initial roll response,
or the initial roll sensitivity to aileron stick inputs. Thtis was a more frequent
and stronger objection of the Martin pilot than the CAL pilot. There was some
objection to the adverse yaw of those configurations with the lowest interconnect
ratio (K,,) but, in general, the adverse yaw was not considered excessive. For
those configurations with sufficient adverse yaw that rudder coordination was
considered necessary, the pilots als,9 commented on the light rudder forces
and the sensitivity of rudder control.

(C) The abruptness of the initial roll response is evident from the
initial rapid change in p response following a step control input, as shown
in the Appendix. The level of )b response available, that is, the steady-
state p , was always considered adequate and the roll response was con-
sidered well damped. The lateral-directional mode characteristics and
response characteristics to aileron and rudder inputs were reasonably well
simulated for the LA configurations.

(C) Generally, the LA configurations with the highest damping gains
(ký and Ky ) and the greatest interconnect ratio (.C 4 ) were most acceptable
to the pilots, since these configurations tended to reduce the abruptness of
the initial roll response and the adverse yaw due to SAs . Comments on
Configuration LA-9 were quite complimentary by both the CAL and Martin
pilots. There was little evidence of the abruptness of initial roll response,
and the sideslip was considered small enough not to require rudder coordina-
tions. All control forces, gradients, and feel characteristics were considered
satisfactory. Random noise inputs had little effect on vehicle response, and
lateral-directional damping was considered good. The descent portion of the
flight was well received, with good roll and attitude control, no significant
effects of turbulence, and excellent flare characteristics. The Martin pilot
rated the configuration A 1. 5. The CAL pilot experienced more adverse yaw
due to aileron as the descent progressed and was harsher in his evaluation,
rating the configuration an A3. 5. No explanation can be offered for the CAL
pilot's comment of greater adverse yaw.

(C) Configuration LA-3 was reasonably well received by both the
CAL and Martin pilots. The small adverse yaw presented no difficulties
to either pilot, but there were some comments about the initial roll response
being ' a bit abrupt" or "slightly fast." In all other respects, the configuration
was considered quite satisfactory. Configuration LA-6 was also highly accept-
able to all the pilots except the AF pilot. There were no complaints about
roll acceleration, and the adverse aileron yaw was low enough so as not to
require rudder coordination. It is interesting to note that the level of p
response to dcAS as simulated was too low by approximately 35% for
Configuration LA-6. This may explain somewhat the lack of complaints about
roll acceleration.
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(C) Confi•iu ratinins LA-1 and l1, -7 wore considered unsatisfactory
by both the CAL and Martin pilots. The primary complaint in Configuration
LA-I was the abrupt or rapid roll accelerations to , inputs. For Con-

Gi~i ration 1,A-7. th, corvvplaints were concrrnrid with the abrutrpt roll response
and the sideslip exc ursions lollowing e, inputs. On Config'i ration LA-8,
the adverse yaw and tho "abrupt' or "jerrv" rcpronFe to small *., inpu|ts

were complained about the most. It was also fvlt that rudder coordination
was also complicatrd by the senmitive rudder due to the light pedal forces.

(C) Complaints about the remaining LA configurations are con-
cerned with these same 'actors: (1) the abrupt roll response, (Z) the
adverse yaw, and (3) the sensitive rudder during coordination. Details of
the comments and response characteristics may be obtained from the
Appendix.
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SECTION VII

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

(C) The following conclusions about SV-5P lifting body-handling
qualities are based on certain assumptions and limitations of the in-flight
simulation. The whole simulation was a point stability simulation conducted
at constant speed and altitude except for the evaluation of Landing Approach
configurations during descent. The simulation is based on preliminary
stability and control data supplied by Martin personnel in July 1966. The
simulation was performed about stability axes. The simulation assumes
that the inherent rotary derivatives of the SV-5P were zero, and all the
damping results from feedback gains. Although this assumption is probably
conservative from the standpoint of the amount of pitch. roll, and yaw damping
that exists, it is not necessarily conservative from the standpoint of an
important derivative such as Ce,,. The combined effect of the washout filter
dynamics with other than zero inherent rotary derivatives has also not been
considered in the simulation. The following conclusions about handling
qualities are valid, however, based on the longitudinal and lateral,-directional
characteristics simulated and should prove useful as an aid in design of the
SV-5P and other lifting body configurations.

(C) 1. The longitudinal characteristics of the Re-entry Glide (RG)
and Landing Approach (LA) configurations were determined
to be acceptable and satisfactory by all the evaluation
pilots.

(C) 2. The longitudinal characteristics at the other simulated
flight conditions were acceptable except for the high F,,/,
at the two boost conditions (29. 5 and 3Z.Z lb/g) and the
very high Fj/• / at the burnout condition (86. Z lb/g).

(C) 3. All pilots except the CAL pilot downgraded the longitudinal
characteristics of the boost and especially the burnout
configurations because of the high s/- The CAL
evaluation pilot discovered that he cozud-successfully fly
configurations with high fv /n using the longitudinal
trim button as a primary longitudinal control with a trim
rate of . 6 in. /sec at the elevator stick. The CAL pilot,
therefore, found the boost and burnout longitudinal charac-
teristics acceptable and satisfactory for the missions once
the high stick force gradients were eliminated.

(C) 4. No unacceptable handling qualities were found for the basic
configurations (RG-l, BA-l, BB-l. BO-I, and LA-I)
except that the BB- 1 configuration was found to be marginal
(PR = A6. 0 to U7. 0).
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(C) 5. Confi purations -imulaed at the iB,'ost D (PBI1) flight
condition presented the rniost problcmri to the pilots. The
hi[:h aidverF e a tileron y;iw, the low roll authority and some-
times roll rate, reversat associated with fd inpots, the high
effectiveness of the rudder as a sideslip and roll controller,
and the rudder sensitivity associated with low rudder forces
all conihined to make control of the BB configurations
extremely difficult for the pilots. Because of these charac-
teristics, pilots occasionally experienced, Ibss of lateral
control with the airplane rolling on its back.

(C) 6. The configurations generally most acceptable to the pilot
were those simulated at the Landing Approach (LA) flight
condition. Both the longitudinal and lateral-directional
characteristics simulated were considered good. The
good longitudinal Fr, /?7 , the adequate roll authority,
the good longitudinal and roll damping, and the small
adverse yaw made precise longitudinal and lateral-directional
control easy. There was some objection, especially by the
Martin pilot, to the abruptness of the initial roll response
following a ds input.

(C) 7. The most undesirable lateral-directional characteristic
simulated was roll rate (P) reversal resulting from a
6fA5 input. The second most undesirable characteristic

was adverse aileron yaw. These two characteristics
were often connected, that is, high adverse yaw resulted
in a poor aileron ril rate.

(C) 8. A third undesirable characteristic was an acceleration-ordered
roll response to d'fs inputs. This condition was often
accentuated by a large roll mode time constant. For those
configurations accompanied by high adverse yaw and an
effective rudder, rudder coordination aggravated the
acceleration-ordered roll response excessively and made
coordination of ailerons and rudder for roll control difficult.
A limited degree of acceleration-ordered roll was not
considered objectionable by the pilots.

(C) 9. Variations of Kej (rudder to aileron interconnect) caused
greater changes in handling qualities than did the simulated
variations in damping gains (.j- and Ki ). Too small a
value of KeA increased the adverse yaw and reduced the
roll power of the ailerons. In some cases, the result was
a roll rate reversal. Too large values of I'O could lead
to acceleration-ordered p response and a lack of
roll damping. These effects were most apparent for the
BB configurations.
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(C) 10. In general, increasing the roll and yaw damping (X0t,

and i;, ) improved the responae by reducing the adverse
yaw ,and improving the roll response. This was
especiaily the case when the roll response to dS** inputs
tended to roll reversal or an acceleration-ordered
response.

(C) 11. For those configurations with high adverse yaw and poor
roll response or acceleration-ordered roll responses, the
characteristics of the rudder were often objected to when
used for coordination. These problems were usually
associated with a very effective or acceleration-ordered
roll response of the rudder which made coordination of
ailerons and rudder difficult. In some cases (Con-
figurations BB-2 and BB-8), the pilot found it better
to roll primarily with the rudder and use a slight amount
of aileron for coordination.

(C) 12. The most acceptable configurations to both the CAL and
Martin pilots based on pilot comments and pilot ratings
are shown below with the feedback and cross-feed
gains.

Pilot Ratings

CONF. K6  f# C J K, CAL, MAR Remarks

RG-3 .3 .3 .75 .4 A2.0 AI.5

BA-9 .2 .4 .7 .45 A3. 5 A3. 0 Simulated ',s adv.erse.
Yaw too high.

BO-7 .6 .78 1. 0 .065 A2.0 AS. 0 Martin pilot rating based
on high PFs/7.

BB-3 .2 .3 .75 .4 A5. 0 A5. 0 Objectionable adverse yaw.
Coordination difficult.

LA-3 .4 .3 .4 .35 A2.0 A3. 0 Primary objection is slightly
abrupt initial roll response.
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CONfiDENTIAL
(Thk page i wkclanfeli)

LONGITUDINAL CONTROL

I. ARE THERE ANY TRIM DIFFICULTIES?
2. IS PITCH RESPONSE TO ELEVATOR STICK SATISFACTORY?
3.. NOW IS ATTITUDE CONTROL? NORMAL ACCELERATION CONTROL?
S. COMMENT ON THE STICK FORCES, STICK GRADIENTS, FEEL

CHARACTERISTICS.
6. COMMENT ON PITCH ANGLE TRACKING PERFORMANCE.
6. EFFECTS OF RANDOM NOISE ON PITCH CONTROL.
7. ARE THERE ANY SPECIAL LONGITUDINAL PROBLEMS?

LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CONTROL

I. IS THE ROLL RESPONSE TO AILERON STICK SATISFACTORY?
2. IS PRECISE SANK ANGLE CONTROL POSSIBLE?
3. COMMENT ON STICK FORCES, STICK GRADIENTS, FEEL

CHARACTERISTICS.
4. IS RESPONSE TO RUDDER PEDALS SATISFACTORY?
S. COMMENT ON RUDDER PEDAL FORCES, GRADIENTS, FEEL

CHARACTERISTICS.
6. HOW IS RUDDER COORDINATION IN TURNS? INITIAL?

STEADY-STATE?
7. IS IT EASY TO MAKE HEADING CHANGES? HOLD HEADING?
So EFFECTS OF RANDOM NOISE ON LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CONTROL.

CONTROL DURING LANDING APPROACH

I. IS ROLL CONTROL ADEQUATE?
2. IS RUDDER CONTROL AND RUDDER COORDINATION SATISFACTORY?
3. COMMENT ON CONTROL PRECISION.
p4. WHAT ARE EFFECTS OF NATURAL TURBULENCE?
S. DESCRIBE CONTROL DURING FLARE - EASY? DIFFICULT?

OVERALL EVALUATION
I. COMMENT ON CONTROL HARMONY.

2. WHAT ARE THE BAD FEATURES?
3. WHAT ARE THE GOOD FEATURES?
4. ARE THERE ANY SPECIAL PILOTING TECHNIQUES REQUIRED?
5. PILOT RATING BASED ON MISSION - ADJECTIVE - NUMBER.
G. PRIMARY REASON FOR RATING.

Figure 8 PILOT COMMENT CARD
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10

F FILTER
FREQUENCY "'GH FREQUENCY

0 RESPONSE ASYMPTOTE
<• r (-12 dB/OCTAVE)

0

S1.0
LOW FREQUENCY
ASYMPTOTE
"(6 dB/OCTAVE)9-

U.8

C-. 0.1

.01
.001 .01 0.1 1.0 10

FREQUENCI - RAOISEC

Figure 11 RANDOM NOISE FILTER FREQUENCY RESPONSE

TRACKING ENRON

fljurce 12 T-33 PANEL ARRANGEMENT WITH TRACKING TASK DISPLAY
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LONGI TUJ I INAL RECORDS

1. AUTO "L 30ILT3 BLEO STEPS TO MEASU[k[

2. MANUAL STEPS OF VARIO¥1 111luI1T $S TO MEASURE

3. RECORD OF TRACKING TAUS (COPIFI ATIOUS IA
ACn 31).

LATERAL-OIRECTIONAL RICOiDS

1. AUTO ef. DOUBLET TO MEASURE Wd , rd
AND I 0ldl,.

2. AUTO fa AND d' STEPS TO SIMULATEd 'f*

3. AUTO dip A49 dl STEPS TO SIMULATE
4. MANUAL dAS STEPS.
S. MANUAL iRP STEPS.

Figure 13 CONTROL INPUTS US7D FOR FLIGHT RECORDS
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Table I

BASIC FLIGHT CONDITIONS OF
SV-5P TO BE SIMULATED

FL I GNT DESCRIP- MACH 0cC 40.
CONDI T ION TION NO. OEe DEG PEG LI/F12  ffj Ai/,

Ita RE-ENTRY
GLIDE 0.95 12 -6.5 -11.6 9 0.3 0.3 0.7r 0.325

IA BOOST A 0.60 IS 55.5 37.2 40 0.2 0.3 0.6 0.375

,0 BURNOUT 1.76 6 I1.c 6.6 6o §, 0.5i 0.6 0.065

II BOOST I O.9S 12 1.3 39.3 40 @4 0.3 0.TS 0.325

LA LANDING 0.26 0 8.0 -1.0 ItS 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.17O

APPROACH

WHERE:

oC(, - INITIAL ANGLE OF ATTACK

0 : INITIAL PITCH ANGLE

r, INITIAL FLIGHT PATH ANGLE

,: DYNAMIC PRESSURE

=" : PITCH DAMPING FEEDBACK AUGNIENTATION GAIN

1j 2 ROLL DAMPING FEEDBACK AISIETATION GAIN

h'ý = YAW DAMPING FEEDBACK AUGMENTATION GAIN

= CROS3FEED GAIN zir/$fa..(rvLOr)
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Table 11

CONFIGURATIONS AND LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL
GAIN SETTINGS OF SV-SP

COXF. h. CONF. 44
to-Is 0.3 0.75 0.32S 10-4 0.31 0.6 0.065

.3 0.1 .60.11
S 0 0.65 0.325 -7 0.7 0

I / 0.25 -6 iL6 0

-6 0.1 .9 -0.13

-7 0., 0.65 0.325 Il-I" 0.3 0.75 0.325

-B-. 0 o. 0.25
"' t 0., -3 0. o.,

IA-I* 0.3 0.6 0.375 -4 0.2 0.65 0.32S

-2 1 0.3 -5 0.25-3 t 0.t o. -o 0 .,1
-6 0.2 0.5 0.375 -7 0.6 0.85 0.325

.s 0.3 -6 o.25

-6 0.65 -. 9 0.6

-7 0.4 0.7 0.375 LA-I 0.3 0.6 0.175

1 0.3 -2 0
"-9 OI.&5 -3 . _ y 0.35

BO-I' 0.56 0.8 0.065 -" 0.2 0.3 0.175

-2 0 -5 0

- 3 0.1 -6 1 0.3

-7 0.6 0.5 0.175

-60
"'9 0 .35

CONFIGURATION DESIGNATIONS

RN = RE-ENTRY GLIDE

OA = BOOST A
B0 = BURNOUT
S6= BOOST I
LA = LANDING APPROACH

* INDICATES BASIC OR NOMINAL CONFIGURATIONS
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Table i

STATIC CONTROL SYSTEM
CHARACTERISTICS OF SV-SP

FL IO GT 1r4w. or lr../jr', 01/4. 4 ,.eo e,.lr
CONDITION LI/IN. DEG 1l1. LI/IN. DEG Il/. LWIN. ODEG hIN.

No 1.S -2.5 2 -3.2 28 -6.0
IA I ' .1 I .... . .

No -3.3
-13.

LA-S. -, *6.

Table Er

COMPARISON OF FEEL SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS

OF SV-SP AND VARIABLE STABILITY T-33
FORCE .... T

CONTROL THROW IIREAKOUT GRADIENT FREQUENCY (w) DAMPINP RATIO (•)
N-) FORCE (LB) (LB/Ik . (CpS)

SV-sP T-33 SV-SP T-33 SV-5P T-33 SV-SP T-33 SV-SP T-33

ELEVATOR APPROX.
STICK 16 t6 SMALL SMALL '.5 '.5 6 TO S - 2.S .2 CRITICAL

AILERON APPROX.
STICK 64 ±l6 SMALL SMALL 2.0 2.0 S.S TO 7 - 2.0 -3 CRITICAL

RUDDER
PEDAL 2.5 ±2. . SMALL 28 28A S TO 8 - 3.0 .2 APPROX.

AND CRITICAL

2I UL IIN. USED FOR FIRST THREE EVALUATION FLIGHTS IN 1-33 (FLIGHTS 751, 760,AND 761)

S3 Li 1I1. USED IN REMAINING T-33 EVALUATION FLIGHTS II LIEU OF THE

SIMULATION OF +8 Li BREAKOUT FORCE OF SV-SP RUDDER PEDALS
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Table r

LONGITUDINAL SNORT PERIOD

INITIAL AND FINAL VALUES AFTER A STEP

ELEVATOR INPUT (6e)

NO WASHOUT FILTER WITH WASHOUT FILTER

oc e- cos cc.) oe o ..
, 4,M, -•. , o

2" (Cos or.) - or. o* ,,(Co Z, 9 AdcosIf
01$6 M, C~os C. *e

2. ei-A Csc.A
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Tables1
* LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL INITIAL AND FINAL

VALUES AFTER A STEP

AILERON INPUT (S,)

NO WASHOUT FILTER WITH WASHOUT FILTER

SO(&) a-

(IV, L N L(l L.S

noc daSI5 ag

less A(ý L /(Ný N67
CO) N FIDE -N TAL )ian0
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Table ETl
SHORT PERIOD LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS

OF SV-5P

FLIGNT rWjp '$p "ci/ WSp.l/c4 FEj/Sfs S•./4 S rJ/"
CONDITION DESCRIPTION RADISEC gWPAD (CAP) LWIIN. DEO/IN. LI/g

NO RE-ENTRY 2.3 0.6 5.2 1.02 '.5 -2.5 II
GLIDE

IA BOOST A 1.6 0.4 1.2 2.13 1.5 -2.5 33

50 BURNOUT 2.3 0.3 2.8 1.89 1.5 -2.5 85

Be BOOST 1 1.6 0.4 1.6 1.42 1.5 -2.6 31

LA LANDING 3.0 0.8 6.0 1.50 416 -5.0 9APPROACH _

Table XTII

SHORT PERIOD LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
OF T-33 SIMULATING SV-5P

FLIGHT CAP n. F ES/ 5 FI 3/ dS
CONDITION DESCRIPTION A0,/,, glRAD RAD/SEC LB/r LBiN.

No RE-ENTRY 1.02 21.7 1.71 0.6 11 4.5
GLIDE

BA BOOST A 2.13 21.7 6.61 0.1 33 4.S

BO BURNOUT 1.89 21.7 6.10 0.3 55 '.5

BB BOOST 1 1.42 21.7 5.55 0.1 31 1.5

LA LANDING 1.50 21.7 5.70 0.5 9 6.5
APPROACH
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Tabled

FOURTH-ORDER MODE CHARACTERISTICS
OF VARIABLE STABILITY T-33 SIMULATING

SV-5P CONFIGURATIONS

Zv-R SIMILAR

CONF. RAO/SEC SEC SEC A RAOISEC DENOMINATOI
CHARACTERI STICS

RB-I 3.05 0.392 0.636 -13.3 5.69 1.92 0.603 0.396 R1-2
______ _____ _____ ____________R0-3

RO-11 3.12 0.247 0.596 -16.9 5.52 1.96 0.561 0.398 R6-S
RB-6

RB-7 3.13 0.876 1.88 -10.7 4.10 1.07 0.121 0.117 RB-8
RG-9

BA-I 2.08 0.171 1.36 -12.6 2.97 1.75 0.249 0.712 SA-2
8A-3

BA-4 2.07 0.102 1.45 -1i.4 3.05 1.76 0.212 0.722 BA-S
BA-6

8IA-7 2.09 0.209 1.19 -16.6 2.93 1.74 0.277 0.694 8A-S
,A-9

80-I 1.967 0.242 0. 44 83.2 5.53 1.72 0.275 0.766 80-2
80-3

BO-1 2.007 0.153 0.63 -1673 6.25 1.75 0.205 0.76 80-5
B0-6

30-7 1.92 0.310 0.3 117W. 1.76 1.70 0.332 0.783 B0-8

- 0-

B1-I 1.87 0.20 1.2 -12.8 5.87 1.17 0.134 0.395 88-2

08-3
oi-i 1.89 0.137 1.16 -15.6 5.77 1.20 0.382 0.3914 88-5

88-6
35-7 1.90 0.366 1.39 -10.1 5.65 1.11 0.487 0.36 81-8

88-9
LA-I 3.03 0.426 0.29 13.9 6.61 2.16 0.36 0.S09 LA-2

LA-3

LA-I 3.4 0.305 0.111 1It.6 5.76 2.26 0.31 0.126 LA-S
I _LA-6

LA-7 2.71 0.686 0.22 13.5 5.52 2.04 0.61 0.567 LA-8
LA-9

"NODE CHARACTERISTICS THE SANE FOR THESE CONFIGURATIONS EXCEPT FOR &), f, AND (,, 1w
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Table I

LONGITUDINAL SHORT PERIOD MODE CHARACTERISTICS
SIMULATED FOR RE-ENTRY GLIDE (RG)

CONFIGURATIONS

FLIGHT FUEL I $ __(nji .) / ,
No. NE- g/RAD RAO/SEC LuIg LI/IN.......

MA I"1O ' DESIRED VALUES
_21.7 1 .7! 0.6 11.0 4.5 1.02 0.093

759 509 17.35 14.73 0.86 10.5 1.31 1.29 0.123

760 508 20.8 1.65 0.72 11.0I ,.47 1.01 0.01

760 380 20.2 5.36 0.69 10.2 1.61 1.12 0.11

761 501 17.3 1.56 0.69 9.01 1.26 1.2 0.133

765 S12 17.9 1.86 O.5S 11.01 1.61 1.32 0.12

765 380 20.1 1.36 0.59 10.1 1.11 0.93 O.Of2

766 106 19.6 1.65 0.65 8.78 1.116 1.1 0.126

770 271 22.9 1.36 0.60 8.85 1.46 0.083 0.091

771 -0 0

773 121 18.6 1.51 0.61 10.62 1.5 1.091 0.103

780 122 19.8 5.72 0.81 9.3 1.89 1.65 0.177

781 369 20.2 5.25 0.69 10.0 1.1 1.36 0.137

783 376 22.5 5.0 0.73 10.0 4.514 1.11 0.111

785 375 19.6 4.82 0.58 10.6 1.S 1.18 0.112

786 337 22.3 1.27 0.50 10.81 1.12 0.82 0.075

787 160 18.1 1.73 0.86 11.1 14.1 1.21 0.108

768 ISO 22.6 1.31 0.60 10.81 4.52 0.82 0.076

789 381 21.0 14.11 0.45 10.9 4.43 0.80 0.071

791 1496 17.4 5.1 0.83 11.1 1.13 1.19 0.131

792 417 20.9 1.37 0.52 9.93 1.2 0.91 0.092

793 114 16.5 1.33 0.148 11.1 14.14 1.1 0.102

791 151 NO AUTO 5.714 0.79 9.65 1.33 -
STEP

716 14140 NO AUTO 4.5 0.57 10.41 1.28

STEP

AVERAGE 19.8 ...714 0.633 10.28 4.437 1.1 0.111

STANDARD
DEVIATION 1.95 0.1457 0.133 0.772 0.162 0.332 0.026

NO SUITABLE RECORDS
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Table n'
* LONGITUDINAL SHORT PERIOD MODE CHARACTERISTICS

SIMULATED FOR BOOST A (BA) CONFIGURATIONS

FLIGHT FUEL r / "$J .., 
1 '*'/, Fes/41 Ile sJ_

NO. RE- 0lRAD RAD/SECJLIlg L JII1 .IN. (nf/crt,3/)
NA I NINO

0DESIRED VALUES

21.7 6.64 0.1 33.0 4.s 2.13 0.0645

771 413 18.8 6.204 0.48 30.5 4.6 2.07 0.068
7711 266 17.9 6.35 0.33 28.8 1.S2 2.25 0.081

77 2568 18.8 6.5 0.37 24.6 I.6 2.24 0.091
775 386 19.6 6.56 0.45 29.0 1.? 2.2. 0.076

775 216 21.2 5.99 0.341 29.7 1.26 1.7: 0.057

776 396 19.1 6.3 0.51 30.9 1.41 2.08 0.067

777 430 23.3 6.6 0.51 27.5 4.1 1.87 0.068
779 393 18.9 6.52 0.33 31.6 1.35 2.25 0.071

781 1476 15.7 t 7.86 0.6t 33.1 IL.35 3.91 0.119
782 360 20.0 6.113 0.37 27.8 1.34 2.06 0.074

785 466 21.2 6.86 0.4 32.0 4.12 2.22 0.069

786 191 22.0 7.06 0.116 30.2 4.31 2.26 0.075

788 332 19.8 6.4 0.38 28.7 4.36 2.07 0.072
790 268 27.0 6.22 0.11 29.6 1133 1.113 0. Ot8

791 373 21.6 6.3 0.30 33.0 I.33 1.81 0.058

792 330 23.1 5.5 0.62 20.9 " 1.31 0.063

795 383 NO AUTO 6.0 0.113 33.2 11.59 -

STEP

797 6165. NO AUTO 6.05 0.45 30.0 11.35 -

STEP

AVERAGE 20.5 6.113 0.1129 29.5 4.43 2.11 0.072

STANDARD
DEVIATION 2.62 0.1197 0.09 3.05 1.125 0.563 0.016

"NO SUITABLE RECORDS
1tAD TRACE - VALUE IS AN ESTIMATE USING SEVERAL METHODS
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Table [In

LONGITUDINAL SHORT PERIOO MODE CHARACTERISTICS

SIMULATED FOR BURNOUT (8O)

CONFIGURATIONS

FLI GOT FUEL /, c~ F(Jpf /nil _______

NO. RE- 9/PAD LRAD/SEC Lg LO/IN. (nI/cr) n
AIING -DESIRED VALUES

21.7 6.4 0.3 85.0 .5 1.89 0.0222

759 334 21.5 5.96 0.29 83.2 1.35 1.65 0.02

761 530 15.6 6.341 0.276 65.0 4.33 2.58 0.030

761 412 17.0 6.96 0.142 01.0 "t 4.3 2.614 0.028

762 354 20.8 6.17 0.28 92.0 4.61 1.83 0.02

763 508 18.7 6.1 0.21 96.6 14.42 1.99 0.021

767 526 18.0 6.04 0.25 68.4 t '1.55 2.03 0.03

768 268 21.6 6.17 0.28 80.0 4.314 1.76 0.022

770 1142 20.8 6.4 0.28 87.6 14.71 1.4 0.016

770 260 22.8 6.146 0.25 73.5 '1.38 1.83 0.025

771 a "

772 250 17.6 6.15 0.28 84.8 4.39 2.!5 0.025

777 320 22.0 6.21 0.27 77.0 '.6 1.75 0.023

778 '22 16.1 6.26 0.27 82.5 '1.36 2.44 0.03

779 '98 17.6 5.98 0.24 116.5f 1" .49 2.014 0.018

782 7T4 19.2 6.28 0.27 104.0 '.3 2.05 0.02

784 '66 19.8 6.32 0.27 95.0 '.25 2.02 0.021

787 278 15.6 6.23 0.28 82.8"1" '.15 2.49 0.030

788 241 18.3 6.3 0.25 81.6 1.75 2.17 0.027

789 291 20.8 6.23 0.28 78.5 14.37 1.87 0.0214

790 1481 21.6 6.58 0.25 86.7 4.37 2.01 0.023

792 500 16.1 6.04 0.27 75.6 4.42 2.27 0.03

794 315 NO AUTO 6.6 0.3 86.4 4.84 - -
STEP

796 325 NO AUTO 6.53 0.275 77.2 14.42 -

STEP

AVERAGE 19.1 6.29 0.275 86.2 '1.44 2.06 0.0214

STANDARD
DEVIATION 2.33 0.2314 0.0386 11.1 0,167 0.341 0.00145

NO SUITABLE RECORDS

SVERIFIED

it EVIDENCE OF NITTING STOPS
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TableJJI

LONGITUDINAL SHORT PE.Ri./D MODE CHARACTERISTICS

SIMULATED FOR BOOST 8 (BB) CONFIGURATIONS

FLIGHTT FUEL Ms, jp I Fts/&8s I
NO. RE- g/RAD RAD/SEC 181/g LWIN. . . ...

MAINING DESIRED VALUES

1*,
21.7 5.55 0.4 31.0 4.S 1. 42 0.0458

762 534 17.2 5.3 0.38 39.9 14.56 1.13 0.041

763 370 19.8 5.22 0.398 32.5 Il.l* 1.38 0.0142

7614 358 18.3 5.22 0.4 40.14 '.72 1.49 0.037

767 19.8 5.6 0.411 30.8 4.3S 1.58 0.052

769 106 20.14 5.55 0.1425 30.9 '.31 1.51 0.0149

771 370 21.0 5.71 0.58 28.9 '4.0 1.55 0.OS5

772 360 20.1 5.149 0.35 29.7 '4.14 1.5 0.051

773 258 19.8 5.37 0.411 29.7 1.9S T.45 0.0119

778 20.6 5.49 0.1q2 29.0 4.145 1.46 0.051

780 285 21.6 5.68 0.115 32.7 4.314 1.19 0. 0146

783 460 21.6 5.72 0.37 35.1 4.76 1.151 0.0113

781 31K 18.6 5.59 0.14 39.3 4.S2 1.68 0.04U

786 141 21.9 I 5.51 0.39 32.3 1.37 1.39 0.013

787 370 k2.9 5.85 0.112 28.3 4.37 1.119 0.053

789 468 21.9 5.116 0.112 33.8 4.54 1.36 0.04

790 378 25.9 6.03 0.141 29.1 11.06 1.1 0.048

791 277 21.6 6.35 0.411 32.0 4.4 1.87 0.058

793 387 19.2 5.75 0.37 25.0 11.65 1.72 0.069

795 - s s S S S -

797 331 NO AUTO 5.1 0.27 " "
STEP

AVERAGE 20.7 5.58 0.1415 32.2 '.148 1.53 0.0148

STANDARD1
DEVIATION 1.95 0.297 0.071 14.2 0.2 0.131 0.0076

*NO SUITABLE RECORDS
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LONGITUDINAL SHORT PERIOD MODE CHARACTERISTICS

SIMULATED FOR LANDING APPROACH (LA)
CONFIGURATIONS

00. RE- $1RAO RAO/SEC LWeI L8IIN. (AId) ('•'•#',)

MAIN IN; DE$1!FD VALUES
21.7 5.70 0.6 9.0 4.5 1.50 0.167

760 260 21.1 5.6 0.65 9.91 6.32 1.3 0.1o1

761 771 20.7 5.66 0.64 10.7 6.1 1.63 0.134

762 256 22.5 5.15 0.63 9.9t 6.23 II. 0.119

763 226 21.6 6.6 0.91 10.6 6.23 2.02 0.192

766 216 23.S 6.16 0.77 10.0 W.7S 1.61 0.161

715 272 16.1 6.55 0.79 9. 6.76 2.55 0.261

7617 252 21.6 6.92 0.62 9.9S 4.2S 1.12 0.112

765 25 21.6 S.83 0.765 6.75 6.39 1.57 0.11

769 226 21.0 6.96 0.55 9.43 6.22 1.17 0.126

"772 216 21.6 6.14 0.6 9.57 6.26 1.75 0.162

777 2B4 21.0 S.6 0.64 10.1 6.S 1.49 0.164

771 230 24.8 6.2 0.71 10.3 1.36 1.5s 0.151

779 236 22.5 6.76 0.91S 9.65 6.31 2.02 0.205

760 173 20.0 a* 10.7 6.37 - -

781 245 26.2 5.76 0.87 9.63 11.26 1.26 0.111

782 - 23.5 6.4 0.67 9.6 6.3 1,74 0.174

762 280 26.9 6.1 0.87 9.0 6.59 1.38 0.152

786 261 20.6 5.14 0.85 * 1.46 6

78s 286 20.1 6.08 0.71 10.3 6.2S 1.66 0.179

793 252 18.1 6.22 0.73 10.0 64.36 2.114 0.21i

796 264 NO AUTO 6.3 0.89 10.6 6.65 -
STEP

796 I67 NO AUTO 6O. 0.77 - -

STEP

796 226 NO AUTO 6.77 0.95 9.8 6.35 -

STEP

797 2I NO AUTO 7.6 0.75 10.9 6.27 -

STEP

AVERAGE 21.9 6.05 0.75 9.99 6.38 1.61 0.166

STANDARD

DEVIATION 2.66 0.637 0.123 0.558 O.IS 0.377 0.031
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APPENDIX

MODE AND RESPONSE CHARACTERISTICS AND PILOT COMMENT

SUMMARIES FOR INDIVIDUAL CONFIGURATIONS

A. I INTRODUCTION

(U) This Appendix contains: (1) a description of the longitudinal
dynamics simulated on the T-33, (2) a summary of pilot comments on the
five sets of longitudinal dynamics evaluated in flight, and (3) pilot comments
and time history responses for the forty-five lateral-directional configurations.

(U) In Section A. 4 (lateral-directional), each case is presented on
two facing pages. The left-hand page contains a narrative which summarizes
the pilot comments made by all the pilots who flew that particular case. These
comments were extracted from the complete comments recorded in flight (and
reproduced verbatim in Reference 7). The right-hand page contains: (1) a
tabular summary of the lateral-directional mode characteristics, both desired
and measured, and (2) roll rate and sideslip responses, desired and measured,
for aileron stick step inputs of one inch, and rudder pedal step inputs of one
inch. The measured curves are the result of automatic aileron and rudder
steps, calculated to simulate &AS and JfRp steps with the kRA value appropriate
to the case. These inputs were not necessarily calculated for the one-inch
input, so that the measured responses were scaled to one inch for direct
comparison with the desired responses. The flight numbers, pilot, pilot
rating, and any remarks pertaining to the curves are also included.

(U) Blanks, or missing curves, indicate that no suitable record could
be found for measurement, or that none was taken. Often, turbulence or fuel
sloshing effects made analysis impossible, especially in the highly damped
cases where measurement is difficult under the best of conditions.

A. 2 LONGITUDINAL DYNAMICS

(C) The desired longitudinal response parameters (Table VIII) vary
among the five basic flight conditions and not among the subcases. An elevator
stick force gradient of 4.5 lb/g was desired for all conditions. The most
dramatic parameter variation occurs with elevator stick force per g, which

* ohas its lowest value of 9 lb /g in the landing approach, and 85 lb/g in the
burnout condition. Similarly, short-period damping is highest (. 8) for LA
configurations and lowest (. 3) for BO cases. Desired short-period frequency
has a relatively small variation with flight condition, ranging from 6. 64 rad/
sec for BA flights, to 4. 71 rad/sec for the RG cases.
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(C) The values of longitudinal parameters actually achieved on the
evaluation flights, as measured from flight records, are presented in
Tables X to XIV, along with the desired values. The average value and
standard deviation are also given. The usual difficulties in measurement
of frequency and damping of highly damped systems were encountered in
reading response traces to elevator doublets. There was no indication of
system changes or errors in gain settings for any of the cases; therefare,
it is felt that the standard deviation is largely a measure of trace reading
inaccuracies inherent with highly damped systems. This is indicated by
the difference in standard deviation of damping values for LA, where the
average value is .75, and BO whose average is. 275. Steady-state stick
force per g values, as measured from oscillograph time histories, suffer
from the dynamic lags of the feel system, the vehicle response time and the
inability of the pilot to hold a constant stick force. An elevator stick trim
rate of . 6 inJsec was maintained on all flights.

(C) Since both the CAL and Martin (MAR) pilots evaluated a given set
of longitudinal characteristics at least nine times each, a very complete
analysis was possible, including checks on individual pilot consistency and
comparisons between pilots. The following summary of pilot comments
follows, in general, the format of the pilot comment card, Figure 8.

A. 3 SUMMARY OF PILOT COMMENTS - LONGITUDINAL

A. RG Cases

(C) Re-entry glide cases were flown a total of twenty-three
times; the CAL pilot flew ten, the MAR pilot eleven, USAF one and NASA one.
The comments were quite consistent, both from any given pilot and among
pilots.

(C) Trim difficulties were not experienced. All pilots felt
trimming was easy and trim rate adequate. On two configurationsawhich were
extremely difficult to fly lateral-directionally, the MAR pilot felt that longi-
tudinal trim rate could be a bit higher. Ninety percent of the remarks on
RG longitudinal trim were complimentary and it is recomnended that no
changes be made in this area.

(C) The feelings about pitch response to elevator stick inputs
were unanimous in that all pilots were entirely satisfied all of the time.
Adjectives range from "satisfactory" to "optimum."

(C) Comments on attitude control and X control were all
favorable. Pilots felt that they could put the nose where they wanted quite
precisely and at a desirable rate. On one flight, the CAL pilot noted a slight
tendency to bobble. He tended to use trim to a greater degree in controlling
attitude and "g" than did the other pilots, consequently elevator stick forces
and gradients were of secondary importance to him. The MAR pilot liked

. FES, FE$/rES and F,/I. most of the time. He felt the gradient could be a
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bit heavier on two flights, a bit lighter on one other. The CAL, USAF and
NASA pilots were in agreement that these features were entirely satisfactory.

(C) Random noise had no significant effect in pitch for over
half the flights. The CAL pilot noted a tendency to bobble with random noise
on half his flights; the MAR pilot was far less sensitive to it and only once
did he indicate that the random noise degraded the longitudinal handling
qualities. The USAF pilot felt that random noise had a definite downgrading
effect on his flight, while the NASA pilot found it only "slightly annoying. "
The general impression was that if random noise had any effect at all, it was
slight and no particular pilot effort was needed to cope with it.

(C) In summary, then, the longitudinal characteristics in the
re-entry glide configuration are quite satisfactory in all respects and no area
merits further improvement. Judging from the comments, it is felt that if
the longitudinal characteristics were being rated alone, an A Z. 0 would be
appropriate for the RG case.

B. BA Cases

(C) BA configurations were flown a total of twenty-one times. The
CAL pilot flew nine, the MAR pilot ten, USAF one and NASA one. The CAL
pilot experienced no difficulties with longitudinal trim on any of his flights,
while the MAR pilot felt that the trim rate could be faster on most of his flights.
The USAF pilot agreed that this was so,while the NASA pilot, like the CAL
pilot, had no comment on it.. It was revealed quite often that the CAL pilot
used longitudinal trim much more than the others in performing longitudinal
maneuvers, and one would guess that the trim rate would be more important
and that slow rates would present more of a problem when flying in this manner.
This was not the case; however,it may be significant that the CAL pilot initi-
ated pitch response with trim, while the others did so with the stick first,
and then trimmed. It would therefore seem reasonable that they would exper-
ience an apparent slower trim rate. The rate problem was the only one
mentioned in regard to trim. The CAL pilot was generally more satisfied
with pitch response than the other pilots who reported fairly consistently that
the response was too slow and/or it required larger than desired stick forces
and deflections to achieve a desired level of pitch response. The CAL pilot's
technique with trim, discussed earlier, could account for this, since his
continual use of trim masks the stick forces and gradients. In addition, since
he had no complaints about trim rate, it is reasonable that he did not note slow
or inadequate pitch rate response.

(C) The difference in technique was again evident in the com-
ments regarding attitude and n. control. The CAL pilot had virtually no
problem with either when using trim cortinually, while the MAR pilot consis-
tently complained of difficulty due to high stick forces necessary to achieve
attitude changes and high stick force per g. The CAL pilot did comment, on
occasion, that the elevator stick forces and gradients were high if no trim was
used.
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(C) With the exception of the USAF pilot, all pilots reported
good performance on the tracking task, but considerably more difficulty in
achieving this level of performance was experienced by the MAR and NASA
pilots, due to the aforementioned high stick forces and the apparent slowness
of the pitch response. The CAL pilot had no problem with the task using his
trim technique.

(C) Random noise posed no real problem longitudinally for
any of the pilots, except the USAF pilot again, who felt the mission could not
be accomplished satisfactorily in random noise, due to the inadequacy of
pitch authority, especially nose-down. The MAR and NASA pilots felt that
random noise accentuated the force and weak response problems, while the
CAL pilot did notice a tendency to bobble slightly on a few occasions.

(C) In summary, it appears that no serious problems are
encountered in the longitudinal mode for this BA condition. The somewhat
slow pitch response and accompanying high elevator stick forces can appar-
ently be masked by using the trim for primary pitch control. It is felt that,
with this technique, the tasks required in the boost phase of flight can be
accomplished in a satisfactory manner in the presence of turbulence, without
excessive demands on pilot skills or attention. The overall pilot rating of
A 3. 0 would seem appropriate for the longitudinal dynamics of the BA con-
figuration.

C. BO Cases

(C) BO configurations were flown a total of 23times; the CAL
pilot flew eleven, MAR ten, USAF one and NASA one. A sharp difference in
rating is obvious between CAL and the other pilots. Consistency among the
ratings of any one pilot is excellent.

(C) The pitch response to elevator stick commands is very
low in the burnout cases and, since the same stick force gradient and gearing
exist as on other cases, it is necessary to have larger than usual stick deflec-
tions, with accompanying large forces, in order to achieve even moderate
pitch rates. These excessive forces and deflections made pitch control very
difficult, a situation aggravated by random noise inputs to the elevator. The
same observations and complaints reoccur again and again on the flights of
the MAR, USAF and NASA pilots, causing consistent ratings of A4.5 to A6. 0.
The CAL pilot observed the same effects and interpreted them in a similar
manner, giving similar ratings on his first three flights with BO configurations.
It was on the fourth flight that he discovered a technique that virtually elimi-
nated all the longitudinal difficulties on subsequent flights, and improved
ratings to the A2. 0 level. This technique proved so satisfactory that it should
be given very careful consideration by future SV-5P pilots. To use the CAL
pilot's own words of explanation: "When I was up to Martin, they flew the
angle of attack primarily with their trim button and, up to now, I have com-
plained bitterly about the extremely heavy longitudinal forces required to
make attitude changes on these burnout configurations, so I put the elevator
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stick trim gauge up to a gain of 5 and find that considerably more satisfactory
when I have an attitude that I wish to achieve to as soon as I start a push or a
pull with the elevator, just to get on the trim button and change the attitude
with the trim and, very surprisingly, I am happy to say it works quite well
for these burnout configurations. Certainly have been able to reduce the
stick forces to a satisfactory and very comfortable level. The airplane res-
ponds quite wellito the trim and I am able to pick an attitude and hold it,
so I think that probably this is the way to go and that is certainly realistic
and certainly compatible with the SV5 simulation I saw at Baltimore, so I
think that probably a very big question comes as far as the ability to trim
this airplane and it is certainly excellent. It is a matter of picking an atti-
tude and if I want to hold a 30-degree bank as I roll, I dial in with the amount
of trim I need to change the attitude, change it with the trim and you lose the
major objection, I think, of the heavy stick forces. The response to the air-
plane is still slow -- very, very stable longitudinally, so that it is unresponsive,
but now I don't find myself fighting the large gradients and I found that I do a
much more, much smoother job flying the airplane with the trim as I have it
here so that, in general, I am quite pleased with what I see on this BO. I
think the pitch response to the elevator is very similar to what I am used to
seeing. It starts out with a rather rapid jump and then picks up a very low
or slow steady-state attitude change. However, I don't think you will be
making extremely rapid attitude changes in the burnout phase of the trajec-
tory, so that attitude control using primarily the trim is good and, when I
need a little bit of normal acceleration, I don't have a lot available; don't
expect to have a lot, but I can get it with the trim and this rate that I have
seems to be compatible with the longitudinal trim rates that they have on
their SV5 simulator. So I think I tend to eliminate somewhat my major
objections to the heavy feel forces or stick forces and stick gradients by
using the trim and the airplane does trim quite nicely in attitude."

(C) From that point on, the CAL pilot had absolutely no
significant longitudinal problems. His overall ratings were then largely a
fi.nction of the lateral-directional dynamics. He did not pass on his technique
to the other pilots and none of them discovered it, hence a clear division in
ratings was experienced, although excellent repeatability existed in the obser-
vations of any one pilot.

D. BB Cases

(C) The longitudinal dynamics of the BB configuration are
quite similar to the BA condition, having only a slightly different short-period
frequency and stick force per g, and an identical short-period damping and
stick force gradient. The comments, therefore, are very much like those for
the BA case, except that the bad lateral-directional characteristics of some
BB cases often interfered with the accurate assessment of the longitudinal
handling qualities.

(C) BB configurations were flown a total of twenty-two times;
CAL flew ten, MAR ten, USAF one and NASA one. The CAL pilot again used
the trim as his primary longitudinal controller, a technique which tends to
mask the feel characteristics of the control system. He had no trim diffi-
culties at any time and found the pitch response satisfactory He felt he had
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adequate attitude and P control for the BB task using trim. Steady-state
600 banked level turns were accomplished without difficulty. He noted con-
sistently the well-damped response and only in the presence of random noise or
heavy natural turbulence did he have any tendency to bobble in pitch when
making attitude changes or performing the tracking maneuver. On three
occasions, the CAL pilot noted that the configuration seemed to exhibit what
he referred to as neutral static stability. When the aircraft was displaced
in pitch from a trimmed condition, it displayed little or no tendency to return
to that trimmed state. No reason for the inconsistency on these three flights
was evident. In general, the CAL pilot liked the longitudinal characteristics
of the BB case very much and felt it was quite adequate and comfortable for
the boost mission.

(C) The MAR pilot consistently complained of a weak pitch
response which required large stick deflections for adequate pitch rates,
which in turn required high elevator stick forces. He felt that the tracking
task could not be performed well without full throw deflections which became
very tiring after only a few minutes. He apparently does use the trim, since
time after time he notes that the trim rate is too slow. It would appear that
the CAL pilot uses the trim as his primary controller, while the MAR pilot
uses it in a secondary role to the stick. Random noise consistently aggra-
vated the MAR pilot's force problem. It should be noted that, on one occasion,
the CAL pilot tried maneuvers with elevator stick only and agreed that the
forces and deflections required for adequate performance were indeed too
high. The MAR pilot rates this case A3. 0 to A4. 0 longitudinally, and notes
that it is better than the BO case, but not as good as the RG case. The very
bad lateral-directional characteristics of a few BB cases made accurate
evaluation of the longitudinal case quite difficult. The USAF pilot was so
involved in keeping the wings level on a BB-2 configuration that he had time
for only a passing comment that the longitudinal dynamics were "pretty good."
The NASA pilot, flying the same configuration much more successfully, found
the pitch response low, but adequate for the boost condition, liked the damping,
had no trim problems, and felt that the forces and deflections required to keep
up to the tracking task were a little high. The impression was very much like
the CAL pilot's, and he listed the longitudinal response as the only good feature
of BB-2.

(C) In summary, it appears that the overall assessment of
the longitudinal characteristics of the BB condition is very much like that for
the BA condition, i.e., the somewhat slow pitch response and accompanying
high elevator stick forces can apparently be masked by using the trim for
primary pitch control. This technique results in satisfactory accomplish-
ment of the boost mission in the presence of turbulence without excessive
demands on pilot skills or attention.

E. LA Cases

(C) LA configurations were flown a total of twenty-four times;
the CAL and MAR pilots each flew ten, USAF and NASA pilots each flew two.
Overall, the comments wt re more favorable than those received for any other
configuration. There was virtual unanimity among all the pilots on the follow-
ing points: 86
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I. Trim: No difficulties were experienced In any phase
of the approach. Trim rate was adequate for the level
of response.

ii. Pitch Pesponse to Elevator Stick Inputs: The pitch
re"ponse was rated good to excellent, being adeqjuate
in rate, magnitude and damping. Smooth, positive
control at altitude and in the descent was reported.

iii. Attitude and Ya Control: All pilots reported precise,
positive control of attitude and normal acceleration
thro-aghout the landing approach. The MAR pilot felt,
on a few occasions, that the stick force per g could
be reduced by one or two pounds.

iv. Stick Force, Gradient and Feel: All elevator feel sys-
tem characteristics were satisfactory.

v. Random Noise: Very little effect was experienced
longitudinally, due to random or natural turbulence
and no degradation of handling qualities resulted. Little
or no extra pilot effort was required.

(C) In general, the longitudinal characteristics experienced
during the landing approach are very good. The MAR pilot consistently rated
it AI.0 to A2.0, the USAF pilot Al.0 to Al. 5. Flare control was easy, with
smooth and positive control of descent rate. It was felt that there would be
absolutely no problems longitudinally and that, in most LA cases, longitudinal
control was the best feature of the configuration.
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A. 4 SUMMARY OF PILOT COMMENTS AND MODE

AND RESPONSE CHARACTERISTICS -

LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL
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(C) This case was flown on one occasion by each of the CAL, USAF
and NASA pilots, and twice by the MAR Pilot. There were a few incon-
sistencies among pilots arid between the comments on the two MAR flights,
but in general, agreement was fair, with a pilot rating spread from Al. 0
to A4. 0. All pilots felt that the roll response for aileron stick inputs was
satisfactory, except the CAL pilot who felt that the response was somewhat
sluggish with aileron stick alone, requiring large stick deflections to obtain
adequate roll rate. He attributed this partially to the "considerable" adverse
yaw due to aileron. The MAR pilot reported "high" adverse yaw on his
second flight, but on his first flight agreed with the USAF and NASA pilots
that the adverse yaw was low. The recordedpF andA responses do not indicate
any discrepancies, therefore, there seems to be some difference of opinion
as to what degree of sideslip is objectionable. Because of this, the CAL
pilot did not feel he had precise bank angle control without some tricky rudder
pedal coordination to prevent overshoots. No such difficulty was reported by
the other pilots. Aileron stick forces, gradients and feel characteristics
were reported "good" by all but the CAL pilot, who had commented earlier
that too large forces were required to get desired roll rate using aileron
stick alone. The response to rudder pedal inputs was thought satisfactory
in roll rate and sideslip, prompting the CAL pilot to remark that the con-
figuration could be flown with rudder alone. The NASA pilot thought that
the rudders were too sensitive, making it difficult to correct small angle
errors. The magnitude of the response to rudder pedal inputs is related to
the comments on the rudder pedals forces and gradients. The CAL and
USAF pilots thought that the forces and gradients were too light, while the
MAR pilot had no objection to them. All pilots were able to coordinate turns
satisfactorily. However, the difference of opinion on adverse yaw due to
aileron brought differing judgments on the pilot effort required to accomplish
this task. Making heading changes and holding heading were always reported
as "easy" tasks, as was control in random noise. No complaints were voiced
on control harmony except by the NASA pilot who felt that rudder forces were
disproportionately light and that this condition was the only bad feature of the
configuration. No other pilots felt that any feature should be labeled as "bad,"
but the CAL pilot had objections to the adverse yaw, with accompanying
coordination problems, and the MAR pilot agreed with him on the second of
two RG-I flights. As reported in Section A. 3, the longitudinal characteristics
did not downgrade the overall pilot rating since all pilots thought they were
"excellent." Similarly, the good roll and directional damping were praised
by all pilots. The CAL pilot gave an overall rating of A4. 0. based primarily
on the amount of adverse yaw due to aileron and the subsequent effort
required to coordinate. The MAR pilot gave Al. 0 on his first flight, and
A3. 0 on the second, commenting similarly on adverse yaw on the latter
flight, but not on the first one. The USAF and NASA pilots gave Al. 5 and
AZ. 0, respectively, there being only minor objection to the rudder pedal
gradients by the NASA pilot, and no objections from the USAF pilot.
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All responses, desired and measured, for all configurations, are fourth-

order T-33 responses about T-33 body axes while simulating the SV-5P

about stability axes. Since the angle of attack of the T-33 during simulation
is only one degree, these responses correspond closely to the simulated
responses about stability axes.

Figure A-I TIME HISTORY OF RESPONSES TO AUTOMATIC STEP INPUTS
, ,o~) FOR CONFIGURATION RG-I (U)
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(C) This configuration was flown once each by the CAL and MAR
pilots. Excellcnt agreement occurred on most points and therefore, little
attempt is made to differentiate between pilots in the following assessment.
The roll response to aileron stick inputs is unsatisfactory due to the low
rate achieved (almost zero after two seconds) and the large amount of side-
slip generated in the adverse direction. It Is not possible to fly the aircraft
laterally with aileron stick alone, and attempting to do so results in the
requirement for very large stick deflections and forces to achieve an
adequate roll rate. In addition, the sideslip builds up to unacceptable levels.
The saving grace of this configuration is the excellent response to rudder
pedal inputs, both in roll rate and sideslip. Extra pilot effort is naturally
required for adequate turn coordination and bank angle control; however,
both these tasks were accomplished satisfactorily by the two pilots, with
somewhat more difficulty reported by the MAR pilot. Rudder pedal forces,
gradient and feel characteristics are satisfactory, and heading control is
also good. The CAL pilot had good control in the presence of random noise
while the MAR pilot experienced a little trouble in minimizing A excursions.
On the other hand, the CAL pilot found difficulty obtaining the right amounts
of aileron and rudder trim to maintain zero sideslip in straight and level
flight. No such problem was reported by the MAR pilot. Both pilots were
in complete agreement that the single outstanding deficiency of this con-
figuration was the excessive adverse sideslip due to aileron deflection
necessitating a high degree of pilot attention to coordinate using the rudder
pedals. The CAL pilot commented that the trouble seemed to be directly
related to the crossfeed ratio between the rudder and the aileron stick; an
effect which shows prominently in comparison to the next case. Again both
pilots were pleased with the longitudinal behavior (see Section A. 3). Overail
ratings were given of A4. 5 and A5. 0 reflecting primarily the moderately
objectional sideslip characteristics.
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RG-3

(C) The comments were consistent in all areas on the three RG-3
flights; two flown by CAL and one by MAR. The roll response to aileron
stick inputs was satisfactory, having adequate roll rate, roll damping and
only a small amount of adverse yaw (seeA/Sr4AScurves). Bank angle precision
was excellent which, combined with good directional damping, made changing
heading and holding heading easy to accomplish. Both aileron and rudder
forces, gradients and feel characteristics were satisfactory. The good
response to rudder inputs was helpful but not necessary for turn coordination.
The sideslip comes back to zero in steady-state turns necessitating only very
gentle rudder initially in the direction of turn, if any. Random noise had no
significant effect on this configuration and no degradation of handling qualities
resulted. Control harmony was compatible among all three axes. No bad
features were reported, while good features were the ability to fly the air-
craft successfully with aileron alone and the good roll and directional damping.
In general, the configuration was well behaved, pleasant to fly and displayed
preciseness and ease of control. The excellent longitudinal characteristics
(see Section A. 3) combined with these lateral-directional qualities to produce
pilot ratings of AZ. 0 on each of the two CAL flights, and Al. 5 from the MAR
flight.

(C) The effect of KAAin cases RG-l, 2 and 3 is now evident. Adverse
yaw due to aileron increases from a low maximum of about 0. 003 radians per
inch of aileron stick in the RG-3 case, to a high maximum of approximately
0.009 radian per inch in thi RG-Z case. RG- 1, falling in between RG-Z and
RG-3 in this respect, received an average pilot rating between the averages
received on the two extremes. Clearly, for this set of dynamics, the mini-
mum amount of sideslip due to aileron is required for best ratings.
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RG-4

(C) The amount of adverse yaw due to aileron stick inputs was again
the factor which drew the most frequent objection from the evaluation pilots.
The CAL pilot commented that the roll rate due to aileron stick motions was
low in comparison to the amount of sideslip generated. The MAR pilot,
while concerned by the magnitude of/3, thought that the roll rate was adequate.
Both pilots had some problems with precise bank angle control due to the fact
that the amount of rudder needed to counteract the sideslip excursion excited
by the aileron resulted in a sufficiently large rolling velocity that a tendency
to overshoot resulted. This effect was accentuated by the relatively low
Dutch roll damping. The CAL pilot, after considerable 3ffort, developed a
technique for bank angle tasks and turn coordination which he recommends
for this configuration. He uses a small amount of rudder into the turn and
then, to stop the roll, he smartly neutralized the rudders, perhaps even
favoring the opposite direction, when the desired bank angle is achieved.
He comments that the light rudder pedal forces make this coordination more
difficult than necessary. Neither pilot experienced any difficulty with head-
ing control, experiencing at worst a small symmetric yaw oscillation. The
MAR pilot saw no significant effects due to the random noise inpits, however,
the CAL pilot did detect a slight roll-sideslip oscillation which, while annoy-
ing, did not downgrade the handling qualities. The MAR pilot added "weak
roll damping" to his objection concerning adverse yaw in listing the configur-
ation's "bad" features. The excellent longitudinal characteristics in the
re-entry glide condition, described in Section A. 3, did not degrade the over-
all rating of A4. 5 given by the CAL pilot, and A4. 0 given by the MAR pilot.

?a
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RG-5

(C) Once again there was an excellent agreement between the CAL
and MAR pilots on the degrading effects of excessive adverse yaw due to
aileron. The accompanying graph indicates sideslips on the order of. 009
radians per inch of aileron stick were achieved. This level, as indicated by
the comments on configuration RG-Z, is considered excessive, and with the
rudder pedal control available, some very real difficulty in coordination is
experienced, requiring a degree of concentration and attention from the
pilot, which calls for ratings in the A5 area. This feature makes turn
coordination and precise bank angle control quite difficult, especially in light
of the roll response to rudder pedal inputs which the CAL pilot described as
"slow in roll at first, then increasing rapidly- very difficult to anticipate. "1
This combination of responses tends to be conducive to a pilot-induced roll
oscillation. For example, an aileron stick input to the right requires consid-
erable right rudder to keep the ball centered, and the rudder movement
results in additional roll rate in the same clockwise direction. This calls
for opposite aileron stick to check the roll rate which in turn calls for
opposite rudder to keep the.sideslip zero. These actions may well cut the
roll rate to below the desired level requiring a repeat of the entire cycle.
In this particular configuration, the pilots were able to damp this oscillation
in a few cycles with some concentration. Both aileron stick and rudder pedal
forces, gradients and feel were reported satisfactory. Maintaining a given
heading presented no problems while the adverse yaw problem made changing
heading somewhat more difficult. The aircraft was easy to trim about all
axes. Control harmony was also good. No special techniques are required
other than concentration. The mechanism for cc "dinated, adequate response
exists; it simply takes considerable effort to achieve it. The longitudinal
characteristics (see Section A. 3) presented no problems. The CAL and MAR
pilots both gave an overall rating of AS. 0.

4
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RG-6

(C) A difference of opinion arose with respect to the adequacy ofthe roll response due to aileron stick inputs. The CAL pilot felt that therewqs too little roll performance and that the aileron stick produced mostly
sidoPlip. He felt that the rudder was very effective in producing roll ratebut that the light rudder pedal forc.e gradient made precise control difficult.
He found he had good bank angle control with aileron stick alone but theaccompanying slowness of the response was objectionable. The MAR piloton the other hand had no such objections. He found excellent response inroll and did not note any objections to rudder pedal control. He seemedpleased with every aspect of the vehicle's behavior and gave it an excellentrating of Al. 5. An investigation into the gain settings and the responses toboth automatic and manual inputs failed to reveal any discrepancies betweenthe two flights and no explanation can be offered for the conflicting pilotcomments. The recorded time histories would suggest that RG-6 has moreroll authority than RG-4 or RG-5 and less 4/J*As • One would think that thisfeature would result in slightly better ratings for RG-6, as confirmed by theMAR pilot's rating but not by the CAL rating (AS. 0). Both pilots agreed
that the longitudinal control was excellent (Section A. 3).
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RG-7

(C) The matching technique used for the RG-7, 8, 9 series (as
explained in Section IV) was not as successful as the technique used on the
other cases. Consequently the fits to the desired curves are not good and
the pilot comments must be interpreted in the light of the actual responses
obtained. The adverse yaw due to aileron achieved on RG-7 on the CAL
flight and first MAR flight is excessive, and increases without bounds for
step inputs. The roll rate response starts out in a conventional manner,
stops, then reverses. In addition, both the roll and sideslip increase
continually for rudder pedal inputs. The sideslip is especially sensitive to
rudder pedal inputs -- a situation made more difficult by the very light
rudder pedal force gradient. Both pilota found that bank angle precision was
extremely low and that undivided attention was required of the pilot in order
to achieve any reasonable measure of control. The aircraft was very
difficult to trim lateral-directionally, and random noise inputs resulted in
'ontinual, large, unacceptable sideslip excursions. The aircraft appeared
to have reasonable Dutch roll damping and low 0/A0 ratio. The longitudinal
control described in Section A. 3 was good; however, the very poor lateral-
dir-3ctional dynamics made the vehicle unacceptable for the re-entry glide
mission. The CAL pilot rated it as U8. 0 and the MAR pilot 10. 0, although
he did not indicate in his comments that the vehicle was uncontrollable. In
an attempt to improve the simulation, changes were made to the gain settings
and the vehicle reflown by the MAR pilot on Flight 788. The improvement
on .p and 4 responses to 4"AS inputs is shown on the graphs, and consequently
the MAR pilot rated this "new" configuration as U7. 0.
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RG-8

(C) This configuration had essentially the same bad features as
RG-7, namely very large increasing sideslip response to both aileron stick
and rudder pedal inputs. The same difficulties with accurate bank angle and
heading control were experienced. The sideslip to rudder response was

0 particularly sensitive. This made coordination quite difficult to achieve,
especially with the light rudder pedal force gradient. Again the aircraft
was sensitive in sideslip to random noise, and was quite difficult to trim
lateral-directionally. Full time pilot attention was required for the simplest
maneuvers and it was quite clear to both pilots that the configuration was
unacceptable for the re-entry mission. The CAL pilot noted that both aileron
and rudder produced large sideslip, so that one could be worked against the
other to coordinate. This required considerable effort however, and the
least distraction resulted in poor performance. The CAL rating was U7. 0
and the MAR rating U8. 0.
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RG-9

(C) The same basic problems existed on the simulation of this case
as in RG-7 and RG-8. Specifically, far too much adverse yaw is present for
aileron stick inputs and the corresponding r,11 rate is lower. The same
rudder pedal responses existed. The CAL pilot again commented on the
effectiveness of the rudder pedals in producing sideslip, which, with the
very light rudder pedal force gradient, makes it difficult to use effectively,
and required continual pilot attention. Sideslip excursions were once more
excessive in random noise. The CAL pilot reported that unlike RG-7 and
RG-8, the aircraft could be trimrmed lateral-directionally if exactly the right
combination of rudder and aileron trim were discovered. This took some
time and effort. The CAL pilot found that he did have some success in
controlling the vehicle and that an A6. 0 was a reasonable reflection of his
difficulties, and a definite indication that RG-9 was the best of the RG-7, 8. 9
series. The MAR pilot rated it 10. 0 as he had done on his first RG-6 flight,
although he again failed to indicate anywhere in his comments that the vehicle
was uncontrollable.
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BA-I

(C) The roll mode time constants for the boost configurations are
larger than in any other flight conditions, being on the order of 1 1/4 seconds.
The spiral mode is unstable, having a time constant of approximately 14
seconds. These two conditions, combined with the low )0//31 (about 3), result
in a roll rate response which makes the aileron stick appear acceleration-
ordering. This precipitated pilot comments complaining of low roll damping
and the requirement for opposite aileron stick to arrest roll rates. In the
case of BA-l, the "fair amount" of adverse yaw is difficult to zero since
these opposite aileron stick motions require opposite rudder, and consider-
able dancing on the rudder pedals results. Luckily, the roll rate and side-
slip response to rudder pedals are quite satisfactory (unlike some of the
tricky responses in some re-entry glide cases), and this aids the coordination
problem. Both pilots noted light roll damping and fair amount of adverse
yaw in response to aileron stick inputs. The CAL pilot felt that the magnitude
of the roll response was adequate despite the slow rate of growth, while the
MAR pilot was particularly displeased with this feature. Both pilots had little
difficulty with turn coordination; however, precise bank angle control required
careful attention to avoid overshooting due to roll acceleration. This feature
had similar effects, but to a lesser degree, on the pilots' ability to change
heading precisely. Both aileron stick and rudder pedal forces, gradients and
feel were reported satisfactory. The CAL pilot noted that the configuration
seemed to be a bit lightly damped directionally. The CAL pilot felt that
reasonable attention was required for coordination of the adverse yaw due to
aileron, and that the roll acceleration could also be controlled with moderate
effort. He gave an overall rating of A3. 5. (The longitudinal characteristics,
described in Section A. 3, posed no particular problems. ) The MAR pilot
remarked that he would give the configuration a rating of A3. 0 to A4. 0 if it
were not for the roll damping, which annoyed him considerably. There is
some suggeition that he was not willing to give this feature the amount of
attention it required of him. He felt it should be fixed up. His rating there-
fore dropped to AS. 0.
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(C) The change in interconnect ratio between the rudder and aileron
for aileron stick inputs resulted in considerably higher adverse yaw than BA-i.
At the same time it helped bring down the roll acceleration, at least after the
first second following a XAS step. Consequently, there were far more com-
plaints about sideslip and less about roll acceleration than in the BA-i case.
The "excessive" sideslip reached . 012 rad/inch of aileron stick displacement.
The CAL pilot found the response to rudder pedals sufficient in sideslip and
roll that by feeding in rudder proportional to aileron, he experienced rio
problems with coordination, although he had to devote a great deal of his time
to it, For small bank angle tasks, the roll response is again acceleration
dominant, resulting in the requirement for opposite d"AS inputs to stop the
roll rate. These irputs, accompanied by the large adverse yaw, require
rudder inputs, and considerable coordination of the two controls is needed.
Random noise inputs cause lightly damped oscillations in roll and yaw re-
quiring extra effort and attention by the pilot. The CAL pilot felt that both
the aileron stick and rudder pedal forces, gradients and feel characteristics
were satisfactory. The MAR pilot felt that the aileron stick forces were a
"little bit high" and the rudder pedal forces too light for the sensitivity. He
commented that the longitudinal forces were too high (see Section A. 3),
resulting in poor control harmony. Turn coordination was easily learned by
the CAL pilot making heading control "not at all difficult", while the MAR
pilot said that turn coordination was "very difficult" making heading control a
definite problem. The high adverse yaw for aileron inputs was the dominant
bad feature of this configuration for both pilots. Pilot ratings from the CAL
and MAR pilots were A5. 0 and A5. 5, respectively.
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BA-3

(C) The roll acceleration problem is the dominant feature of this
configuration. The ever-increasing roll rate for aileron stick inputs (see
opposite page) is unsatisfactory to pilots accustomed to rate-ordering controls.
Bank angle precision becomes a definite problem, with overshoots being the
rule. The frequent aileron stick inputs necessary are accompanied by adverse
yaw which adds to the pilot's difficulty. He must apply rudder in the direction
of aileron stick in order to null the sideslip. The roll rate generated by the
rudder is in the same sense as commanded by the aileron - a situation which
aggravates the roll rate problem. The best performance was found by the
CAL pilot to be the result of using very low aileron stick gain and phasing out
the aileron as a comfortable roll rate is approached. This technique worked
well for the CAL pilot when he devoted continuous attention to it. When he
had other cockpit duties, or was asked to perform fast bank angle or heading
changes, his performance deteriorated sharply. He felt that the aircraft
could get away from him in roll when large dAS inputs were required and he
simultaneously put in the rudder pedal deflection necessary for coordination.
He also commented that the rudder pedal forces were too light for the
sensitivity. This comment keeps recurring whenever a lot of rudder activity
is needed, in any flight condition. Random noise accentuated the bank angle
control problem for the CAL pilot, requiring even more of his attention. The
MAR pilot felt there were no significant effects from random noise. (NOTE:
The MAR pilot was particularly silent on this evaluation. He made no attempt
to answer many of the questions on the comment card, and those he did
answer were often on. or two-word judgments. Consequently, the bulk of the
information on this configuration comes from the CAL pilot. ) Control harmony
was not good since the rudders were much lighter than the aileron and elevator
forces. The CAL pilot rated this configuration as U7. 0, based mainly on the
roll problems, while the MAR pilot gave it a rating of A5. 0. Longitudinal
characteristics were not troublesome (see Section A. 3).
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BA-4

(C) Both the roll acceleration and adverse yaw due to aileron problems
are again apparent in this configuration to abot equal degrees. Aileron stick
inputs command roll acceleration and adverse sideslip. Rudder pedal commands,
in the direction to null sideslip, result in roll rates which are additive to the
initial rates, thus compounding the problem. The light rudder pedal force
gradient with this rudder sensitivity makes the situation worse. Con-
sequently, some fancy arm and footwork is called for to achieve adequate
coordinated maneuvers. The CAL pilot attempted to lock his rudder pedal
inputs to his aileron inputs (with the same sense), and then concentrate on
bank angle. This achieved the best compromise between 0 and A accuracy.
Good bank angle control is possible with aileron alone if one is willing to put
up with the resulting side accelerations. The weak Dutch roll damping for this
case (on the order of . I) does not aid the whole control problem, and is
particularly noticeable in natural turbulence or during random noise inputs,
where a roll-sideslip oscillation of "bothersome" proportions occurs. The
MAR pilot was more annoyed by the roll rates than by the sideslip excursions.
Both problems, plus the low directional damping, made heading changes more
difficult than desirable, however, maintaining a given heading was not diffi-
cult. The CAL pilot gave an overall rating of A4. 0 and the MAR pilot gave
a U7. 5 on his first flight, and an A6. 0 on his second flight. It is felt that had
the MAR pilot been able to develop a technique similar to the one suggested
by the CAL pilot above, he may have been less severe in his ratings. The
longitudinal characteristics described in Section A. 3 did not contribute
significantly to the overall evaluation.
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BA-5

(C) The time history _p and A3 responses, compared to the BA-4
case, would indicate some improvement in the roll acceleration problem and
a worsening of the adverse! yaw problem. The change in interconnect ratio
causes more rudder deflection and hence more sideslip for the same doAs
input. This in turn works through 4-6 to reduce the rolling moment, tending
to bring the roll rate down towards a steady-state value rather than an ever-
increasing one. For most of the first second, the rcll rate is unaffected,
however, and the aileron stick still appears to be acceleration ordering. The
MAR pilot again commented on his displeasure at this feature. He reciiired
full aileron deflections at times to check his roll rate. The resultant high
lateral forces, together with the long roll mode time constant, made the
lateral system feel "dead, " in the words of the MAR pilot. The CAL pilot,
using a technique similar to that used in the BA-4 flight, had less difficulty
with the configuration and was less severe on its shortcomings. He felt the
large amount of adverse yaw was the worst feature, not the roll rates. He
also said that the response to rudder pedals was quite good, producing ade-
quate amounts of roll rate and sideslip. He had little difficulty with turn
coordination, ana recommends keeping the pilot's aileron stick gain low to
avoid roll rate problems. He further listed a low 10/1 ratio and the lateral-
directional tri.mmability as good features. The MAR pilot also recommends
keeping the roll rates low in order to concentrate on sideslip coordination.
The CAL pilot felt that this configuration had the same degree of unpleasant
qualities exhibited by BA-4, and gave it an identical rating of A4. 0. The
MAR pilot also felt the configuration had similar defects to what he had seen
in BA-4 and gave a U7. 5 rating as he had on Flight 789. The diflerences of
opinion are consistent.
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BA-6

(C) Actual time histories of/3 for this case are very much like
BA-4. Likewise the roll rate response is close to BA-4 for the first second
and then increases at a faster rate. Both pilots again complained of high
adverse yaw due to aileron and acceleration bank angle control. The latter
problem drew the loudest corhplaints mainly in the form of comments on the
-Apparent lack of roll damping. The CAL pilot noted that aileron stick alone
produces a "fair" roll rate and a "fair" amount of adverse sideslip. Using
rudder pedals to null /3 results in more roll rate, the combination of which
builds eo rapidly, often requiring full opposite aileron stick to arrest. Again
the MAR pilot's ccmments were sketchy but there were some indications
that he was experiencing the same problem although he did not report any
suitable technique for handling the problem. The CAL pilot recommends that
the aileron gain should be kept down and enough rudder used to keep /3 within
comfortable limits (not zero since roll rate will build too rapidly) and then
aileron stick will be the primary roll controller. Opposite stick inputs are
required to check or stop roll rate. The MAR pilot felt precise bank angle
control was "not possible, " while the CAL pilot, using the above technique,
was able to achieve a satisfactory performance on 0 tasks which are not to
be executed quickly. The aircraft holds heading quite well but the roll
problem is evident when making heading changes. in random noise, the con-
figuration is "quite rolly" and both pilots felt it downgraded performance and
required more pilot concentration. The CAL pilot again commented on the
light rudder pedal forces for the amount of sensitivity. The MAR pilot said
that the aileron stick forces "seem high." Although there were some differences
of opinion on the longitudinal handling qualities (see Section A. 3), the obvious
roll problem was the dominant degrading feature of BA-6. The CAL pilot
rated it as A6. 0, and the MAR pilot as A6. 5.
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BA-7

(C) This configuration was flown on one occasion by each of the four
pilots. The USAF and NASA pilots did not comment as much as other cases,
making it difficult for the reviewer to pinpoint the nature of their complaints.
The CAL pilot found a lightly damped roll response to aileron stick inputs
which was adequate as roll rate but excited a "fair amount" of sideslip. He
further found himself operating in an area where opposite aileron stick inputs
were required to stop the roll rate and this of course resulted in sideslip of
opposite direction. The rudder pedals were found to be quite sensitive in
producing both 3 and .p -- a situation aggravated by low rudder pedal forces
and gradient. This resulted in the CAL pilot experiencing some difficulty
with good coordination, and resulting loss of precise bank angle and heading
control. He recommends flying "with moderation" in respect to roll rate so
that large rudder inputs are not required, which would complicate the control
problem. The MAR pilot again displays less sensitivity to sideslip excursions
and hence he finds it less necessary to use rudders. His main objection is to
the low roll damping. He does not explain any techniques he may have used
for turn coordination, bank angle or heading control, except to say that these
maneuvers are possible with concentration. The NASA pilot mentions that the
adverse yaw he experiences is not objectionable, and after trying the rudders,
he recommends aileron-alone flight. There was a definite difference of
opinion as to the effects of the random noise inputs. The MAR pilot reported
"no significant effects"; the CAL pilot observed a roll-sideslip oscillation
which definitely increased his workload; the USAF pilot felt the mission could
not be accomplished satisfactorily in random noise; and the NASA pilot had
no comment. The USAF and NASA pilots did not like the pitch response on
this flight (see Section A. 3), while the MAR pilot gave the longitudinal
characteristics on this flight the best rating of all the BA cases he flew.
Despite the differences in verbal opinion, and the difference in pilot evaluation
techniques, the ratings were only 1. 5 units apart. They were: MUR A2. 5,
USAF A3.0, NASA A3.5, CAL A4.0.
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BA-8

(C) The lower roll p,,wer compared to BA-7 was noticed by the CAL
pilot who found he had to put in large df*S deflections to achieve adequate roll
rate when using aileron stick alone. He felt that with the existing gradient,
the resulting aileron stick forces were too heavy. He also found the
adverse yaw due to aileron "excessive". Unlike BA-7, he found that co-
ordination of the sideslip was relatively easy, and recommends that one use
a "small, pulse-like rudder input with aileron initially--take it ou" almost
immediately, then as roll rate is stopped with opposite aileron, pulse rudder
in the oMMosite direction". The MAR pilot aain objected to the low roll
damping primarily; however, he did comnlain of the high adverse yaw due to
aileron. He was not as successful at the coordination task and found that the
bank angle accuracy and heading control suffered. There was no indication
that he had attempted to use rudders to any deg.-ee. The comments on random
noise response were very much like those on BA-7. The CAL pilot again
noticed a small roll-sideslip oscillation, while the MAR pilot felt ther? were
"no significant effects. " Control harmony was termed "quite good" by the
CAL pilot, and "fair" by the MAR pilot due to the slightly high longitudinai
forces (see Section A. 3). The CAL pilot listed only the adverse yaw problem
under "bad features", while the MAR pilot added low roll damping ar.3 the
degree of coordination difficulty. Ratings of A4. 0 and A5. 0 were given by
the CAL and MAR pilots, respectively.
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BA-9

(C) The higher roll power over BA-8 was acknowledged by the CAL
pilot, who found that large aileron stick deflections and gradients were no
longer required. The amount of adverse yaw due to aileron was again thought
to be "large" by the CAL pilot, whereas the MAR pilot did not complain about
it, and in fact found that little or no pilot effort was required for satisfacto.'v
turn coordination with feet off the rudder pedals. He noted again the weak
roll damping. The CAL pilot found that his adverse yaw could be coordinated
quite easily by moving the rudder pedals in unison with aileron stick inputs.
No rudder was needed in steady-state turns. Heading control and precise
bank angle control were performed well with little effort. The CAL pilot
once again noted the roll-sideslip oscillation induced by the random noise
inputs. The MAR pilot characteristically reported "no significant effect".
The aileron and rudder forces were satisfactory, and the CAL pilot felt that
good control harmony existed. The MAR pilot thought tne elevator stick
forces were too high. Both pilots found the aircraft easy to trim for straight
and level flight. The CAL pilot thought the longitudinal control (see Section
A. 3), the rudder control and the control harmony were the "good" features,
while the large adverse yaw was the single "bad" feature. Th,. MAR pilot
found the high longitudinal forces and the weak lateral and directional damping
to be the bad features. Ratings of A3. 5 and A3. 0 were given by the CAL and
MAR pilots, respectively.
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BO-I

(C) As discussed in Section A. 3, there was considerable difference
in pilot comments concerning the longitudinal characteristics of the burnout
flight condition. In addition, the CAL pilot, after three flights, developed a
technique which took care of his previous longitudinal problems and vastly
changed his rating. Thus, the degree to which the longitudinal characteris-
tics influence the overall evaluation is a function not only of the evaluation
pilot, but also the flight number. Care will be taken in the following
summaries of the burnout configurations to distinguish between the relative
importance of longitudinal and lateral-directional handling qualities to a
particular pilot on a particular flight. BO-I was flown twice by the CAL
pilot, and once by the MAR pilot. The first CAL flight was the first experience
the pilot had with any BO configurations. His objections were heavily weighted
to the longitudinal, and are described in Section A. 3. By his second flight,
he had developed the longitudinal technique which cancelled his previous ob-
jections, and the resulting overall rating is a better indication of the lateral-
directional handling qualities. Both pilots found the roll response to aileron
stick satisfactory in that the roll damping was quite good, and the amount of
adverse yaw generated was not bothersome. The CAL pilot felt that the
magnitude of the roll rate could be increased, which would remove the
"sluggish" feeling. Both pilots found bank angle precision and heading control
very good. Rudders are not really required for turn coordination, however,
perfectly coordinated turns are possible with only a little attention to sideslip
with the rudder pedals. The response to rudder pedal inputs was found quite
satisfactory, and the CAL pilot found he could pick up his sluggish aileron
stick roll rate by using a touch of rudder. Rudder sensitivity and the need
for rudder were such that no complaints on rudder pedal forces or gradients
were received. Random noise had little effect on response, prompting the
CAL pilot to remark on the good roll and Dutch roll damping. Control
harmony was poor due to the very high elevator stick forces. The overall
"stiffness" and trimmability of the configuration were rated as good features.
The CAL pilot gave an A5. 0 on his first flight, remarking that it was a direct
reflection of the longitudinal characteristics. On his second flight, he used a
previously developed longitudinal technique, and rated the overall configuration
as A3. 0, which is a good indication of his opinion of the lateral-directional
characteristics. The MAR pilot made it quite clear that his A5. 0 rating,
like the first CAL flight, was a direct reflection of longitudinal qualities.
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BO-Z

(C) The CAL pilot's only encounter with BO-2 was on Flight 761,
before he developed the longitudinal technique described in Section A. 3. The
lateral-directional characteristics are somewhat poorer than BO-l, con-
sequently his overall rating of the configuration of A4. 5 is not clearly
attributable to either longitudinal or lateral-directional characteristics.
The MAR pilot's comments are quite consistent with the CAL pilot on
lateral-directional features, however, he (MAR) makes it quite clear that
his rating of A6. 0 is primarily based on longitudinal considerations. In
fact, he independently rated the longitudinal characteristics as A6. 0. This
method of rating individual features with a number and not giving the overall
rating a number better than the lowest of its parts is discussed in Section
6. 1. 1 oth pilots noticed the large amount of adverse yaw generated by
aileron stick inputs, and the resulting low level of roll power. This low
roll rate necessitated larger aileron stick inputs, which, with the existing
gradient of 2 lb/in., resulted in "high" lateral forces. Both pilots felt that
"considerable" attention to sideslip was necessary to obtain an acceptable
degree of bank angle precision, and that turn coordination was difficult.
The response to rudder inputs was of sufficient amplitude and sense, both
in roll and sideslip, that it was judged "satisfactory". ludder pedal forces,
gradient and feel were likewise satisfactory. Both roll and directional
damping were "fair". The CAL pilot thought the random noise disturbances
were negligible in roll and yaw; however, the MAR pilot commented that it
pointed out the adverse yaw problem. Both pilots disliked the control
harmony; the CAL pilot thought the rudders too light in comparison to the
elevator and aileron which were compatible, while the MAR pilot thought
the elevator stick forces were far heavier than the other two controls. The
overall impression from the CAL pilot was that longitudinal and lateral-
directional characteristics would each be rated at around A4. 5. The MAR
pilot definitely gives the longitudinal handling qualities an A6. 0 rating, and
his general remarks on the lateral-directional handling qualities indicate a
rating in the region of AS. 0.
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BO-3

(C) The lateral-directional handling qualities of this configuration
were found to be excellent by the CAL and MAR pilots, each of whom evaluated
it on one occasion. The adverse yaw and sluggish roll rate response present
in the BO-2 casehave disappeared. The very small amount of sideslip
generated by aileron stick inputa does not require coordination with the
rudders, although it is quite possible to completely null 13 with a tiny bit of
rudder pressure into the turn. Tha magnitude of roll rate fov lateral inputs
is quite adequate. The roll damping is excellent, and what little Dutch roll
is excited by aileron stick inputs is quickly damped. Both pilots found these
characteristics permitted them excellent bank angle control, excellent heading
control, easy turn coordination, and in general, a feeling of good positive
control in roll and yaw, even in the presence of the random noise inputs. The
CAL pilot mentioned that lateral control forces could be lighter, while the
MAR pilot blessed this particular feature with an AZ. 0. Rudder pedal forces
and gradients were liked by the MAR pilot, who incidentally commented that
he preferred the higher gradient (34. 4 lb/in.) with no breakout force to the
lower gradient (28 lb/in. ) with an 8 lb breakout force that he had experienced
in his company's ground simulation. The response to rudder pedal inputs was
"quite satisfactory" to both pilots, but little need for such inputs existed. The
CAL pilot did feel that he could increase his roll rate by using a little rudder,
and felt this was a desirable feature. The CAL pilot had perfected his
longitudinal control technique by the time of his BO-3 flight, so that tl',
longitudinal characteristics were no problem to him, and he was able to give
the configuration an overall rating of AZ. 0. The MAR pilot, on the other hand,
still had serious objections to the longitudinal behavior (see Section A. 3), and
because of this was forced to give an overall rating of A5. 0. It is quite clear
from his comments praising the lateral-directional case that he was in excel-
lent agreement with the CAL pilot aside from longitudinal characteristics and
that the differences in ratings are entirely due to longitudinal differences.
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BO-4

(C) The CAL pilot flew this configuration on two occasions prior
to developing his longitudinal control technique described in Section A. 3.
Since the lateral-directional characteristics pose no special problems, the
z;verall ratings are largely a reflection of longitiidinal complaints. Bo h
pilots found the roll response to aileron stick inputs satisfactory, being ade-
quate in roll rate (compared to BO-I), roll damping and Dutch roll excit;tion.
The amount of sideslip generated is small allowing the aircraft to be flovn
quite adequately with aileron alone. Coordination of the small sideslip is
difficult and definitely not worth the effort. Precise bank angle control is quite
possible, as are raiaking heading changes and maintaining heading. The MAR
pilot felt that the aileron forces could be just a bit lighter for optimum feel,
and that the rudder pedal gradient could be a bit heavier. The aircraft is
fairly unresponsive to the random noise inputs and no extra pilot control
effort is required. The MAR pilot liked the roll and directional damping
and the 10/,11 ratio. It is not immediately clear what he is observing when
he comments on 10/.1 since rudder doublet records indicate that 10/11I
in the Dutch roll is around 6 for this case, which is somewhat higher than
many other cases where he makes no comment on it. Control harmony
suffers because of the large elevator forces. The chief complaint of both
pilots was the longitudinal dynamics, and the overall ratings are governed by
these. The CAL rated it A4. 0 on two occasions, and the MAR pilot also gave
an A4. 0 on his one flight. These results indicate excellent agreement on the
longitudinal system. It is felt that the lateral-directional system, if being
rated separately, would have merited a rating in the A2. 0 to A3. 0 area.
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BO-5

(C) This case is very much like BO-4 in that the sideslip response
to aileron stick inputs, while greater than BO-4, is still smaUl, and the roll
rate response is only slightly reduced. The pilots do not suggest ignoring
the sideslip, as they did for BO-4, but find that little effort is required to
coordinate. The resulting comments on bank angle control, heading control,
and turn coordination were all of a "satisfactory" nature. The excellent
roll and directional damping, and the lack of siplaificant response to random
noise inp,.ts, make the aircraft a pleasant, stable, easily controlled configura-
tion from the lateral-directional standpoint. The CAL pilot flew this
configuration of Flight 772, using the longitudinal control technique described
earlier. He rates longitudinal dynamics as a "good" feature, rather than a
"bad" feature as he had done on his first three flights. The A3. 0 given by
the CAL pilot is therefore a good indicator of the BO-5 lateral-directional
system being slightly less desirable than BO-4. The A4. 0 rating of the MAR
pilot is based on the longitudinal characteristics, as he clearly indicates in
his remarks, and is consistent with hi- previous ratings on other BO cases.
Section A. 3 describes the longitudinal characteristics in detail.
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BO-6

(C) The BO-6 configuration has the least adverse yaw due to aileron
in the BO-4, 5, 6 series, and since even BO-5, which had the most sideslip,
did not come in for much criticism, it is not surprising that this feature re-
ceived no criticism for BO-6. In fact, it was the single most desirable
feature since absolutely no ru'dder rcordination is needed and the aircraft
can be flown very satisfactorily with aileron: stick alone. The roll rate
response to S'A 5 inputs has a higher magnitude and less Dutch roll contri-
bution. Coupled with the almost neutral spiral mode (Ir. = -27.9 minutes),
and the r*ll mode time constant of . 63 seconds, the p response time history
appears almost ideal. Both pilots liked the aileron and rudder forces,
gradients and feel characteristics. The MAR pilot again commented that he
prefers the zero breakout, higher gradient rudder pedals to the characteristics
of his company's ground-based simulator. Precise bank angle control, heading
control, turn coordination and control in random noise were all reported as
very good. The MAR pilot rated the lateral-directional system as A2. 0 but
was forced, from longitudinal system considerations (see Section A. 3), to
rate the overall case as A4. 5. The CAL pilot used the longitudinal technique
referred to earlier, and gave an overall rating of A2. 5.
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BO-"

(C) There was excellent agreement among the four pilots who flew
this configuration on the assessment of the lateral-directional handling
qualities. The roll response to aileron stick inputs was very good, displaying
adequate roll damping, amplitude, and minimum Dutch roll excitation. In
addition, the sideslip generated is of small amplitude in the adverse sense,
and does not require the pilot to spend any time trying to coordinate with
rudder pedals. Most of the pilots recommended flying with aileron alone.
There was a high degree of bank angle accuracy achieved by all pilots. The
roll power was thought to be slightly less than optimum by the CAL pilot and
by the MAR pilot on one of his two flights. This brought forward comments
that the aileron stick forces could be a little lower, since with the existing
gradient and requirement for slightly more d'AS than optimum, higher for'ces
are required. The rudder pedal responses were thought to be satisfactory in
their production of both roll rate and sideslip. The NASA pilot felt that the
rudder pedal gradient was too light for the level of response; however, none
of the other pilots had any objections to it. Turn coordination was no problem
whatsoever. Most pilots did not bother attempting to null the small sideslip
excursions. Likewise, heading control was simple with the low sideslip
resporse and well damped, small Dutch roll excitation. Insignificant responses
were observed in natural turbulence or random noise. The CAL pilot used
the trimming technique for longitudinal control described in Section A. 3.
Consequently his overall rating was not downgraded oy the longitudinal
characteristics and he was able to rate the configuration as A2. 0. Longitudinal
problems plagued the other pilots however, and their ratings are a direct
reflection of these problems (MAR AS. 0 and A4. 5; USAF A4. 5; NASA A6. 0).
The MAR, USAF and NASA pilots each rated the lateral-directional case
alone as AZ. 0. This correlates well with their comments and the rating
of the CAL pilot.
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BO-8

(C) The decrease in the rudder-to-aileron interconnect ratio,
resulting in the higher adverse yaw and lower roll authority, brought pre-
dictable complaints from the CAL and MAR pilots, each of whora flew the
configuration on one occasion. The CAL pilot objected to the small roll rate
for aileron stick inputs, and found that even by using rudders, the required
stick deflections and accompanying forces were too large. Both pilots ex-
perienced difficulty with turn coordination, and felt that an undue amount of
pilot attention was required. The CAL pilot commented that precise bank
angle control was possible only when small aileron inputs were required.
He recommends the use of rudder for adequate roll control. Directional
damping was thought to be good, which helped the heading control maneuvers.
The aircraft was again relatively unresponsive to turbulence and random
noise inputs. Trimmability about all three axes was very good. The CAL
pilot thought the rudder pedal forces were light in comparison to the aileron
stick forces, while the MAR pilot found the elevator forces too high. Both
pilots listed the adverse yaw as a "bad" feature. The CAL pilot added the
poor roll authority, and the .MAR pilot added poor pitch response (see
Section A. 3) to the list of bad features. The CAL pilot gave an A5. 5 rating
based mostly on his lateral-directional objections, while the MAR pilot
rated the lateral-directional separately as A4. 0, but based on longitudinal
considerations he rated it overall as A4. 5.
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BO-9

(C) This configuration displays improved roll rate magnitude with
insignificant Dutch roll excit.tion for aileron stick inputs. In addition, the
yaw due to aileron starts out slightly adverse, and then goes proverse for
aileron sLick steps. Both the CAL and MAR pilots, each of whom flew this
case on one occasion, commented that little or no coordination was required
in turns, and that with the roll characteristics, bank angle control was very
precise, and heading control was excellent. Both pilots felt that the aileron
stick forces could be a little lighter. The response in roll and sideslip due to
rudder pedal inputs was satisfactory, although they are not often required for
normal maneuvers. Only a slight sideslip oscillation was observed during
random noise inputs which did not require pilot compensation. Once again,
the CAL pilot commented .hat the rudder forces were too light in comparison
to the stick, while the MAR pilot noted the heavy elevator forces (this is
explained in Section A. 3). The overall rating given by the CAL pilot was
A2. 5 and the MAR pilot also rated the lateral-directional characteristics as
AZ. 5 but was forced by his complaints with the longitudinal case to give an
overall A5. 0 rating.
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BBo1

(C) This case was flown once each by the CAL and MAR pilot.
The primary complaint from bc.i was the considerable amount of adverse
yaw e-perienced with aileron stick inputs, compared to the relatively low
roll rate produced. The problem is aggravated by the rudder pedal effective-
niss in pruducing roll, and the relatively light Dutch roll damping. The
'AL pilot reported that in attempting to coordinate bank angle maneuverq he
required a constantly changing amount of rudder pedal inputs in the direction
of ailernn stick inputs. The resulting increased roll rates required opposite
aileron stick inputs which in turn required opposite rudder pedal for sideslip
coordination. The result was a pilot-induced oscillation in roll which the
pilot found difficult to avoid for reasonable bank angle tasks. Finally the
pilot decided to stab off the rudders completely and accept the large sideslip
angles and siue accelerations, rather than risk the consequences of a roll
PIO. Th.- MAR pilot had the same level of difficulty although he did not
specificaily mention P1O problems. He comments on the low roll and
directional damping and h:s great difficulty with precise bank angle control
due to large sideslip excursions. The CAL pilot experienced considerable
difficulty in trimming the aircraft for straight and level flight, noting the
rudder trim especially was very sensitive. Simply keeping the wings level
required an undesirable amount of pilot attention when random noise inputs
were fed to the control surfaces. Both pilots indicated that turbulence
aggravated an already heavy work load on the pilot. The low roll power
required large aileron stick inputs resulting in a complaint from the CAL
pilot that these forces were too high and that lateral maneuvering was tiring.
The MAR pilot had no objection to the lateral forces. The coordination
problem made precise heading control difficult and despite considerable
effort, the CAL pilot reported that it was not unusual for him to miss his
intended heading by 5 or 10 degrees. Control harmony was thought poor
by the MAR pilot because of the large elevator forces, while the CAL pilot
thought that both the elevator and aileron sti..k for:es were too high, and
incompatible with the rudders. The longitudinal characteristics (see
Section A. 3) were viewed somewhat differently by the two pilots; however,
the lateral-directional characteristics played the most important role in the
assessments of each. The CAL pilot gave an overall rating of U7. 0 and
the MAR pilot A6. 0.
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BB-Z

(C) The CAL and MAR pilots each flew this configuration on two
occasions, the USAF and NASA pilots, once each. The outstanding feature
of this configuration is.the "excessive" amount of adverse yaw due to aileron
and the accompanying roll reversal tendency. Lateral control with aileron
alone is virtually impossible. The use of rudder pedals for coordination
proved difficult for all the pilots due to the rudder's sensitivity as a roll
rate producer. The low roll and directional damping aggravate the situation.
The CAL pilot was quick to discover that the key to satisfactory control of
this configuration lay in the use of rudder as the primar, controller in roll.
He found he could initiate, control and stop rolling maneuvers with the
rudders, using only very small aileron stick inputs as a coordination device.
The rudder pedal deflections required are large, but since the gradient is low,
no force prohlem existed. This unconventional technique allowed for
marg'nal acceptability in bank angle and heading c- ',trol. Dutch roll oscilla-
tions were still evident, and impossible to eliminate. The aircraft is
difficult to trim lateral-directionally, there being a very delicate balance
between the rudder and aileron trim required. Trim is easily disturbed
by turbulence. The NASA pilot also resorted to primary control with rudders,
and he too was able to achieve marginal satisfaction. His comments were
very much like the CAL pilot, indicating a great deal of pilot effort is
required at all times, but that the configuration is indeed flyable. He rated
it overall as A6. 5 while the CAL pilot gave A4. 5 and A6. 0 on his two flights.
The MAR pilot and USAF pilot did not use this rudder technique, and found
the aircraft unacceptable. They commented only briefly on the details of
what they were experiencing, but conveyed quite clearly that they had a bad
airplane and didn't like it. The USAF pilot was particularly reluctant to
answer any of the questions on the card, feeling perhaps that he was dealing
with an impossible situation. On occasion his aircraft inadvertently executed
uncontrolled 360 degree roll maneuvers. The MAR pilot rated it U9. 5 and
U9. 0; the USAF pilot U9. 0. The longitudinal dynamics (see Section A. 3)
were of secondary importance in these overall evaluations. The variation
in pilot ratings from A4. 5 to U9. 5 is a direct function of the ability of the
pilot to recognize and use effectively the rudder pedal responses as his
primary mode for acceptable lateral control.
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BB-3

(C) The roll response for aileron stick inputs is considerably
improved over BB-2, showing no reversal tendencies. However the adverse
yaw, although smaller than BB-2,is still felt to be "considerable" by the
CAL pilot. This'amount of sideslip required rudder inputs which commanded
a roll rate which is slow at first, and then builds rapidly. The CAL pilot
found that this contribution, added to the ever-increasing roll rate commanded
by the ailerons, resulted in an excessive roll acceleration. The weak roll
damping is a contributing factor, and both pilots complained about it. Precise
bank angle control was exceptionally difficult because of this feature and as
a result, accuracy of heading changes suffered. The rudders, being so
sensitive, caused rudder pedal forces to feel quite light with the existing
gradient of around 34 lb per inch. This lightness was in direct contrast to
the "heavy" aileron (when used alone) and elevator forces. Although trimming
this configuration lateral-directionally was much more satisfactory than
BB-2, random noise still caused lightly damped roll oscillations, which
noticeably increased the pilots' workload. Turn coordination is not a problem
in steady state since the sideslip returns to zero. The MAR pilot concentrated
his objectives on the roll acceleration behavior, and had more tolerance with
the sideslip excursions. The longitudinal characteristics (see Section A. 3)
were secondary to the lateral problems for the configurations, which both
pilots rated as A5. 0.
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BB-4

(C) Very high adverse yaw, low roll damping and high 10/131
ratio combined to make this configuration unacceptable to both pilots, who
each flew it on one occasion. Bank angle control was particularly difficult
and overshoots of thirty to forty degrees were common. It required extreme
concentration to achieve a reasonable measure of coordination and any
distractions resulted in the aircraft getting away irom the pilot. Changing
heading was quite difficult because of this and random noise was found to
accentuate the roll problem. The configuration felt too sensitive in roll to
any type of input. The CAL pilot found that with considerable attention he
could dampen out Dutch roll oscillations with the rudders. The MAR pilot
felt that both the elevator and aileron stick forces were too high. The
longitudinal characteristics were of minor importance to the continually
severe rolling problem. The CAL pilot rated the configuration as U9. 0
and the MAR pilot as U7.5.
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BB-5

(C) This configuration was uncontrollable. Both pilots found the
extreme adverse yaw and roll reversal commanded by aileron stick inputs
intolerable. Continuous heavy concentration and effort were required to
simply hold the wings level. Any inputs, commanded or external, caused
unacceptable roll and yaw excursions. The aircraft could not be trimmed for
hands-off flight. Both pilots rated it 10. 0.
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BB-6

(C) Again we have a rolly configuration that requires a high degree
of pilot attention to fly in a controlled manner. The adverse yaw experienced
for aileron stick inputs, while not as excessive as BB-5, was still thought
to be large, necessitating rudder coordination. The rudder response (the
same as BB-4 and BB-5), is divergent in roll, hence the pilots found them-
selves trading off sideslip problems for roll problems. The high ¢/0J1
and low Dutch roll damping contributed to the problem, resulting in roll
oscillations in natural turbulence and random noise inputs. The aircraft
was difficult to trim, and it was not uncommon to experience bank angles up
to 60 degrees while attempting to fly straight and level. Naturally, bank
angle control was reported poor and changing heading was difficult. The
MAR pilot did not seem to be as sensitive to sideslip excursions as the.
CAL pilot. Consequently his requirement for the use of rudder pedals, with
accompanying roll difficulties, was somewhat less. The longitudinal charac-
teristics did not display any very unpleasant cha aca:eristics (see Section A. 3),
hence the ratings of U8. 0 by the CAL pilot, and A5. 0 by the MAR pilot
directly reflect the degree to which each pilot was affected by the roll behavior.
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BB-7

(C) Three features combine to make this configuration unsatisfactory
lateral-directionally: low roll power, high adverse yaw due to aileron, and
high roll rate response to rudder pedal inputs accompanied by a low rudder
pedal force gradient. The low roll power means that if the aircraft is to be
flown laterally with aileron stick alone, large deflections are required.
This results in excessive sideslip excursions demanding rudder coordination.
The rudders are extremely effective as roll producers; a situation worsened
by the very light rudder pedal force gradient (34.4 lb per inch). This combi-
nation of controls required very tricky coordination, requiring constant pilot
attention to bank angle control. The high rates of roll commanded by the
rudder require excessive aileron inputs to check. Changing heading accurately
was a miserable tat k for both pilots, each of whom flew the configuration on
one occasion. It was difficult to trim the aircraft for straight and level flight,
and the presence of natural turbulence or random noise always resulted in a
continual roll-sideslip oscillation which the pilots, despite full time attention,
were unable to control satisfactorally in light of the boost mission require-
ments. The CAL pilot found it easy to get himself into a pilot-induced
oscillation when concentrating on bank angle precision. The MAR pilot felt
that the aircraft would easily go out of control if the pilot was distracted
only briefly by other cockpit duties. Clearly the configuration is unacceptable,
despite the good longitudinal characteristics reported in Section A. 3, and
was rated as U7. 0 by both pilots.
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BB-8

(C) There is a "considerable" amount of adverse yaw due to aileron
with this configuraticn, and definite roll reversal for aileron stick inputs
alone. Rudder is definitely required to achieve adequate roll response and
then opposite aileron and rudder to stop it. The coordination of sideslip is
extremely difficult, and intense pilot concentration is required to achieve
reasonable bank angle accuracy. Both pilots complained of the high lateral
forces required, however, rudder pedal forces were satisfactory. There
were differences expressed by the pilots with respect to the lateral-
directional trimmability and the random noise response. The CAL pilot
found that he had good trimmability and listed this as a "good" feature.
Also, he felt that there was little response to random noise, and that little
downgrading of handling qualities resulted. These statements are in
contrast to both the BB-7 and BB-9 cases, where he found some difficulty
with both. In addition, it is in conflict with the MAR pilot's observations
for the same BB-8 case, who found it "impossible" to trim laterally and
quite responsive to random noise. No obvious reason for this discrepancy
was found. This difference played an important role in the overall assess-
ment of the vehicle's handling qualities. The CAL pilot thought that an
A6. 0 was called for, while U9. 5 was the MAR pilot's assessment. He
commented that with the poor trimming there was a fifty percent chance
that a novice pilot would go out of control with this configuration.
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BB-9

(C) The adverse yaw due to aileron was sufficiently low to the CAL
pilot on this configuration that he felt one is better off to use aileron stick
alone for roll control accepting the sideslip, which will get around the
roll response problem for rudder pedal inputs, which was present in BB-7
and BB-8. The roll power is such that reasonably large deflections, with
accompanying large lateral forces, will be required. The CAL pilot feels
this is not too high a price to pay to avoid the roll problems. The long roll
mode time constant accentuates the lateral force problem since the pilot is
tempted to put in extra large deflections to initiate a roll maneuver and
then take them out quickly--a type of impulse control technique. The
configuration is very sensitive, especially in roll, to natural turbulence
and random noise inputs. The CAL pilot reported that he simply could not
adequately control the roll oscillations. Accuracy in bank angle control
was low, as was heading change precision. The higher roll authority with
aileron stick and the lower adverse yaw made this configuration the best of
the BB-7, 8, 9 series, resulting in ratings from the CAL and MAR pilots
of A6. 0 and A5. 5 respectively.
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LA-I

(C) The recurring comment from each of the four pilots who flew

this configuration concerned the rapid roll acceleration experienced for

small, sharp aileron stick inputs. The resulting side accelerations felt at

the pilot's head were objected to in varying degrees. In addition, the rudder
pedals are sensitive as roll producers, and the Dutch roll frequency is

high, giving the overall impression of a very snappy, responsive aircraft.

The adverse yaw generated by aileron stick inputs was noticeable but not

significant. The CAL pilot preferred to ignore it, since using rudder

produced too much sideslip and roll rate than desirable. The low rudder

pedal force gradient aggravated this sensitivity. All the pilots felt that

bank angle precision suffered because of the initial roll acceleration. Small

corrections in 0 were particularly difficult to accomplish. Heading control

was less of a problem if the total change was large enough that a smooth

steady-state bank angle maneuver was called for. The aircraft seemed well

damped in all respects, making heading maintenance relatively easy. In

addition, all pilots found no significant effects were produced by random

noise and that no degradation of handling qualities resulted. The CAL and

MAR pilots felt that the aileron stick forces were satisfactory, while the

USAF and NASA pilots felt they were too low for the roll sensitivity. The

CAL pilot thought the rudders were too light, while the NASA pilot, agreeing

that they were light, felt they were well matched to the light aileron stick

forces. The CAL pilot was the least bothered by the abrupt roll response

for small aileron inputs, and complained more about the sideslip produced

both by the aileron stick, and" rudder pedals. The other pilots all agreed
that the roll acce!eration problem was the most troublesome. All pilots

liked the comfortable descent and flare and felt that there would be little

problem in landing this configuration. The longitudinal characteristics were

very good (see Section A. 3) and often quoted as the best feature of this case.

The overall ratings were CAL A4. 0, MAR A4. 5, USAF AS. 0, and NASA A3. 0.

There was excellent consistency in all the comments; the differences of

opinion as to the severity of the complaints is reflected by the different
ratings.
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(C) The degree of roll acceleration and adverse yaw was in some
dispute according to the pilot comments. The CAL pilot felt that a jerky,
abrupt roll rate was evident for sharp aileron inputs and that there was a
significant amount of accompanying adverse yaw. He found that nulling out
the sideslip was difficult since the magnitude and frequency of the A response
required large rudder pedal deflections for short periods of time. The MAR
pilot commented that the roll response was not as jerky as he had previously
encountered and was pleased with this. He again displayed less sensitivity
to the adverse yaw and did not experience a requirement for much rudder
coordination. Both pilots found the aircraft quite satisfactory in heading
control and were satisfied with the aileron stick and rudder pedal forces and
gradients. The CAL pilot said that the random noise disturbances accentu-
ated the jerky p response characteristic, while the MAR pilot saw no
significant effects. Both pilots agreed that the longitudinal characteristics
were good and that handling during the actual descent was very good. The
flare maneuver was particularly good. In his closing comments, the MAR
pilot noted that he would, in fact, prefer less roll acceleration, but the
complaint was not serious enough to downgrade the configuration very much.
He rated it as A2. 0. The CAL pilot said that the difficuity associated with
coordinating the sideslip due to aileron stick motions was his main complaint,
and that the jerky.,. response combined to downgrade the rating to A4. 5.
There was no indication that any differences in configuration existed between
the two flights - the difference in rating seems to be due to a genuine disa-
greement as to the severity of the above problems.
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I LA-3

(C) Both the initial roll acceleration and sideslip excursions for
step aileron inputs are reduced in comparison to LA-I and LA-2. Roll
response was reported '"a bit abrupt" by the CAL pilot, and "slightly fast"
by the MAR pilot, but was not seriously objected to by either. Likewise
neither pilot had difficulty with the adverse yaw. The CAL pilot preferred
to use aileron stick alone for lateral control, while the MAR pilot reported
no difficulty with coordination. Bank angle control and heading control

Spresented tn problem whatsoever. The MAR pilot reported excellent damping
about all three axes. All control forces were liked and control harmony was
reported as good. The aircraft displayed no significant effect in natural
turbulence or random noise. The descent and flare maneuvers were particu-
larly pleasing to both pilots. The aircraft was easy to handle, displayed
good roll control, was not affected by turbulence and was easily flared. The
CAL pilot flew this configuration on two occasions, rating it as A2. 0 both
times. The MAR pilot felt A3. 0 was merited; the only objection was the
initial roll acceleration for small, rapid aileron stick inputs.
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LA- 4

(C) This configuration again displayed the abrupt roll rate response

for small 4'As inputs which was objected to in the LA-I, 2, 3 series. Roll

and directional damping were good. Precise bank angle control was possible

but not optimurn due to the small roll oscillation which inevitably developed

whenever small 0 maneuvers were required. This annoying oscillation is of

such high frequency that it damps out before the pilot can put in corrective

movements. Neither pilot had trouble with turn coordination and heading

control. The MAR pilot preferred to fly it with feet off the rudder pedals,

while the CAL pilot found that a little rudder into the turn, followed by a

gentle removal as the desired bank angle was approached, did the trick.

Sideslip and roll responses to rudder pedal inputs were judged satisfactory.

The CAL pilot felt the rudder pedal forces were light in comparison to the

elevator and aileron, while the MAR pilot commented that the aileron stick

forces were light compared to the elevator stick. The descent and flare

were easily performed, smooth and comfortable. The MAR pilot thought

that the natural turbulence he experienced aggravated the small d*AS problem

since he was continually trying to correct small bank angle displacements.

The flare control was excellent and the longitudinal characteristics were also

good (see Section A. 3). The difference between the MAR pilot's A4. 0 and

the CAL pilot's A3. 0 was the degree of annoyance produced by side accelera-

tions at the pilot's head due to high abrupt roll accelerations.
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"LA-5

(C) There was little difference in the pilot comments for this case as
compared to LA-4. The MAR pilot had the same complaints about the snappy
roll for small aileron stick inputs. The CAL pilot again was less bothered by
this feature. He did notice mc,.-e adverse yaw than on LA-4, however, he
found that it was still low enough that he did not have to use rudder and could
control the aircraft quite well using aileron stick alone. He attempted to
use rudder for coordination and experienced no problems in doing so. He
recommends using a little d'RP into the turn and easing it out gently as the
desired bank angle is approached. The MAR pilot again noted the difficulty
with precision of small bank angle or heading changes, but found that larger
maneuvers presented no problem. While the CAL pilot thought the responses
to random noise were negligible, the MAR pilot again felt that the roll
acceleration problem was accentuated by it as he attempted to correct small
bank angle disturbances. Directional damping was again reported as excel-
lent. The descent was liked very much by both pilots. Good airspeed,
attitude and flare control were experienced. The MAR pilot rated the descent
portion separately as an AZ. 5, overall as A4. 5, based primarily on his
objections at altitude (he experienced far less problems with this during
descent). The CAL pilot gave an A3.0 rating, as he did for LA-4, for which
his comments were very similar.
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LA-6

(C) This configuration was flown once each by the CAL, USAF and
NASA pilots, and twice by the MAR pilot. It was perhaps one of the best
overall configurations tested for the landing approach mission. The adverse
yaw due to aileron is low, prompting all the pilots to comment that aileron-
alone control is quite satisfactory, and that attempts to null the small side-
slip are not worth the effort. None of the pilots reported problems with roll
acceleration for small stick inputs. The CAL pilot even commented that he
would like more roll power than he saw, however, all the other pilots felt
the roll power was entirely adequate. The USAF pilot thought that there was
perhaps too much roll authority, and he experienced some difficulty with
precise bank angle control, due to this sensitivity. The other pilots were
in agreement that bank angle control was excellent, with negligible overshoot
tendency and oscillation. Three of the pilots felt that the rudders were too
sensitive as sideslip producers and that it was easy to overcontrol sideslip
maneuvers. The situation is compounded by the rudder pedal force gradient
which three of the pilots found "too light" for this sensitivity. The require-
ment for rudder pedal inputs is low, however, so that this characteristic
does not present a big problem. The USAF pilot thought that random noise
inputs made his roll sensitivity problem more pronounced. The other three
pilots disagreed, remarking that there were no significant effects on vehicle
behavior due to these inputs. Both the MAR and CAL pilots thought that a
little more roll power would be optimum in the descent, otherwise airspeed,
attitude and flare control were excellent. The CAL pilot found he could arrest
his rate of descent in only 200 feet, and with definite precision. The excellent
longitudinal handling qualities (Section A. 3) combined with the above lateral-
directional features to produce ratings of Al. 0 and AI. 5 from the MAR pilot
(he added that A2. 5 would be appropriate for the descent portion alone),
A3. 0 from the CAL and NASA pilots, and A4. 5 from the USAF pilot.
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LA-7

(C) Both pilots commented on the high roll accelerations for small
aileron stick inputs which caused uncomfortable side forces at the pilot's
head. Although the roll damping appears satisfactory for larger aileron
inputs, the jerky, abrupt motions for small inputs make precise bank angle
control difficult. The random noise inputs accentuated this problem since
the disturbances were of an amplitude and frequency such that small rapid
corrections were called for. The MAR pilot thought this effect was of a
"nauseating" level, while the CAL pilot seemed to, be more toicrant of it.
The CAL pilot was again more concerned with the sideslip excursions
exhibited for aileron stick inputs. lie found that the initial excursion during
a turning maneuver was large, but returned to zero quite quickly. He found
this response hard to null out with rudder pedals, due to the quickness of
the response, not the lack of sideslip response for rudder pedal inputs. He
would rather use aileron stick alone since coordination requires too much
attention for what can be achieved. The MAR pilot also commented that he
was unable to coordinate the high frequency a response experienced on turn
initiation. The CAL pilot thought control harmony was poor due to the light
rudder pedal forces, while the MAR pilot felt that all control forces, gradients
and feel characteristics were satisfactory. The descent was again quite well
received by both pilots. The aircraft was easy to handle, had good flight
path control, minimum response to natural turbulence and excellent flare
response. The MAR pilot did feel that his . objections at altitude were still
valid during the descent. The longitudinal characteristics were very good,
as reported in Section A. 3. The CAL pilot gave an overall rating of A4. 0,
his prime objection being his difficulty with sideslip coordination. The MAR
pilot felt A5. 0 was called for because of his annoying roll acceleration
problem.
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LA-8

(C) The larger sideslip excursions for aileron stick inputs compared
to LA-7 solicited a correspondingly higher level of complaint, especially
from the CAL pilot who has displayed a sensitivity to it on previous landing
approach cases. The MAR pilot also listed the high adverse yaw as a "bad"
feature; however, his chronic roll acceleration problem was still the worst
single feature to him. He calls the lateral system "nervous" in describing
the sensitivity in roll to small d'As inputs. "Abrupt", "jerky" and "sharp"
are other adjectives used to describe this phenomena. He recommends
smooth, slow roll inputs as the only suitable technique to avoid head jerks,
along with an effort to avoid the necessity for small bank angle maneuvers.
Both pilots again discovered that the high rates of change of sideslip on turn
tasks made coordination with rudder very difficult, requiring too much of
the pilot's attention. The CAL pilot again felt this situation was complicated
by the very light rudder pedal forces. The MAR pilot found these forces
"satisfactory". The . problem was found to be reduced at lower altitudes
according to the MAR pilot, however both pilots reported the same difficulties
with sideslip control during the descent. The flare control was again reported
as "very good", and no significant effects from natural turbulence were
encountered. The CAL pilot rated this configuration as AS. 5 based mainly
on his sideslip complaints, while the A3. 5 rating by the MAR pilot reflected
primarily the roll acceleration problem.
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LA-9

(C) A substantial improvement in the sideslip difficulties experienced
in LA-8 is effected by the changing of the interconnect ratios to the LA-9
value. The CAL pilot no longer found that he was required to coordinate a
fast moving sideslip response to aileron stick inputs - a defect that he showed
a dislike for previously. At the same time there was little evidence of the
roll rate abruptness present -. Arlier for small, rapid aileron stick inputs.
The CAL pilot did report a tendency to abruptness when executing small
bank angle changes, but the MAR pilot, usually sensitive to this feature, did
not complain of it on his one LA-9 flight. All control forces, gradients and
feel characteristics were likewise found satisfactory. Little or no coordina-
tion was required on level turns, and no heading control difficulties were
experienced. Random noise inputs had little effect on vehicle response and
good lateral-directional damping was reported. The descent portion of the
flights went well for both pilots. They reported good roll and attitude control,
no natural turbulence effects and excellent flare characteristiL-R. The CAL
pilot experienced deteriorating sideslip effects at the lower altitude, finding
more 0 response to pure aileron stick inputs than he had at altitude. He
became harsher on this feature as the flight terminated, finally rating the
configuration as A3. 5. The MAR pilot was quite satisfied at all aspects of
this configuration and gave an overall rating of Al. 5.
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